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ABSTRACT 

Increased coal utiJization has accelerated the demand for basic 

knowledge about coal properties and their relationships to coal pro

cessing. Petrographic analysis has been a useful method of coal 

evaluation, and its applications can be expe~ted to expand. The de

velopment of automated toal petrographic techniques will lessen the 

demands on skilled personnel to do routine work. This project is con

cerned with the development and successful testing of an instrument 

which will meet these needs. 

A survey of previous work indicated that the fundamental differences 

in reflectance of the three primary maceral groups should enable their 

differentiation in an automated-reflectance frequency histogram (reflecto

gram). Consequently, reflected light photometry was chosen as the method 

for automating coal· petrographic analysis. Three generations of an auto

mated system (called Rapid Scan Versions I, II, and III) were developed 

and evaluated for petrographic analysis. Their basic design was that of 

a reflected-light microscope photometer with an automatic stage, inter

faced with a minicomputer. The minicomputer ·was programmed to provide 

the following functions: photometer control, stage control, data 

acquisition, data computation and output and data storage. 

It was determined that the hardware elements used in the Rapid 

Scan Version I limited the system's flexibility and _presented problems 

with signal diqitization and measurement precision. Rapid Scan Version 

II was designed to incorporate a new microscope photometer and computer 

system. Its precision of reflectance measurement was,found to be. 

limited by photon flux and signal integration time. In order to 

increase the signal integration time (and improve the precisi6n of the· 

; ; 



nlr.lSlll'f'lllf'nq il diqit.1l strppinq sl.lq<' w.1s inr.orpnrai.NI into tiH' Rilpid 

Scan Version III. system. The precision of reflectance determination of 

this system was found to be + 0.02 percent reflectance. 

The limiting factor in quantitative interpretation of Rapid Scan 

reflectograms is ·the resolution of reflectance populations of the 

individual maceral groups. Six factors which affected this resolution 

were delineated as follows: sample preparation, sampling techniq~e, 

instrumental etror, concentration of constituerits present, overlap in 

the range of reflectance of macerals, and grain size. The effect in 

size (and hence, boundary readings) was shown to have, by far, the 

greatest influence. 

Results generated from reflectance studies on the vartous coal 

macerals shed light on the geologic history of the test coals. The 

reflectance characteristics of fusinite suggested a multiple (or varied) 

origin, and that its optical properties change little in response to 

coalification. The mean reflectance of sporinite converged with that of 

vitrinite at a vitrinite reflectance of approximately 1.10% (mean 

average random reflectance). In higher rank coals the sporinite 

reflectance can exceed that of vit~inite. A comparison of mean average 

random reflectance to mean maximum vitrinite reflectance, for coals 

from westcr.n rennsyl vani a, sugge::. Letl that pressure-induced anisotropy 

was uniform ac1·oss the basin. Uniform vitrinite anisotropy may indi

cate si111ilar depth of burial (and tectonic history) for the different 

rank coc1ls. 

Statistical testing indicated that reflectograms were highly 

reproducible, and a new computer program, PETAN, was written to interpret 

the curves for vitrinite reflectance parameters and petrographic 

;.; i 



composition. Vitrinite reflectanre data derived from reflectograms by 

PETAN were shown statistically to be closely comparable to visually 

determined values. Maceral group determinations derived by PETAN 

showed deviations from visual results. 

Petrographic information generated by Rapid Scan III was used 

to predict ASTM coke stability and to evaluate changes in coal composi

tion resulting from fractionation procedures. Reflectograms were 

successfully used also for the detection and evaluation of coal blends. 

A method was suggested for developing coal performance prediction formulae 

which directly utilize reflectogram characteristics. 

iv 
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·I. INTRODUCTION 

A. The Hole of Co<!.!_ Petrography ~ _ 

Increased Coal Utilization 

The realization in recent years that futu~e quantities of pet~oleum. 

fuels are not limitless has led the United States to re-evaluate the 

role of coal as an energy resource. Th~_Federal Government has supported 

increased coal utilization by formulating the National Energy Plan,_ 

which includes among its goals the substitution of the use of coal for 

oil and natural_ gas by utilities, and the development of a synthetic 

fuels industry (United States Department of Energy, 1979). Private 

industry, particularly the major oil companies, also has showri a vigorous 

interest in coal utilization. Eleven major oil companies have acquired 

control of 55.3 billion tons, or 25 percent, of the total United State~ 

recoverable coal reserves (Busines~ Week, i979). Coal production in 

the United State~ has been growing at a five to seven percent annu~l 

rate for the past two years which, although indicating increased coal 

utilization, is far below the 1.2 billiori ton production level called 

for by President Carter for 1985 (Bagge, 1979). 

Two thirds of the 1979 coal production {approximately 462 million 

tons) wns consumed by the utility sectot·, pr·eduminantly for the genera

tion of electricity (Bagge, 1979}. By 1990, this requirement is ex

pected to increase to approximately one billion tons of coal per year 

(Feibus et ~., 1979). In addition to the utility sector, it has been 

predicted that the synthetic fuels industry will require 200 to 300 mil

lion tons of coal per year by the early 1990's (Coal ·Gasification and 

Liquefaction Newsletter, 1979). 



This expected surge in .coal utilization will require vigorous ex

ploration programs to delineate the coal reserves which can contribute 

to e~pariding production. Coal consumers today are requiring long term 

supply contracts with guarantees on coal quantity and quality (Wilson, 

1979). w·ith increasing e~vironmental restrictions on the quality of 

utility coals and more complex coal technology, such as synthetic fuels 

processes, coal evaluation will become of major importance in exploration 

programs. 

Historically, the most compreh~nsive coal testing programs have 

been those applied to coal produced for the meta11urgical market. 

Steel companies have employed petrographic, chemical and.empirical

physical testing for two decades 111 Llleir· coal evaluation p1·ogram5. 

Data from comprehensive testing programs have been used to gain a better 

understanding of the origin and geologic setting 6f coal seams, as well· 

as to predict process-product quality. For the prediction of coal cok

ing properties, the steel industries have in recent years relied heavi1y 

on coal petrographic analysis (Thompson, 1979). ·Their dependence o~ 

coal petrographic data developed from a need to better characterize the 

coals used for the production of blast furnace coke, in by-product ovens. 

Microscopically, coal is a mixture of recognizabl~ organic and 

inorganic components, several of which react uniquely during the coking 

process. Gross chemical analyses which treated coal as a homogeneous 

material often were insufficient to explain coking behavior. Research 

into the thermal behavior of the different coal components paved the way 

for the development of toke prediction techniques, applying coal petro

graphic compositional data. 



1\ new period of basic resci11·cll .. is developinu in the cokinq induslt'.Y 

(Robins, 1979). This research, in part, is directed toward understanding 

the coal to coke transformation, ilnd how coal characteristics ·influence 

transformation mechanisms. Further coal and coke petrographic studies 

will be used to elucidate these o~chanisms and how thej may be modified 

by the addition of non-coa·l additives in the coking process. However, 

until new predictive techniques are developed and perfected, applied 

coal laboratories will no doubt continue to use coaT petrographic analy

sis for routine coal evaluation and coal quality control. 

Research already has indicated that coal characteristics may be 

important factors in developing techniques for predicting the yield and 

quality of liquid synthetic fuels from coal (Davis et ~., 1976). 

·Empirfcal prediction equations (developed from multivariate statistical 

testing) have shown that maceral composition, ·vitrinite reflectance and 

total sulfur content are among the most important compositional factors 

relating to process-product yield (Yarzab et ~·· 1980). Granoff (1979) 

has also shown that the amount and type of pyrite in coal may be related 

directly to process-product quality. Coal petrographic analysis has 

proved to be a useful technique to assess the above information during 

coal evaluation programs. 

Coal petrographic research has also begun to utilize additional 

information which can be gained readily only by image examination tech

niques .. In the past, coal petrographic analysis has been employed 

primarily to generate compositional data. However, to uniquely describe 

an aggregate material such as coal, additional information on the size, 

shape, associ-ation, and packing of components is necessary (Griffiths, 

1961). Recent studies have begun to investigate the influence 
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of size of inorganic coal components on coal processing (Kuehn and 

Davis, 1979; Richardson, 1979). Petrographic studies of coal liquefac

tion residues and reactor solids, have shown the importance of species 

association in understanding reaction histories (Mitchell et ~.,. 1977; 

Wakeley et ~·, 1979). Future studies may utilize additi·onal information 

available· only from petrographic analysis (such as particle description) 

to better characterize coa 1 s; and therefore., better understand their 

hPhnvior in coal process technologies. 

Coal petrograph1c analyses also have been used in various ~eologi~ 

investigations. Past researchers have used coal petrography to under

stand: environments of coal deposition (Hacquebard et ~.,. 1968; Tiny 

and Spackman, 1975; Reyes-Navarro and Davis, 1976; Austin, 1979; and 

others); correlation of coal seams (Hacquebard and Donaldson, 1974; 

Smyth, 1967; and others); co~l meta~orphic history (TeichmUller and 

TeichmUller, 1954; Hower, 1978); and structural fabric in coal fields 

(Stone and Cook, 1979; Levine and Uavis, 1979). 

The combination of expanded coal utilization (and the stimulus it 

affords for new research) with the proved utility of coal petrographic 

analysis, suggests that this technique should become a widespread tool 

for the coal scientist. Unfortunate·ly, two factors may 1 iuiit mo1·e 

routine use of petrographic analysis. 

The first factor involves the d1str1but·iun driLl utilization of 

lrained petrogrnphcr~ in t::!1.isting co.Jl 1.1hnratories. A trainerl npP.rator, 

employing accepted techniques, can complete an analysis (maceral compo

sition and reflectance) on one sample in approx~mately three hours. 

Industrial acceptance of this technique has led to a situation where 

many available man-hburs are spent doing routine analysis ·(Gray, 1979). 

Consequently; the demand for petrographic analysis~has already 
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outstripped thr. capacity of exisl.inq l«hor«torir.s, which «rr. ·unlikely to 

hire and train additional personnel (Thompson and Benedict, 1976). 

The second factor affecting increased use of coal petrographic 

data is the subjectivity of maceral analysis. During petrographic analy

sis the operator is .required to make decisions regarding compositjon 

based on observation; The accuracy of the analysis is, therefore, 

highly dep~ndent on the operator's training and experience (Chandra, 

1963). Studies have shown that intr«laboratory reproducibility of· 

results for trained petrographers tan be very good (Hoover, in prepara

tion); however, interlaboratory compositional results can vary greatly 

(ICCP, 1978). Future acceptance of coal petrographic analysis may be 

affected by the ability of existing coal laboratories to narrow the 

differences obtained during interlaboratory analyses. 

One development" which could ease both of the aforementioned prob

lems would be a system capable of rapid, objective ~etrographic analysis. 

Such a system should be capable of yielding data comparable to that of 

~isual coal petrographic techniques, or data which provide the same 

basic information, perhaps in a different format. The scope of this 

dissertation is the development and evaluation of one such system (the 

Rapid Scan) at The Pennsylvania State University. 

B. Discussion.of Coal· Petrographic Characterization 

Coal can be described as a sedi111entary rock co111pnsed of greater 

than 50 percent (by weight) combustible carbonaceous matP.rials (Schopf, 

1956). This description implies that coal is an aggreg~te of organic 

and inorganic phases. Stapes (1919, 1935) was one of the earliest 

workers to classify coal on its megascopic and microscopic appearances. 
.• 
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Shr. ohsr.rvr.cl that one could rr.coqnizc a ntunhr.r of microscopically iden

tifiable components comprising the organic phase of coal' and designated 

these components macerals (a classification term which was meant to be 

analogous to the term mineral, in inorganic petrology). 

In the time since Stapes first defined the maceral concept, several 

methods have been used to tlassify these organic components. The system 

whi~h is currently in use in most coal laborat6ries is the Stop~s-Heerlen 

classification, endorsed by the International Committee of Coal Petroiogy 

(1963; 1971). This classification system (Table 1) establishes three 

primary maceral groups: vitrinite, liptinite (or exinite), and inerti

nite, and differentiates them based on origin and fundamental chemical 

and structural parameters. Each maceral group 1s subdlvi~~~ into a 

series of individual macerals which are differentiated under the micro

scope by morphology and optical properties. 

Vitrinite is perhaps the most important maceral group, as it is 

the dominant component in most United States coals (X = 78% by volume 

and a= 9.0%) (Waddell et ~., 1978). It is thought to be derived from 

the woody tissue, bark and leaves of trees, and occurs as bright, or 

vitreous bands and as attrital matrix. Its appearance is that of a 

medium gray material in reflected light, and various shades of red, 

orange, or brown in transmitted 1 i ght. The chemi s·try of vitrinite is 

variable (depending on the level of rank or thermal metamorphism); how

ever, its hydrogen content will be intermediate between those of the 

liptinite group and the inertinite group (Figure 1) and in bituminous 

rank coals, its oxygen content will be the highest of the three groupi. 

"The vitrinite group macerals also are of great importance to under

standing the technological behavior of coals in different processes. 
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Table 1 

Mocified Stopes-Heerlen Mac~ral Classification 
(From Davis, 1976) 

Origin Appearance 

Source Process Color in l Reflected Chern is try 
Thin Section 1 Light 

Intermediate 
Woody tissues, Intermediate hydrogen 
bark, 1 e~ves, Mwrmi fication Red-brown grey content and 
etc. volatiles 

Resins 

Spore exines Resistant 
Yellaw Dark grey 

Cuticles remains 

Algae Higher. 
hydrogen 
content and 

Plant Oi"s, 
volatiles; 

·Fats Black more 
aliphatic 

Bacterial Between 
lipoids, fats, Migration Vitrinite & 
Proteins Sporinite 

Exudates from 
Liptinite & Black 
Vitrinites 

Degradation Plant mat-erials products - Lower 

Woody tissues, Fire; biochem- White, 
hydrogen 
content and 

etc. ical oxidation Opaque yellowish, volatiles; 
Woody tissues, Intermediate light grey more 
etc. between aromatic 

vitrinite and 
fusinite 

Funoal Resistant sclerotia, 
hypt.ae remains 

Technological Behavior 

Carbonization Liquefaction 

Principal 
reactive Susceptible 
constituent to 
in coking li~uefaction 
·coal 

Reactive 
during 
carbonization 

Susceptible 
to 

1 iquefaction 

Generally Generally 
inert during resistant to 
carbonization liquefaction 
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Various authors (Ammosov ~J:-.~·, 1957, Spackman ~_t ~1_., 1960; Schapiro 

et ~·.• 1961; Thompson et ~;, 1966; Brown et ~·, 1964; and others) 

have shown that the proportion and characteristics of the vitrinite in 

a coal can be of major impo~tance to the physical and chemical properties 

of its carbonized product. The importance of predicting and optimizing 

coke characteristics has prompted many major steel companies to estab

lish coal petrographic laboratories for coal evaluation. Some of these 

1ndustrial laboratories have found it useful to subdivide the vitrinite 

·maceral group into two vitrinites, normal and 11 pseudovitrinite 11
; the 

latter is thought to have inferior coking properties (Benedict et ~., 

1968). The vitrinite group macerals also have b~en shown to be of 

importance during the liquefaction of coal into clean fuels. The pro

·portion and charact'eristics of the vitrinite in a coal have been shown 

to control the yield and type of products obtained-from the experimental 

1 i quefact ion studies (Davis et ~· , ·1976). 

A second main group of macerals is the liptinite or exinite group. 

These components consist of the wa~y coatings of plant parts (sporinite, 

cutinite), plant resins (resinite), aJgal remains (alginite) and various 

hydrocarbb~s of uncertain origin (fluorinite, bituminite, exudatinite). 

The liptinite group has the highest hydrogen content (Figure 1) and is 

believed to have the most aliphatic chemical structu~e .. These component~ 

appear as dark grays or blacks in reflected light, and are yellow to red 

in tr·ansmitted light .. In carbon1zation processes the liptinite group 

mace1·a 1 s are considered .reactive components, and are knot,oJn to become 

plastic and volatilize. Owing to their relatively high .hydrogen content, 

it is thought that.these components are beneficial in coal liquefaction, 

although their·precise tole ~s little understood. 
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ln Lhepreuiclion of coal L>chi.lvior to Lcchnolouici.ll processing, Lhc 

liptinite components often are added to the vitrinite group, and the sum 

designated 11 total. reactive macerals ... Owing to their different chemical, 

physical and optical properties, this is undoubtably an oversimplifi

cation; however, this use probably will be continued. until more precise 

information is known about the different technological behaviors of the 

two groups. 

The third, and final, group of macerals i~ the iner~inite group. 

These components are thought to be of various origins, and all are 

altered highly from their plant precursors. In r·eflected light these 

components look bright yellow or white, and in transmitted light, are 

opaque or almost opaque. They have the lowest hydrogen content and an~ 

considered highly aromatic. 

This particular maceral group derives its nam~, inertinite, from the 

general technological behavior of its co111ponents. It has been shown that 

some of these tomponen~s exhibit little or no plastic behavior during 

carbonization (Berry, 1959). They are also relatively_ resistant to 

liquefaction processes, and are often s~en virtually unaltered in the 

solid residues of these proc~sses. 

Some evidence exists which 1vould indicate that se111ifusinite may ·be 

partially reactive in' liquefaction processing. Dav1s (197G) re!Jurled urr 

t~e liquefaction of inertinite-rich samples. He showed that in samples_ 

where the semjfusinite plus fusinite reflectance was low, the convers·ion 

to liquids was higher than would be expected if these components were 

entirely inert. His data also showed that the senrifusirri(Le plus fusinite 

reflectance of the residues was significantly higher than. that of feed 

coals, indicating that the lower ~eflectance· species had been dissolved. 
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Micrinite also may prove to be partially reactive to coal proces

sing .. Stach et ·~ .. (1975) reported that the chemical properties of 

micrinite were not understood well, but that they di-ffered from other 

inertinite·macerals. They noted that micrinite yielded a large amount 

of volatile matter and was affected by oxidation. A survey of samples 

in The Pennsylvania State ·university, Coal Research Sectio~, Coal Data 

Base showed that greater than half the samples which had high micrinite. 

contents (micrinite greater than ten percent by volume), but other

wise normal petrographic compositions, had significantly higher than 

normal volatile yields. Mi~rinite generally cannot be seen during the 

petrographic examination of coke samples o~ liquefaction residues and 

may be present in some partially altered form. 

Additional studies will be necessary to define the precise role of. 

either semifusinite or micrinite·in coal processing; however, it is 

apparent that coals s_elected for liquefaction ideally should have high 

contents of total reactive components. A certain amount of inert com-

~onents, on the other hand, is beneficial for the production of strong 

ccike for blast furnace operation. 

Mac~ral analysis typically is carried out by petrographic examina.

tion of briquetted, polishe& coal ~amples in reflected li9ht. The sample 

is moved beheath the microscope objective in ~ systematic grid pattern, 

and the operator records the maceral occurrence at each grid int~rsection. 

In accordance with the ASTM Standard procedure (1979), 500 points are 

·determined on each of two pellets, and the data are combined and reported 

as ·volume percents~ 

The advantage of petrographic compositional analysis over chemicalS 

techniques is that it allows better discrimination between coal types.·· 
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Two coa 1 s can have similar ult.ima I.e analyses and yet have different 

maceral compositions. This occurs when the liptinite·and inertinite 

group macerals are present in approximately equal proportions. The 

hydrogen-.rich 1 i pti ni te macerals balance the hydrogen-poor, carbon-rich 

inertinite macerals and the ultimate analysis can appear similar to .one 

from a coal which p~edominantly is vitrinite. The two coals, how~ver, 

can have significantly different technological properties. Until chemi

cal, spectroscopic or other techniques are developed which can better 

characterize the organic fraction of coals, petrographic compositional 

analysis will continue to be of use .. 

A·coal seam's maceral composition is established· mostly at the time 

of its origin ir:1 the peat swamp. ·However, superimposed upon the initial 

. seam composition are. the changes which result from physical and thermal 

metamorphism acttng up6n the compqnents 6ver geologic time. This pro-

. cess of the change from peat to coa'l, is referred to as coalification, 

and the degree of coalification termed rank. Many authors have dis

cussed the processes and results of coalification, including: White 

(1925), Schopf (1948), Dulhunty (1954), Francis (1954), van Krevelen 

( 1961), Tei chmUller and Tei chmiill er ( 1966; 1968·; 1975), Stach et ~· 
. . 

( 1975), Wad de 11 .~t a 1 . ( 1.978) ·and others. Past work has shown that 

coalification has a great influence on the composition and structure of 

coal ·and hence, affects its technological behavior. A precise measure 

of the degree of coalifi.cation is an i111~ortant element in coal, 

\.:ha t·ac ter i za fi on. 

Many different chemical parameters have been suggested as a measure 

of coal rank, including: carbon· content, fixed carbon content, hydro-·. 

gen content, volatile yield, moisture,. oxygeri,· heating value, and va~ious 
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COIIIbinations· of these characteristics. The current ASTM classification 

system uses heating value for low-rank coals and volatile yield, or 

fixed carbon content, -for high-rank coals (Table 2) (ASTM, 1979). 

Chemical properties are influenced both by coal-ification and· by the 

maceral composition of the coal. The use of system~ employing bulk coal 

chemical analyses, such as the ASTM procedure, can result in the 11 mis

classification11 of some coals having unusual maceral compositions. 

Two optical techni~ues have been developed which ~an be applied 

selectively to a single maceral and limit the influence of sample maceral 

composition on the determination of coal rank. The spectral fluores

cenGe of liptinite (notably sporinite) has been us~d for low-rank coals 

and the reflectance of vitrinite for higher.rank coals. Although spec

tral fluoresce~ce has not yet b~en widely accepted, vitrinite reflectance 

measurement~ hav~ be~n used for the prediction of the technological· be

havior of coal for approximately 25 years. 

Reflectance is the amount of vertically incid~nt light which is re

flected from_a polished, planar surface; it is generally expressed as a 

ratio or percentage oi the amount of incident lig~t. In the case of a 

highly absorbing medium·, suc;h ~$ coal, the amount of light reflec.ted 

und~r standard measurement cbnditions ranges from a few tenths of one 

percent to approximately seven percent. 

Reflectance of an absorbing material can.be calculated from Beer's 

equation: 



Table 2 

ASTM Rank Classification 

Fixed Carbon Volatile Matter Calorific Value Limits, 
Limits, percent Limits, percent Btu per pound (Moist,2 
(Dry. Mi nera 1- (Dry, Mineral- Mineral-Matter-

. Matter-Fr~e Basis) Matter-Free Basis) Free Basis) 

::qual or Equal or Equal or 
.;rea:er Less Greater Less; Greater Less Agglomerating 

Class Group Than Than Than Than Than Than Character 

1. Met.a-anthracite 98 -- -- 2 -- --
I. Anthracitic 2. Anthracite 92 98 2 a -- } non--- agglc:-erating 3. Semi arithraci ~e3 86 92 8 141 -- --

1. Low volatile bituminous coal 78 86 14 22 -- --
2. Medium volatile b itumi nou s co a 1 69 78 22 31 -- -- ) ''""""'' II. Bituminous 3. Hig:., volatile A b itumi nou s coat -- 69 31 -- 14,0004 -- agglomerating5 

4. Hig1 volatile B b i tumi nou s co a 1! -- -- -- -- 13,0004 14,000 
5. Hig;, volatile C bituminous co a 1 -- -- -- -- f 11,500 13,000 

10,500 11,500 agg 1 cmera t i ng 

1. Subbituminous A coal -- -- -- -- 10,500 11.500 
III. Subbitumi ncus 2. Subbituminous B coal -- -- -- -- 9,500 10,500 

3. Suboituminous c· coal -- -- -- -- 8,300 9,500 } ooo-agglo:cerating 

IV. Ligni tic 1. Li g:li te A 

I 
-- -- -- -- 6,300 . 8,300 

2. L ig.1i te B -- -- -- -- -- 6,300 

1. This classification does n·)t include a few coals, prircipo3lly nonbanded varieties, which have unusual physical and chemical properties and which 
come withi-n the limits of fixed carbon or: calorific v~iue of the high-volatile bituminous and st:bbituminous ranks. Al) of these coals either 
contain less than 48 perce·1t dry, mineral-matter-free fiX!!:! c-3rbon or have more than 15,500 moist, mineral-matter-free British thermal units per 
pound. 

2. Moist refers to coal contanning its natural inherent noi~ture but not including visible water or the surface of the coal. 
3. If agglomerating, classify· in lo·..--volati le group of tt-e bituminous class. 
4. Coa·ls having 69 percent or· more fixed carbon on the dr~. ~ineral-matter-free basis shall be classified according to fixed carbon, regardless of 

calorific value. 
5. It is recognized that ther:· may be nonagglomerating vcrieties in these groups of the ·bituminous class, and ~here are notable exceptions in high 

volatile C bituminous grouJ. 
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n = the refractive index of the 

no = the refractive index of the 

K = the absorption index of the 
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material. 

Calculation of reflectance using Beer's equatfon, requires the pre-

vious determinatiort of the refractive and absrirption indices. In 

practice, coal reflectances·are generally determined directly~ by 

calibrating the .photometric system with a series of glass or mineral 

reflectance standards (see Section IV). 

The vitrinite maceral group generally is selected for reflectance. 

determinations, for the following reasons: A) it is abund~nt in most 

coals; B) it is present in large, homogeneous pieces; and C) its 

reflectance changes uniformly with increasing coalification. Vitrinite 

reflectance. analysii is carried out undei standard conditions using 

. oil immersion microscope objectives and monochromatic light (ASTM, 

1979). Huntjens and van Krevelen (1954) were able to show that the 

refractive and absorption indices of vitrinite changed in a uniform 

manner with increasing coalification. In lower rank coals the 

refractive index was the n~st important factor; whereas, with increas~ 

ing rank the absorption index became the dominant factor. Various 

authors (van Krevelen, 1961; Davis, 1971; Benedict and Berry, 1966; 

Thompson and Benedict, 1974; McCartney and TeichmUller, 1972; and 

\·laddell et ~., 1978) have shown the relationships between vitrinite 



reflecta"ce and the various chemical parameters used as rank indi

cators. Researc.hers a 1 so have shown how vitrinite reflectance is 

related to the carbonization properties of coals (Shapiro et ~., 
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1961; Thompson et ~., 1966; Brown et ~., 1964; and Gray et ~·· 

1978): Although there is some divergence of opinion as to which 

vitrinite type should be measured, and whfch vitrinite reflectance 

parameter (maximum or average random) should be reported (Davis, 1978), 

vitrinite reflectance analysis 1s consider~d by many as t~~ best single 

indicator of coal rank and coal technological behavior (McCartney and 

TeichmUller, 1972; Gray, 1979). 

Vitrinite reflectance data, along with coal maceral analysis, 

have been used in several bi~iriate, coal classification systems (e.g.~ 

Bennett and Taylor, 1970; Ting, 1969). Strauss et ~· (1976) have 

related a two-component petrographic classification system directly 

to basic chemical and physical· properties (such as calorific value, 

volatile matter, and swelling index). Davis (1978) related 

vitrinite reflectan~P rlir~ctly to the ASTM coal rank classification 

system. 

Although reflectance measurements are generally carried out on 

vitrinite~ some data also exist for the reflectance of other macerals. 

Dur'llldll!:. ~ ~· ( 19S7) d~'termi ned the reflectance of exi ni te, vitrinite, 

and micrinite from coals of different ranks. Their data, show 

that for co;tl s from no to /lB pc rcen t ca rhon. I: he reI I ec til nee of 

Lhc Lhrcc ~ruup~; is WL~II scptii\ILl'd, wil.h PXinile hvi11~1 LIH~ 

lowest reflecttng, and micrinite having the highest reflectance 

For coals with greater than 88 percent carbon, the reflectances of the 

three groups begin to converge. Davis (1978) reported the reflectances 
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of vitrinite, semifusinite and f11sinite for several coals of.different 

rank. He showed that in bit~minous. rank coals the reflectances.pf 

the three groups were we 11 separated, but in .a Pennsylvania anthracite 

the vitrinite and fusinite had approximately the same reflectance .. 

In summary, coc.tl petrographir. characteriiation commonly is con-. 

cerned with determining the amounts of the various macerals present 

in coal ~nd the reflectance of the vitrinite component. The funda~ 

mental differences in the reflectances of the different maceral groups 

have suggested for so~e time a method by which the petrographic analjsi~ 

of bituminous.rank coals could be automa~ed. An instrument could be 

designed to scan the surface of the polished coal sample, and record 

reflectanc~ readings from the componen~s which fell beneath the sensing 

spot. A signal classifier then could discriminate if the reading was 

low (liptinite), intermediate (vitrinite) or.high (inertinite). The 

relative number of readings in each class, at the completion of the scan, 

would be a measure of the volume of each component in the sample. 

Furthermore, if the discriminator was calibrated against reflectance 

standards, then the pos1tion of the vitrinite class could be used to 

calculate the actual vitrinite reflectance value. This, then, is the 

, Lllesis upon which development of the· Rapid Scan system, and prior 

systems, has been based. 



II. HISTORICAL REVIEW OF SYSTE-MS EMPLOYED FOR THE AUTOMATION 

OF COAL PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 

A. System Classification. 

For almost 50 years coal scientists have been attempting to 

. automate coal petrographic analysis. During this period, electronics 

technology has progressed from simple vacuum-tube circuitry to large

scale, solid-state integr.ation of microprocessors. Each new research 

effort has made use of the latest up-to-date electronic developments 

of its time period. However, despite changes in the equipment com

ponents, the approach to system design generally can be classified 

into one of two system types: 

A)· Object- or Specimen-plane scanners and 

B) Image scanners. 

Due to their optical and electronic simplicity, the majo~ity of 

automated systems applied to coal analysis, fall into the object-plane 

scanner type. The sample 1n this sy~Lem is moved mechanically beneath 

a stationary sen~dny Llev·ice, g~ne1nally cur1::.·i!:.ting of a photnrPll nr 

photomultiplier tube. The magnitude of the sensor output is classified 

in relation to the different components in the sample. Systems of 

this type are capable of determining modal composition by applying the 

Rosiwal method of lineal analysis, or point-count techniques. ~Y 

applying a f<osiwal analy~is, these system~ also a·r·e capable of det.Prmin

ing chord-size distributions of the different sample components. 

Commercial image scanners were introduced for quantitative 

microscopic analysis in 1963~(Cole, 1971). These sys_tems generally 

~se a Vidicon or Plumbicon electron camera tube to detect and scan one 

18 
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entire microscope image. The image is processed into picture elements 

or 11 pixels, 11 which can, in turn, be c-lassified into various gray levels 

by preset discriminators·of densitometers. During automated scanning 

as many as 650,000 pixels are processed for each image, after which a 

new field is positioned beneath the camera by mechanical stage movement. 

Due to the high pixel density and on-line memory capability of image 

scanning, these systems can generate a variety of size and shape para

meters, in addition to modal composition. (For a more rigorous 

discussion of automated microscope classification systems, see Kuehn 

and Davis, 1979.) 

The subsequent historical review is divided into two sections 

discussing automated microscopy as applied to coal petrographic 

analysis. The first section will describe research efforts which 

employed object-plane scanners used for this purpose, beginni~g in 

1934. The second section will deal with image scanners, which first 

were applied to coal petrographic analysis around 1975. Both types of 

systems still are being developed today. 

B. Object-plane Scanners 

The first effor-t to aut0111ct Le coa 1 petrographic analysis occurred 

during the 1930 1 s in Europe. Professor M. Vendl (1934) described an 

object-plane scanning system, which he proposed could be used for 11 a 

quick and effortless determination of the quantity of the mineral com

ponents of coals and those of mineral bearing rocks in volume-percent. 11 

The system consisted of a polarizing, reflected-light ore microscope, 

equipped with an automated 11 Clockwork 11 stage and a photocell to detect 

the amount of light reflected by the specimen. The signal from the 
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photocell was coupled to a.mirror galvanometer which recorded changes 

in output on a clockwork-driven metal cylinder covered with li~ht

sensitive paper. At the completion of a scan, the paper was removed, 

developed, and the resulting trace was interpreted for volume percent 

and chord-size.distributions of the various components, following the 

Rosiwal method of lineal analys·is. Professor Vendl did not report on 

the application of his device; however; he did note that problems of 

interpretation arose when reflectance values were recorded on the inter

section of two or more components. 

Twenty-one years after Vendl 1 S experiments, McCartney and Hofer 

(1955), working at the United State~ Bureau of Mines, published a 

pQpcr on very simil~r rPs~~rch. Their equipment was almost identical 

to that. of Vendl, with the exception that they utilized a photomultiplier 

detector for better sensitivity, and a pen-recording microammeter rather 

than a mirror galvanometer. Scans were made on briquetted coal samples 

and the output from the recording microammeter was interpreted on a 

binder-free basis, util1z1ng the Ru~1wal method.of lineal analysis. The 

derived data then were plotted as cumulative-frequency reflectance 

distribution curves. The authors showed that the·resulting curves were 

very similar for duplicate runs, and could be used for detecting gross 

·differences in petrographic composition between bright and splint coals. 

Their system was never used widely, owing to the time necessary to 

complct~ il single scari (3.5 huur·s), und the add1t1onul thne neces~clt'Y 

to translate the data from the recording microannneter into the 

cumulative-frequency, reflectance distribution curves. The authors 

also noted difficulties in data interpretation stemming from reflectance 
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readings on coal/binder areas and on areas consisting of more than one 

coal component. 

The next period of research and development on object-plane 

scanners as applied to coal analysis occurred in the middle to late 

1960's. These developments were catalyzed by the availability of high

speed, electronic counting circuitry. The application of electronic 

counters for data acqujsition and storage promised to reduce drastically 

the time necessary to perform an analysis. 

The first of these systems was that developed by Bomberger and 

Deul (1964) to study p~rite particle sizes ~n fine-coal cleaning 

processes. Their equipment consisted of an automated, scanning 

reflected-light microscope with a photomultiplier detector. The output 

from the ~hotomultiplier was coupled to an electronics package which 

was able to discriminate eight chord-size classes using reflectance 

differences and record their frequency on electronic counters. There 

was no mention by the authors of using this system to determine coal 

petrographic composition or vitrinite reflectance data. 

Bayer, Denton and Hassel (1968) capitalized on the research of 

Bombe~ger and Deul and developed the AMEDA (Automatic Microscope 

Electronic Data Accumulator), manufactured by Femco, Incorporated. 

Their equipment, similar t6 Bomberger and Deul's, utilized logic cir

cuitry and electronic counters to discriminate and siz.e microscopic 

constittJP.nts based on reflectance properties. The system, as designed, 

could discrimin<~le bet:lvecn and count up to fout· different microscopic 

constituents, and size these entities into any of nine size classes. 

Data could be accumulated at rates of up to 1000 readings per second, 

and a complete analysis generally took less than 20 minutes. 
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The AMEDA was produced and sold commercially and found applica

tions in several. areas, including: the study of the amount and size 

distribution of pyrite in coal; the amount and size distribution of 

pores in metallurgical cokes; and the amount and size distribution 

of various ~etallographic features in steels and tin plates (Bayer 

et ~., 1968). In addition to these applications, Berry et ~· (1967) 

suggested that this system could be applied to coal petrographic

compositional analysis and vitrinite reflectance analysis. 

Workers at the United States Bureau of Mines developed an automated 

microscope during the late 1960's and early 1970's (McCartney and 

Ergun, 1969; McCartney et ~., 1971 ). The microscope component of 

their equipment was Slmllar to th.at Of the AMEDA w1th the eXCI::!IJLiurl Lllctl 

they employed a unique spiral scanning technique, thought to lessen 

sample vibration. The analog-signal output from the photomultiplier 

was fed to a digitizer and then to a printer, which printed the value 

on paper and also stored it on magnetic tape. The sample rate was 

approximately 80 readings per second, and the scan rate approximately 

175 microns per second. At the completion of a sample scan, the 

. reflectance data recorded on magnetic tape were processed by an off-line 

computer. The computer program could discriminate and count up to 

eight components and could. generate size distribution data on the pyrite 

present in the samples. 

The first applications of this equipment (McCartney and Ergun, 

1969) were directed toward evaluating the influence of pyrite size 

distributions on coal cleaning methods. The authors showed that the 

volume petcent of pyrite in the sample derived from an automated 

analysis compared favorably with visual and chemical analysis. However, 
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they also noted that pyrite-size parameters determined automatically 

were subject to problems with particle aggregati6n and insufficient 

sampling. 

The second application of this equipment (McCartney et ~·, 1971) 

was the first systematic att~m~t to derive coal petrographic compo

sitional data from automated.microscope systems since McCartney and 

. Hofer (1955). In this operational mode, th~ reflectance_data we~e 

processed into eight reflectance classes. Individual class intervals 

were established for binder, exinite, vitrinite, inertinite and pyrite 

on the basis of a preliminary conventional reflectance analysis. The 

remaining three classes were used to explore reflectance boundary 

regions between binder and exinite, exinite and vitrinite, and vitrinite 

·and inertinite. 

Published data showed that the system was capable of different

iating between bright coals (vitrinite-rich) and dull coals {liptinite

and inertinite-rich). Attempts to duplicate visual petrographic 

compositional analyses were not as successful; the authors found that 

arbitrary adjustments to the class intervals were necessary to equate 

the automated result with visual analyses. They attributed these 

~ifferences to the inability of automated scanning to resolve fin~ly 

~tructured petrographic components, and difficulties in separating 

the vitrinite reflectance population from the inertinite reflectance 

population. They concluded with the suggestion that despite problems 

with data inter~retation, automated petrograpldc analyses might be· 

useful in predicting coal utilization behavior·. 

The next period of active research on. the applicatio~ of automated 

object-plane scanners to coal analysis began in the middle 1970's, and 
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still is continuin~ ilt present. This sur~e in research, like the pre

vious, was the result of new technologital developments. During the 

middle 1970 1 s, developments on mini and microcomputer systems made 

computer technology economically attractive as on-line instrument 

components. The dedicated minicomputer could serve as the data 

acquisition device, the micro~cope controllef and stage controller, and 

the data· storage manipulation and output device. During this same 

period, improvement~ were made in microscope photometersl and digital 

stepping stages became available. These developments enabled. coal 

researchers to approach the problem with a level of precision that was 

heretofor unavailable. 

During the years 1973-1975 researchers at Nippon Steel Corporation 

and The Pennsyl·vania State Universitj reported on simultaneous develop

ments of computerized, object-plane scanners used ·for coal petrographic 

analysis. Both groups utilized automatic, ~cannirilf, reflected-lig~t 

photometers interfaced to minicomputers for data handling. 

Spackman et Q.!_. (1973) discussed' preliminary resLtlts of it'lt.P.r

facing an automated reflectance photometer with a PDP-9 computer. The 

computer registered four reflectance Glasses said to represent 

inertinite,·semifusinite, vitrinite.and exinite •. the system was used 

for screening large numbers of. samples to detect gross differences in 

·maceral composition. An analysis required 15 minutes and repro

ducibility was reported as yood. 

~lljillhl ~~.~· (19/4), WOl'~'iiiU ~IL Nippu11 Steel l:Ul'PUI\Itiull, dL~d 

the following as the justification for·automation: speeding up 

analyses, reducing the need for skilled microscopists and the reduction 

of operator-induced .errors in analyses. The system config·uration 
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consisted of a Leitz Orthoplan-pol reflected-light microscope photo

meter coupled wit~ an IBM~l800 computer. The microscope was equipped 

with a digital stepping stage which, under computer control, moved in 

ten~micron incre~enis. The output from the photomultiplier was· inter~ 

faced to the computer analog-t6-digital converter, which processed the 

signals into one of 512 voltage categories. The voltage categories 

were calibrated by an internal calibration c~rve, derived from reflectance 

standards into reflectance categories. 

An analysis involved 10,000 individual reflectance readings, 50 

microns a~art, taken in about 12 minutes. The reflectance readings 

were compiled into a reflectance histogram, with frequency of reading 

on the ordinate ~nd the 512 refle~tahce categories on the abscissa. 

Quantitativ~ compositional and vitrinite reflectance data were derived 

from the reflectogram ~tilizing a curve-stripping technique. Gaussian 

curves were matched to the vitrinite peak, and to the region of the 

refl ectogram ·they thought repr.esented the semi -i nerti ni te mac era 1 s (see 

Davis, 1978). The various areas of the prof1le were integrated to give 
' 

approximate values for the volume composition of the different maceral 

groups. Corrections were then made for the epoxy binder, 11 noi se, 11 and 

inerttnite reflectance readings which reported to the low ref1ecting 

region of the reflectogram. The average vitrinite reflectance alsd was 

determined from the mean of the vitrinite reflectance population. 

The resulting automated compositional analyses were compa_red to 

conventional visual an·alyses for three coals. The reported agreement 

between the two .techniques was within the error norma~ly associated with 

visual analyses, and indicat~d that·this tool held much ~remise for 

raptd coal cqmposi'tional analysis. The. authors revealed that data 
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derived from this equipment were used for coke quality predictions and 

for coal quality_ control. 

Davis (1975) reported on further developments of the automated 

reflectance microscope (ARM) system at The Pennsylvania State University. 

This system was very iimilar to the Nippon Steel Corporation equipment, 

with the primary d~fference bein~ the method of sample movement 

(continuous for the Rapid Scan, versus st~pping for the Nippon Steel 

Corporation system). (See S~ction-III for a description of the Rapid 

SLan equipment.) Davi~' paper wa~ concerned primarily with the measure

ment of pirite chord-size parameters; however, he noted that the shape 

of the coal reflectogram was related to the samples' petrogrd!Jh-i~.: 

composition. 

The progress of these two research groups sparked renewed interest 

in automated object-plane scanning techniques among various organizations,_ 

including United States Steel Corporation and West Virginia University. 

The next reported developments came in 1976 with the presentation of 

two papers by The Pennsylvan1a State University group. Davis and 

Vastola (1976) described the continued development of the Rapid Scan 

system at The Pennsylvania State University. They discussed the com

parison of pyrite-size parameteis derived from the automated system to 

those done visually, and concluded that the automated system could 

generate comparable results. They al~o demonstrated that different 

coals possessed quite different pyrite-size distributions. 

In addition to studying pyrite, the authors reported that coal 

reflectograms could be used as a measure of the rank of a coal. They 

showed preliminary results indicating that mean maximum vitr.inite 

reflectarice values, calculated from the reflectogram, compared well with 
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those determined by the conventional technique. They also showed that 

the sbape of the reflectogram responded predictably to changes in 

coal petrographic composition. 

Hoover et -~· ( 1976) a 1 so reported on the use of re"f.l ectograms to 

petrographically characterize coals. They showed that the mean average 

random vitrinite reflectance (see Section V) determined from the 

reflectogram could be converted directly to a mean maximum vitrinite 

reflect~nce through the use of a mathematical correction factor. They 

also suggested that statistical techniques could be used to calculate 

coal petrographic composition directly from the reflectogram. 

In 1979, workers at the United States Steel Corporation reported 

on two generations of equipment developed during the preceding three 

years iri conjunct~on with Scientek Instrumentation, Incorpqrated. Gray 

et ~· {1979a) discussed the application of their Mark I and Mark II 

systems for determining vitrinite reflectances and summary petrographic 

compositional data. The Mark I s~stem was very similar to The 

Pennsylvania State University•s early Rapid Scan system (hereafter 

referred to as Rapid Scan Version 1). The. primary differences were that 

the United States Steel Corporation system used. photon-counting .tech

niques Lo record' reflectances and a v_ideo graphics terminal to display 

reflectograms. The Mark II system included a more sophisticated 

microcomputer assembly and a ten-micron digital stepping stage. The 

co.mputer progrannning for both systems was stored on Read-Only-MP.mor:-y 

(ROM) integrated circuits, ar1d .various operational modes were activated 

by keyboard commands. 

The authors revealed that a computer prrigram was developed to 

process the Mark I data into conventional vitrinite reflectance 
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parameters. They indicated that for a set of 181 coals, the correlation 

coefficient for visual versus automated data was 0.99, and that the 

Mark I system was used routinely for the measurement of vitrinite 

reflectance. 

Data from the Mark II system was used to generate summ~ry petro-
, 

graphic compoSitional analyses, as well as vitrinite reflectance 

parameters. Compari~ons of automated results to visual analyses showed 

that the system was not then capable of yielding comparable compositional 

data. The correlation coefficient for total reactiYe macerals (automated) 

versus total reactive macerals (visual) was only 0.60. The authors did 

suggest that a modified version ·of their Mark II system might be used 

for coke plant coal quality control~ 

The most recent review of world-wide developments occurred during 

a session of Automated Coal Petrology at the Ninth International Con

ference of Carboniferous Stratigraphy ahd Geology in May, 1979. Groups 

from the United States Steel Corporation, The Pennsylvania State Uni~ 

versity, Nippon Steel Corpotation and West.Vi~gin1a University all 

reported on recent research. 

Gray et ll· (1979b) discuss·ed the evolution of a Mark.III system 

jointly developed by the United States Steel-Corporation and SciEmtek 

Instrumentation, Incorporated. 'This newest system incorpor·ated a dual 

floppy disk for the storage of programs and·reflectance data. The 

authors indicat~d that 1mprov~d syst~m flex~bi}i~y enabled them to 

utilize more· sophisticated data aquisition and processing program$. 

They felt ~hat this would improve the system 1S ability .to determine petro

graphic compositional data. 



Hoover ana Davis (1979) discussed the factors which control 

reflectogram shape, and how these must be included in any data re

duction prog~am. They discussed the procedure for deriving vitrinite 

reflectanc~ and pet~ographic compositional parameters from Rapid Scan· 

reflectograms. They also showed how these data .were used for coke 

quality predi·ction and for coal blend detection. 

Kuehn.(l979) disc~ssed th~ ~tereologic.implications of using ob

ject plane scanners and image scanners for automated petrographic 

analysis. He noted that both systems were capable of performing accurate 

volumetric analy~es if proper sampling techniques were observed. The 

app~rent advantages of the two-dimensional data, available from image 

scanners, were offset by the simplistic models necessary for data inter--

pretation. Kuehn also noted that non-random samples accounted for most 

of the analytical error in automated analysis of pyrite volumes and 

size distributions. 

Kojima et ~· (1979} provided an update on work in progress at 

the·Nippon Steel Corporation. 1hey presented results from a series o~ 

22 coals, and .indicated that their system could determ~n.e summa.ry 
l 

petrographic compositions to within ±5 percent. Also, they stated that 

their device was in routine use for predicting coke qua11ty and for 

coal blend control.·. 

Ting and Klinkachorn (197·9) presented some pre.liminary data from· 

a system developed at West Virginia University. They used obj~ct-plane 

St:illlllinu t.o produce l'crlcctoui\\IIIS, llut employed il unique i.llyot·ithm to 

reject reflectance readings on component boundaries. They also 

suggested 'that vitrinite mean maximum reflectance could be determined 
' ' 

automatically, by using a rot~ting polarizer and a three-azimuth 
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calculation. The results presented were insufficient to indicat~ if 

any advantages were gained by uti'l izing their techniques. 

In summary, object-plane scanners have been applied to coal analysis 

for approximately 50 years. During this time, three periods of 

accelerated research efforts have evolved as a result of technological 

advances, predominantly in the area of data acquisition and. manipulation 

hardware. Recent developments have shown that minicomputer-based 

systems can generate useable vitrinite reflectance determinations, and 

probably these systems will. f1nd app11catlun in Llle L.Oking industt·y. 

Scientek Instrumentation, Incorporated is currently offering a commercial 

version of the equipment developed in conjunction with the United States 

Steel Corporation for quality control applications. Future research is 

likely to be directed toward a better understanding of the response of 

the coal reflectogram to changing coal characteristics, and its relation-

ship to coal utilization behavior. 

C. Image Scanners 

Image·scanner~ have not been used widely,in thP pPtrngr~phic 

characterization of coals for several· reason~, including: Early 

versions lacked the sensitivity to detect small changes· in gray levels. 

The systems had inherent problems with shading, response linearity and 

reliability. Technically, the equipment was complex and relatively 

expensive. Despite these drawbacks, several groups did experi.ment with 

systems during the mid-1970's, and recent technical advances have spurred 

new interest in the~r application to coal petrographic analysis. 

Harris (1975) was the first to report the use of an image scanner 

for coal petrographic unalysis~ He employ~d a Quantimet 720 ima~e 
' ' 
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analysis instrument to examine pyrite size distributions from the 

Lower Kittanning seam of Pennsylvania. He claimed that estimates of 

the volume composition of pyrite in a sample, as well as particle size 

distributions, could be obtained by image scanning. 

Harris (1976) later described experiments with the Quantimet 720 

system to study coal petrography. In thjs project he correlated thre~

hold (or gray level) settings on the instrument with reflectance 

standards. By scanning the sample, he was able to generate 30-channel 

reflectograms, similar to those obtained by object-plane scanners. He 

noted two peaks on the reflectograms, representing ~he epoxy binder and 

the vitrinite in the sample. The reflectance of the vitrinite peak was 

comparable to conventionally determined values and the peak increased i~ 

reflectance when he scanned coals of higher·rank. Harris concluded that 

11 the potential for doing automated coal petrography by means of optical 

image analysis is very promising. 11 

Lebiedzik and Dutcher (1977) discussed the use of a different type 

of syste~ to study pyrite occurrence~ in Illinois coals. Their equip

ment consisted of a-high-resolution image dissector camera mounted on 

a reflected light microscope and interfaced to a control computer. 

Various pyritP characterization parameters, includ1ng mean size, volume 

percent, and a shape factor were determined using the instrument. 

Advantages listed for this system included high resolution and the 

ability to scan all pyrite occurrences in a single field of view 

without mechanical translation. However, no systematic studies using 

this equipment have been reported. 

Zeiss {1979) reported on the development of an image scanning 

system at the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. His equipment was based 
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on i'l sophisticated Leitz T./\ .. S. i1•1t1~W anolyzer couplr.d with i1 OEC 

PDP-ll/34 minicomputer for data reduction. The Leitz· system was 

equipped with a special densitometer module which enabled it to dis~ 

criminate 100 gray levels of resolution. With this equipment, the 

author was able to produce reflectograms with an individual channel 

resolution of 0.02. percent reflectance. Reproducible reflectograms 

could be· produced by scanning 40 fields of view; the operation taking 

less than ten minutes. 'See Figure 2.) Zeiss noted that the histo

grams could be used directly to detect gross changes in coal rank or 

type; however, he also indicated that to derive compositional data 

would require sophisticated statistical treatment. 

Chao· et ~· (1979) detailed an image scanning system developed at 

the United States Geological Survey. Their particular equipment was 

software b~sed and able to discriminate 64 gray levels. Unlike other 

researchers working to generate petrographic compositional analysis, 

these workers were studying coal seam structure as revealed by litho

type and microlithotype analysis. They wen:! wot:king with coa·l seam 

column samples consist1ng at I.Jluc:ks of coal. Till:! blocks W@re ~canned 

with only the aid of the television camera lens to characterize seam 

structural features and, later, complex regions were subjected to 

micro&cope analysi~. Oespite the elaborate nature of the study, it 

did present a novel and potentially fruitful application of image 

scanning applied to coal analysis. 

The most recent group to disclose the use of image scanning for 

coal petrographic analysis, was the Broken Hill Proprietary Company 

Limited of Australia. England et ~· (1979) reported using a Quantimet 

720 to generate coal reflectograms. This instrument was an improved 
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discriminating 100 gray levels over each sc~nned field. ·The output 

from the equipment was a limited-resolution .reflectogram which could 

be. used to 11 fingerprint 11 coals and could be processed to y_ield campo-. 

sitional and refle~tance data. The authors also used the instrument's 

sizing algorithms to generate size parameters on inertinite macerais. 

In summary, sophisticated image scanners are. only now being 

systematically used for_coal petro~raphic compositional analysis. 

Future developments may hinge on improved instrurnentation sen3itivity 

and the application of this technique's unique ability for pattern 

recognition (i.e. size and ~hape). Relative cost, reliability and 

hardware rlP.pendence are all factors which continue to be improved with 

each new generation of instrumentation. 



III. SYSTEM STRUCTURE AND EVOLUTION 

A. Selection and Configuration of Basic Equipment 

. During the course of this research program the fundamental question 

has been raised: why pursue automated reflectance object-plane scanning, 

rather than image scanning as the method for automating coal petro

graphic analysis? Essentially three arguments can be presented to 

i~dicate the rationale for choosing the former technique. 

Sensitivity is the first major factor which must be evaluated in 

any instrument consideration. Image analysis employs digitization of 

a projected image into gray levels, in order to measure relative reflec

tance. The most sophisticated image analysis system employed for 

automated coal analysis (Leitz T.A.S. system) can discriminate only 100 

gray levels. The systems available during the mid~l970's had even 

poorer resolutions, often 30 gray levels or fewer (Hougardy ~nd Rose, 

1971). Thus, in scanning a reflectance range of zero to two pe~cent 

(the general range of coal reflectograms for bituminous rank- coals) 

these systems had reflectance class intervals of approximately 0.10 per

cent, which was insufficient~or detecting small reflectance differences 

between coal componP.nt.c;. In aqdition, image ctllalyzers of this period 

had severe problems with field shading and respons·e linearity (Cole, 

1971). 

A photometer-bused system has its precision limited only by the 

photon statistics of the object mcusured, and by the resolution of the 

signal digitizing device. The Leitz MPV-II photometer, as utilized in 

the Rapid Scan system, has n precision of reflectance reading of ±0.02 

percent reflectance (±2 6) (Table 10). Thus~ this photometer ·system 

35 
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hils ilt lr.ust. orw order of mi1qnitudr. hr.ttr.r C)rily level resolution thi\n 

. image scanners; this is similar to differences in the resolving 

capability reported by Hougardy and Rose (1971). 

The second area of consideration was the trade-off between speed 

and.sampling. Image analysis systems generate excellent sampling 

stati~tics per field analyzed (sever~l hundred-thousand picture points 

per field). However, the heterogeneity of a coal sample does not 

~anifest itself in a single field; hence, the number of fields scanned, 

~aiher than the number of picture points per field; is i\ more important 

sampling criteria. Researchers. employing these systems have yet to 

standardize the number of fields necessary tor suff1~ient sampling. 

The Rapid Scan system employs lineal analysis as its sampling 

method. This procedure yields an unbiased estimate of the volume 

contribution of different components in a short period of time. Ex

perimental evidence shows that a scan length of 125-millimeters provides 

sufficient sampling for reproduc·ible reflectance profiles (see Section 

IV). With current hardware a.nrl snmple inteqrat·ion time constrr~ints, 

a Rapid Scan analysi~ ~nn be performed in less than 15 minutes, makiny 

it one of the faster automated refJectance ~icroscope systems. 

The final consideration was the rl::!liability-cost relationship. 

The reflectance photometer is standard equipment in most coal petro

graphic laboratories; hence, its technology is understood well by 

·labm·atory !Jer·surmel. On the other h~nrl, ima~e analysis systems are 

based on complex hardware-dependent technologies, new to coal scientists. 

It has been reported that analytical errors of up to 100 percent can 

be attributed to operator error (Hougardy and Rose, 1971). Current 

image analysis systems equipped 'for coal reflectance work, cost in 
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excess of.$100,000 with some systc'ms costing in excess of $225,000. 

An automated reflectance microscope system can be' assembled, including 

computer, for under $50,000. If a coal laboratory already is equipped 

with a reflectance photometer, the investment necessary might be 

halved. 

Hence, based on considerations of precision, s~mpling, cost, and 

reliability, automated reflectance object-plane scanning microscopy 

appeared to be the better technique for automating coal petrographic 

analysis. In some laboratories, however, image analysis systems have 

been purchased to provide services unrelated to coal analysis. In 

such cases, cost is no longer a factor, and advantage may be taken of 

the instrument's availability, to extend its use for coal petrogr~phic 

investigations. 

The general configuration of the three generations of automated 

reflectance microscope systems developed at The Pennsylvania State 

University is depicted in Fig~r~ 3. All three systems consisted of 

an automated object-scanning reflectance photometer, interfaced through 

a sign~l enhancement device· to a minicomputer. The minicomputer pro-

vided a series of functions in these systems, namely; photometer control, 

stage control, daLd acqu1sition, data computation ~nd output, and data 

storage. The computer also has been used in an off-line mode to pro~ 

vide statistical data treatment and a variety of coal-performance 

prediction calculations. These systems were str11r.t.ured as softwarG-

based devices, constructed predominantly of commercially available 

hardware. This approach was taken in order to achieve maximum system 

flexibility with minimum component dependence. For a similar reason, 

Fortran IV was chosen as the main programming l~nguage. I~ choosing a 
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progrilm lilrl~llilqe, eilsr. of programming and flexibility must be weighed 

against execution speed and ability to address interface ·modules. 

Table 3 indicates the difficulties which can be experienced when pro-

gramming in other than high-level languages, such as Fortran. Even 

a simple algorithm to add two numbers becomes many st~tements in 

assembly code, and an overwhelming array of octal numbers in machine 

code. However, interface modules, such as the analog-to-digital con-

verter, can be addressed only by assembly or machine code programs. 

The most effective way to meet these programming needs was to adopt a 

system of modular programming, employing subroutines written in various 

level languages (Table 4). This approach enabled most of the software 

to be written in Fortran IV, with special subroutines tailored for 

specific operations. Also, with most of the software written in Fortran 

IV, changes to the program could be accomplished easily and rapidly, 

adding to system flexibility. 

1. Basic Data Acquisition 

The method of sampling and data acquisition varied very little 

between the different Rapid Scan systems. Lineal analysis was chosen 

as the sampl in~r technique which could provide the most information in 
. 

a given time. The automatic stage n~ves the sample in a continuous 

traverse (Rapid Scan I and II) or in a stepping mode (Rapid Scan III). 

The computer is programmed to read reflectance signals in such a manner 
. . . 

that adjacent readings are recorded from the sample surface (Figure 4}. 

After each reflectance spot is sampled, its corresponding element in a 

1000-element array·is increased by one increment. Thus, the data is 

stored as a numeric histog~am with frequency of occurrence recorded in 



Table 3 

Comparison of a ·simple Algorithm Programmed 

in Different Languages (From Galbraith et ~·, l975) 

( 1) E11glish 
Add twelve and nine. 

(2) Foreran 
]VAL= 12+9· 
STOP 

. END 

IIU 

This program is the simplest possible, a rt!ductio ad absurdum; it docs not even print the 
result. 

(3) Assembly r:ode 

.TITLE MAIN 

.CSECT 

.GLOBL MAIN 
MAIN.: )SR %4,$POLSH 

.GLOBL $POLSH,$NAM 
SN AM;0,0,050561 ,0557 40 
.GLOBL $SEQ 
~SEQ,000001 
$P0001 
SP0002 
.GLOBL SADI 
SADI 
.GLOBL SPOP2 
SPOP2,]VAL 
.EVEN 

L 

~ 
.. CSECT 

$SEQ,000002 
.GLOBL $STOP 
$STOP 
.BYTE 0 
.EVEN 

$P0001: MOV #000014,- (%6) 
JMP @(%4)+ 

$IOOOO: 000()14 
$P0002: MOV #000011,-(%6) 

. JMP ~~)(%4)+ 
$10001: 000011 
]VAL: 0 

;GLOBL SOTSV 
.END MAIN 

This program is incomplete, as it contains calls to library subroutim:s which have not yet 
· been linked to the main program .. 

(4) Machine code cxprcsst:d as 6·digit octal numbers 
004467 000206 074044 

000000 000000 050561 055740 074130 000001 073756 073166 
074004 074000 073776 074130 000002 074020 000000 012746 
000014.000134 000014 012746 000011 000134 000011 000000 
012634 000134 062616 102002 004567 000122 000134 006403 
010416 012746 000004 104042 016746 000006 000004 004567 
001750 000350 016700 001572 010467 001566 005714 001016 
010024 016724 001556 022424 000134 016704 001544 011467 

(27 mor~ ~ections of 32 numberi each are omitted here) 
j. ' . 

000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 
005721 . 

The toto! length of the program is 948 octal numbers (or· words). 

(5) Maclli11e code expre~sed as 16-bit binary words 
. 0000100100110111 0000000010000110 0111100000100100 

0000000000000000 0000000000000000 0101000101110001 010i101111100000 
0111100001011000 0000000000000001 0111011111101110 0111011111110110 
0111100000000100 0111100000000000 0111011111111110 0111100001011000 
0000000000000010 0111100000010000 0000000000000000 0001010111100110 
0000000000001100 0000000001011100 0000000000001100 0001010111100110 
0000000000091001 0000000001011100 0000000000001001 0000000000000000 

Only the first section of 27 words is shown, equivalent to the first section of octal numbers. 
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Tilhlr. 4 

Rapid Scan Programming Hierarchy* 

Level 1: Fortran IV Main Programs. These.programs are written in 

Fortran IV and represent the bulk of the software developed 

for .the Rapid Scan system. They contain most of the data· 

acquisition algorithms and all data reduction algorithms. 

Level 2: Fortran IV Subroutines. These subroutines are called by 

the main Fortran programs and provide the ability to do 

·repetitious operations without lengthy main programs. 

Level 3: Library Programs. These are system programs provided by 

the computer ~anufacturer in Fortran, assembly, and m~chine 

c6de. They control system ~eripherals such as printers 

and video terminals, and provide support.for the X-Y 

plotter programs. 

Level 4: Assembly Code Programs. These are subroutines written in 

assembly language by programmers of The Pennsylvania.State 

University, Coal Research Section to. provide specific 

functtons such as rapid address to the analog-to-digital 

converter. They are called by· both level 1 and level 2 

programs. 

* Listed in order of in·creasing complexity . 

. , ' 
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the array element and reflectance represented by the position of the 

element in the array. The data array is written on magnetic media 

~t the conclusion 6f the analysis and stored fq~ later manipulation. 

Several experiments were performed to. evaluate the potential to 

process the data sequence as jt was ~ccumulated, or prior to its 

being stored in the data array. The conceptual design of this type 

of data processing is illustrated in Figure 5. As the image of the 

microscope object moves across· the sensing spot, interfaces between 

high, intermediate, and low reflecting material are encountered~ ·The 

refi ectance readings recorded while the boundary passes under the sen

sing spot are not representative of either material; hence, they are 

recorded as "misplaced readings" in the data array. In order to reject 

these r~adings, an algorithm was developed which would scan a data 

sequence of several thousand readings and eliminate boundary areas 

using a so-called pl~teau-slope-pl~teau logic. Reflectance readings on 

ra single homogeneous phase form a plateau in the data sequence (area 

A, Figure 5). As the boundary between two phases moves under the 

sensing spot, the data assumes a slope (positive or negative; depending 

on the direction of reflectance change) where magnitude is proportional 

to the difference in reflectance between the two phases (area B~ 

Figure 5). The same kil)d of sequence is repeated ea.ch time a boundary 

is encountered. The processing algorithm was designed to search a 

string ~f data and locate all areas where_ the slope exceeded a preset 

threshold level. Where this threshold was exceeded, these readings 

.were removed and stored .in a different data set. 

The successful application of this type of data processing is 

limited severely by several factors. The first of these is the 
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complexity of the data sequence, owing to the presence of many fine 

coal particles (less than 50 microns) in the briquetted pellet. 

Figure 6 shows a data sequence and its relationship to a photomosaic 

of the typical briquetted coal surface from which it was drawn. Area 

A represents a portion of the scan, encountering a large number of 

fine coal particles suspended in the epoxy matrix. Using a plateau-slope

plateau -type of algorithm, all of these readings would be eliminated. 

Removal of the less than 50-micron material, during sample preparation, 

would alleviate this problem. However, size analyses of four coals 

prepared following the standard method (See Ffgure 7), showed that 

up to six percent (by weight) of the sample reported to the minus 50-

micron fraction. Furthermore, microscopic analysis of this material 

indicated that it was enriched in inertinite group macerals, particularly 

fusinite. Thus, removal of the fine-size fraction through sample 

preparation or data p_rocessing algorithms could significantly bias the 

results of the analysis. 

The second factor limiting the effectiveness of this type of data 

processing is the presence of cracks in coal particles. An algorithm 

of this type needs to be able to distinguish between a liptinite 

maceral and a crack in a coal particle. The presence of the fine

grained liptinite macerals (most spore exines are less than four microns 

in thickness) in coal particles produces a data sequence pattern very 

similur to the data sequence produced by the crack shown in ilrea B of 

1-iuure 6. It l~t\s been nearly impossible to SC!)iH'tlle e!)oxy rilled 

cracks from liptinite in coals of high volatile bituminous rank, 

where the liptinite reflectance is quite close to that of the epoxy. 
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Higher rank coals. in which the liptinite reflectance is separated 

significantly·from the epoxy reflectance, are simpler to process. 

Finally, the presence of many fine-sized components in coals 

(such as micrinite, fusinite with.bogen structure, and clays) tend 

117 

to complicate any type of data sequence processing. Their fine size 

greatly increases the probability of recording interface reflectance 

readings (see Section IV). Thus, data processing which removes these 

interface readings co~ld bias any ~esults toward the large particle-· 

sized components. 

Owi~g to the problems noted above, the Rapid Scan system does 

no processin~ of the data s~quence while it is. being acquired. 

Rather, all the readings are stored in array form, and unwanted infor

mation is removed during later data analysis. If one could produce 

briquetted pellets with reduced amounts of fine particles, few 

particle cracks, and low coal densities it might be possible to emply a 

type of data processing algorithm (Liscinsky and Vastola, 1980); how

ever, with current sample preparation techniques this appears unlikely. 

2. Sample ·Preparation 

s~mrles scanned rin the Rd~id Scan systems 9enerally are briquetted 

coal pellets, 2.50 centimeters in diameter, prepared according to 

ASTM-Standard 02797-72 (ASTM, 1979). In addition to adhering to the 

requirements of the standard, three additional areas of sample prepara

tion quality control are implimented (Figure 7), The first of these 

involves standardization of the method used in reducing the sample 

particle size to minus 840-microns (20 mesh. U.S. sieve size). As 

will be discussed in Section IV, particle size controls the number of 
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coal-epoxy reflectance houndries in a scan of a given length. The 

Rapid Scan system of reflect~gram data interpretation employs an 

algorithm to remove theie interface readings. In order for the 

algorithm to work ·consistently, particle siz~ for .different samples of 

a given coal rank must be relatively constant .. Careful stage crushing 

with a minimum of five steps has been found to produce relatively con

stant particle ~iz~, even with coals of different friabilitY. 

The second control involved the ratio of coal to epoxy in the 

briquetted sample. In order to remove reflectance readings on epoxy 

from the reflectogram, it is necessary to estimate the volume per.cent 

of epoxy on the sample surface. A combined approach of standardizing 

the epoxy-coal ratio during sample preparation and, when critical, 

measuring the actual ratio in the ~ellet, yields acceptable results. 

Standardization is achieved by the preparation technician using 

constant volumes 6f coal and epoxy, regardless of coal rank. In order 

to test the consistency of the sample preparation techniques currently 

us~d at The Pennsylvania State University, Coal Research Section, 12 

pellets from four different coals were selected and analyzed for their 

epoxy content by point counting. A.minimum of 500 points were counted 

for each pellet and the resulti_ng data are shown in T~ble 5. As can 

be seen frcim these results, the variation in· epoxy content for -different 

pellets from the same sample is relatively small (generally, ~:1 percent). 

The mean epoxy content for three of th~ four samples also is relatively 

cu~stant, a~ound 23 percent. However, ~SOC-1101, which has a significantly 

higher epoxy content (27 percent), would not be processed accurately by 

the reflectogram data-reduction algorithms. Thus, standardization of 

epoxi contents in briquetted pellets seems possible if reasonable care 
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TableS· 

Comparison of Epoxy Contents of Twelve Pellets 

Sample Number of Number of Volume Percent 
Number Counts on Coal Counts on Epoxy Epoxy 

PSOC-1137 -1 390 123 24% 

PSOC-1137-5 428 114 21% 

PSOC-1137-3 398 119 23% 

X= 23% 

PSOC-11 01-2 J78 133 tb% 

PSOC-11 01-1 410 159 28% 

PSOC-11 01-6 415 153 27% 

X= 27% 

PSOC-1099-1 447 134 ~3% 

PSOC-1099-5 442 147 25% 

PSOC-1099-2 403 120 . 23% 

x "' 24% 

PSOC 1082-2 438 132 23% 

PSOC-1082-3 450 125 22% 

PSOC-1082-5 431 129 23% 

X = 23% 
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is exercised durin~) sample prepariltion. However, if coals are to be 

prepared routinely for Rapid Scan analysis, more care will be 

necessary to eliminate samples such as PSOe-1101. 

A second method of determining the epoxy content in the coal 

briquette is to weigh the co~l used in the briquette, and weigh the 

final product. The weight of the epoxy is calculated by difference, 

and density values are assigned to the coal and the epoxy for volume 

calculations as follows: 

where, 

WE = thP weioht of the epoxy, 

w8 = the weight of the finished briquette, and 

We = ~he w~ight of the coal used in the briquette. Also 

VE = WE/DE 

ve = WeiDe 

where 

VE the volume of epoxy in cc, 

Vr: = the volume of co a 1 in cc. 

DE = the dens ·j ty of· the epoxy (1 .20 g/cc*), and 

De = the density of the co a 1 (1.35 g/cc**). Also 

PE ;; [vE;(vr I Vr,)] X 100 

f'c = [v cl ( v c + v c)] X 100 

where, 

PE = the percentage of epoxy in the sample, and 

PC = the percentage of coal in the sample. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 



*provided in product specifications for APCO R313 Epoxy. 

**An experiment was performed to test the sensitivity of the 

calculation of PE to ranges in De. A one percent change in 

PE was noted when De was allowed to vary from 1.25 to 1 .45; 

thus, an average· value of 1.35 was chosen to simplify the 

calculation. 

5? 

This procedure was checked against volumetric data deri~ed by 

point-count techniques. Five bri~uetted samples were prepared using a 

constant weight of coal and varying the weight of the epoxy. The epoxy 

content (by volume) was then calculated using .equations 2-6, arid these 

data were compared to the point-count analyses of the five samples 

(Table 6). The results indicate that this procedure is valid for 

accurate estimates of epoxy in coal briquettes. This estimate then can 

be used as an input parameter to further refine the reflectogram data 

reduction algorithm. 

The final consider~tion necessary for the preparation of bri4uetted 

samples for automated reflectance analysis is the addition of orl 

opaqu1ny dYt!IIL to th~ epoxy. The epo:-:y used ;;~t. ThP. Pennsylv~ni;;~. St.a.te 

University, Coal Research Section, is APCO R313 with h~rdener B, pro

duced by Applied Plastics Company, Incorporated. When hard, this epoxy 

is translucent, .which leads to problems wit~ sub~urface particle·flare. 

High reflecting coal or mineral particles, which are present just below 

the po11stled epoxy Stll'fuce, will rcflecL UdGk some of t.hr. liyht 

penetrating the trunslucent epoxy. This causes the photometer to record 

reflectance readings considerably higher than the .reflectance of the 

epoxy surface alone. In order to limit this problem, an opaquing 

agent, PP-100 Black Pigm~nt Paste (also produced by Applied Pl~stics 



· Sample Wt. 
Number Co a 1 , 

VOL.-1 s.o 

VOL-2 5.0 

VOL-3 5.0 

VOL-4 5.0 

VOL-5 5.0 

( 1 ) Calculated 

{2) Calculated 

(3) Calculated 

( 4) Calculatej 

(5) Determined 

Table 6 

Comparison of Calculated Epoxy "Contents Versus Analyzed Epoxy Contents 

of Wt. of · Wt. of Volume of Volume of Volume 
g Pellet, g,· Epoxy, g ( 1 ) Coal, cc(2) Epoxy,.cc(3) · Epoxy 

9.3 4.3 3.70 3.55 49% 

7.5 2.5 3. 70 . 2.08 36% 

8.2 3.2 3.70 2.68 A2% 

6.5 5. 1 3.70 1.25 25% 

6.1 1. 2 . 3. 70 0.93 20% 

from equation ( 2) .· 

from equation ( 4) . 

from equation .(3); 

from equation .{5) 

by point count . 

• J •• 

% Volume 
(4) Epoxy 

487~ 

37 ;~ . 

427~ 

25:; 

217~ 

0/ 
/0 

(5) 

U"l 
w 
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Comrany, Incorporilt.ed), is udded to the eroxy. This ilqent considerahly 

reduces the subsurface flare and leads to more uniform readings for 

the epoxy, without greatly increasing the magnitude of the epoxy re

flectance. 

B. Configuration of The _Egnnsylvania State University 

Rapid Scan Version I System 

The first Rapid Scan system was set up at The Pennsylvania State 

University, Coal Research Section, in the Fall of 1972. It was 

assembled from existing hardware, most of which had been purchased 

over a number of years for a variety of purposes. The overall con

fiquration of this first system (Figure 8) was not unlike the following. 

versions except that the later possessed improved hardware and software 

elements. The microscope portion of the equipment consisted of a Leitz 

MPV~I reflectance photometer, equipped with a modified Femcd AMEDA 

stage-drive unit (Figure 9a). The Femco AMEDA stage drive was re

geared to enable a top scanning speed of 1600 microns per second. It 

also was equipped with microswitches which signalled the computer to 

stop taking data when the stage was moving between traverses. 

The computer was a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-9 discrete

transistor computer with 4000 bytes of core memory (Figure 9b). The 

interface between these two elements was an electrometer, low-pass 

filter designed in house (Hartmann, 1976). This device provided a 

voltag~ si~nal to the analog-to-digital_ converter on the PDP-9, and 

a 1 so filtered a 11 noise above the sampling frequency to improve the 

signal-to-noise ratio. 
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a. Microscope-Photometer System 

b. DEC PDP-9 Computer 

Figure 9. THE EQUIPMENT USED IN THE RAPID SCAN VERSION I SYSTEM 



Although the system111ainly Wil'> employed to characterize pyrite 

in coal, early experiments (Davis, 1975) indicated that the coal 
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portion of the reflectogram might contain useful information about gross 

changes in coal petrography. During 1974-1975, this portion of the 

reflectogram was expanded and studied in detail. The shape of the 

reflectograms generated at this time partially was obscured by the 

presence of many finely spaced spikes on the data array (Figure lOa). 

As can be seen in Figure lOb, an expanded section of Figure lOa, the 

spikes appear to have a regular periodicity. When the spacin~ of the 

individual array elements containing the spikes was examined it was 

found that the periodicity was a direct binary multiple, suggesting 

that the spikes were artifacts of the digitizing process. To test this 

hypothesis, a smooth, controlled voltage-ramp signal Wa$ fed into the 

analog-to-digital converter and sampled by the computer. The resulting 

output contained the same periodic data spikes confirming the artifact 

hypothesis. With this confirmation several digital filtering algorithms 

were developed to smooth the data apd make it more interpretable. These 

algorithms have the effect of taking any major deviation in the data

slope (i.e. a spike) and proportioning that spike between adjacent data 

elements. The result is a curve whose shape has not been altered, but 

which is easier to interpret because it has a smoother profile. 

In addition to the spikes on the data, another major shortcoming 

of the Version I system involved the precision of the reflectance 

deter111inations. Figure 11 shows a reflectance distribution (which has 

a spread of ±0.12 percent R0 ( ±2o)) from a 1.006 percent R0 glass 

standard. A reflectogram generated from a photometer system with this 

order of precision would have poor resolution, owing to the smearing 
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together of closely spaced maceral reflectance populations. The lack 

of precision of reflectance measurements was attributed to two 

primary factors: fluctuation of electronics and power supplies, and 

insufficient photon statistics (Hartmann, 1976). Both areas have been 

improved in later versions by using better system hardware and software 

controlled signal integration. 

C. Configuration of the Rapid Scan Version ll System 

The R~pid Scan Version II system incorporated several major hard

ware improvements over the Version I system. As seen in Figure 

12, the DEC PDP-9 computer was superseded by a new DEC PDP-SA computer. 

Also, the Leitz MPV-I photometer was replaced with a Leitz MPV-II 

photometer system. The filter, as used in the Version I equipment, was 

redesigned to incorporate an amplifier inverter, in order to interface 

with the new computer. The only hardware element remaining from the 

Version I system was the FEMCO stage drive. 

1. Computer Configuration 

The new PDP-SA computer (Figure 13), is a much more versatile 

machine than the old PDP-9. It incorporates a PDP-SA central processor 

with 32K (thousand) bytes of random access core memory. A FPPS/A 

floating-point processor is included to enable faster arithmetic 

manipulations to be made than is possible with complex software 

routines. V.oltage signals frQm the filter are processed by an ADS-A 

analog-to-digital converter interfaced with 16 multiplexed input 

channels. This module has a ten-bit resolution (one part in 1024) and 

a sample acquisition time of approximately three microseconds. Infor

mation input-output is controlled by a KL8-A interface which has a 
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RS 232 output, a 1200-haud output linked to a high-speed modem and a 

parallel port interfaced to a microprocessor-based KIM controller. The 

RS 232 output is controlled by switch to two VT-52 video terminals 

operating at 3600-baud. The video terminals are the primary operator

input devices to the computer and are used for program development, 

program control and, to a limited extent, data output. The modem 

enables a high-speed link to The Pennsylvania State University•s IBM 

370/3033 computing facility. A number of statistical program packages 

are available on the IBM 370, and have been used to process data 

generated by the Rapid Scan. 

Three devices are used for magnetic storage of data and programs 

on the PDP-8A. The first is a RX8 floppy disk system, incorporating 

two disk-drives, each capable of storing l28K, 12-bit words. The floppy 

disks routinely are used for system start-up and for back-up data 

storage. The second magnetic storage system is a RK05 J removable disk 

pack drive, capable of storing 1.6 million 12-bit words. In addition 

to having approximately 12 times the storage capacity of a floppy disk, 

the later system can access the information in about one-tenth the time 

necessary with a floppy disk. Hence, the RK05 J system is used for all 

program storase and development, · and also as the primary data stnr~ge 

device. The third magnetic storage system is a RKOS F fixed disk-drive 

with a 3.2 million 12-bit word capacity. This device is used for other 

computer functions, and is not part of the Rapid Scan configuration. 

(See Figure 14 for schematic of PDP-8A configuration.) 

The KIM controller is a stand-alone microcomputer system based on 

a 6502 microprocessor manufactured by Commodore Calculator Company. 

Its function here is to provide information input-output to a number of 
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independent devices. The KIM con t roller has four 20-milliampere 

current loop "ports" which can be used for printer or terminal com

munication, as well as four TTL-(transistor-transistor-.logic) level 

ports which can be used to communicate with other microprocessor 

systems. In this configuration, one 20-milliampere port is linked to 

a LA-36 Decwriter II printer, which is used for routine large format 

printouts and for program source listings. A second 20-milliampere 

port is dedicated to a Xerox 1700 printer, used for high-quality print

outs in an 8~ by 11 inch format. 

The final module in the PDP- BA system is a XY8-E plotter control 

interface. This interface connects to a Houston Instruments Complot 

DP-1 digital plotter. The plotter, under software control, draws and 

labels diagrams as well as plotting data arrays. In the Rapid Scan 

system, its primary use is to plot reflectograms. 

2. Microscope Photometer System 

In the Version II equipment, the Leitz MPV-I (used in the Version 

I equipment) was superseded by a Leitz MPV-II photometer system (Figure 

15). The MPV-II system is of modular design for maximum flexibility 

(Figure 16), and utilizes solid-state electronics for optimum signal 

stability. 

The microscope is a Leitz Orthoplan-pol, equipped for reflected 

light microscopy. Illumination for observation and for measurement 

is provided by a 100-watt quartz halogen lamp, powered by a stabilized 

voltage supply. The microscope vertical illuminator utilizes a Berek 

compensating prism, for minimum polarization distortion. The microscope 

objective is a 50X Achromatic oil immersion lens, giving an observation 
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·magnification of 625X. Under stondard operating procedures, a 546-

nanometer filter is inserted below the photomultiplier, in order that 

reflectance determinations can be carried out in monochromatic light. 

A variable diaphram, also located below the photom~ltiplier is adjusted 

to an effective measurement spotsize of two microns squ~re. (See 

Figure 17 for a diagram of the optical arrangement.) 

The photomultipl·ier used in this sy~tem is a specially selected 

EMI 96598 with extended sensitivity range, manufactur~d·bY Gemcom 

Division/Emitronics, Incorporated. Duriny Uris reseat·ch, it was dis

covered that the sensitivity of this. type of photomultiplier tube 

varies substantially. Table 7 shows the supply voltage necessary to 

reach ~n o~erall sensitivity of 200 amperes per lumen for four EMI 

96598 photomultiplier tubes. The grid-potential voltage varies from 

900. volts to 1320 volts, a variation of approximately 32 percent. The 

higher voltages necessary to compensate for the poor sensitivity of some 

of the tubes, resulted in unacceptable signal-to-noise ratios and 

stabilities. It was found that for automated microscopy, the photo

multiplier supply voltage at an acceptable level of.sensitivity should 

be below 1000 volts; hence, tubes C and D listed in Table 7 were un- -

suitable. 

3. Microscope-to-Computer I~terface 

The interface con nee t i un LH:~ Lween the microscope photometer ~nd 

the analog-to-digital converter on the PDP-BA consists of a filter

inverter-amplifier circuit, designed and built in house (Figure 18). 

The filter is a low-pass circuit similar to the one designed by 

Hartmann (1976) for the Version I equipment. The purpose of this device 
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Tahlf' 7 

Comparison of Photomultiplier Tube Sensitivity 

Tube Number Overa 11 Sensitivity ( 1 ) Cathode Voltage 

A 200 900 

B 200 1000 

c 200 1140 

.o 200 1320 

( 1 ) Amperes-per-lumen. 

is to el iruirrdle detr1mental hlgh-trequency noise. The system's 

electronics have the potential to respond to signal frequencies in 

excess of 10,000 hertz. The sampling frequency, limited by the speed 

of the computer, is several orders of magnitude less than the system 

capability; hence, the filter is designed to pass, unchanged, only 

signals whose frequency is below 1000 hertz and attenuate all signals 

above this frequency. The result i~ a more stable signal, devoid of 

unused and Onwanted high-frequency noise. 

The inverter-amplifier circuit provides two functions in this 

interface. The first is to change the signal polarity of the ~1PV-II 

from a positive potential to the negative potential required by the 

ADS-A analog-to-digital converter. The second is to provide a 

variable ~Jain control so that SIHull udjustments in system gain can be 

made, without changing the. photomultiplier high-voltage supply. This 

gain control is useful in standardizing the equipment for reflectance 

measurement. 
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4. Evilllliltion of llilrdwilt'P. ImprovPnll'nts 

Owing to the hardware component changes of the Version Il system, 

it was necessary to evaluate the various factors controlling unit 

operations. This evaluation enabled all systems to be operated at 

maximum capability for maximum resolution. It also indicated areas 

where additional modifications in operation could yield further 

improvements in data acquisition. 

The first area investigated was the effect of loss of focus on 

reflectance determinations. During the scanning of briquetted coal 

samples, minor changes of focus occur due to the surface relief and 

non-level ~urface alignment. During operation of the system, the 

operator adjusts the focus by observing the image of the field diaphram 

during scanning. This proc~dure is effective for correcting foc~sing 

errors of five. microns and greater. 

In this experim~nt reflect~nce determinations were made on two. 

glass reflectance standards and on a particle of vitrinite.· Reflec

tance readings were. taken at f1ve microns, ~en microns~ 15 microns, 

and ~u microns above amJ ut:!low the eorrect focu!:; plana. The reo;tllts, 

shown graphically in Figure 19, have been corrected to. indicate relative 

'measuring differenc~s by the followin~ equation: 

v 1 " v X = ...;,__~-"-
V (7) 

where, 

X = the proportional difference between ~he measured values, 

vl = the value measured with the sample out of focus, and 
'. 

sample in focus, v - the measured value with the 

so th'at direct comparisons can be made on·materials with differing 
' ' 

reflectances. Fig~re 19 shows that when the plane~of·focus m6ve~ above 
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the object plane, the measured reflectance for all three materials 

increases. This is due to light from areas surrounding the effective 

measuring spot passing through the photbmeter diaphram and registering· 

on the photomultiplier tube (Piller, 1977, p. 163). When the plane of 

focus is below the stage plane, the measured reflectance value decrea~es, 

because l·ess light reaches the photomultiplier tube. In the case of 

vitrinite, the decrease is relatively greater, due to its opaqueness. 

However, in al.l three cases, a focusing error of five microns results 

in a measuiing error of less than one percent. Thus, errors in re

flectance determination due to focusing problems probably are not 

significant, .providing an operator visually maintains tocus1ng durlrjy 

the scan. 

The second system variable investigated was the effect of photo

multiplier gairi on the stability of the system. The gain of any 

photomultipiier tube is a linear function of the high voltage supply, 

approximately proportional to the number of dynodes (Piller, 1977, 

p. 105). In. thts experiment, three gain settings of 650 volts, 750 

volts, and 830 volts were used to test the photomulti~lier tube output. 

The signal transmitted ·to the computer was adjusted by varying the gain 

of the interface amplifier so that a constant signal level was main

tained, irrespective of photomultiplier gain. The results shown tn 

Table 8 are the summary statistics for distributions of 7500 reflectance 

measurements taken by the computer from one spot on a glass reflectance 

standard. These dc1ta indicate that· no siynificant deyradation in 

measurement precision (as indicated by ±2o) can be noted with increasing 

gain. However, at 830 volts the system is more susceptible to drift, 

as can be s~en in the change of the m~an vaiue. As a consequence of 



·Table 8 

The Effect of Phbtomutiplier High Voltage 

on Signal Stability 

2 Times 
Standard 

Photomultiplier Interface Amplifier Mean Deviation 

75 

High-Voltage Gain % Ro Ro Population 

650 volts t~aximum 1.006 ;02· 7,500 

750 volts I-Ii d Range 1. 007 .02 7,500 

830 volts* Low 1. 010 .02 7,500 

*Under these test conditions, this voltage was just below the level 
of photomultiplier tube saturation. 

these experiments, a photomultiplier supply voltage of 725 volts was 

adopted as the standard operating parameter. Changes in the system 

·gain, forth~ purpose. of calibrating the equipment, ar~ carried out 

by adjusting the interface amplifier.~ 

The third op~rating variable investigated was the effect of 

luminous flux on signal quality. Luminous flux is a .measure of the 

amount of energy per unit time, emitted or received as light. In this 

exper1nient the amperage de 1 i vered to the quartz ha 1 ogen ·1 amp was used 

as a relative measure of luminous flux. Four amperage levels ranging 

from 5.5 to .8.5 were used to give a range of luminous flux; After· 

setting the lamp amperage, the system was allowed to stabilize for 30 

ininutes. Following the stabilization period, 7!:i00 reflectance readings 

were taken by the computer from one spot on a glass reflectance 

standard, and the summary statistics calculated for the resultin!J 
• 

distribution. The lamp amperage then was increased to the next test 
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level and the procedure repeated. As in the photomultiplier high-

. voltage experiment, the interface amplifier was used to compensate the. 

photometer output to a const~nt voltage. The data in Table 9 shows 

that, with increasing luminous flux, the population mean stablizes 

(indicating less drift) and the spread of the reflectance distributions 

decr~ases significantly at higher l·ight levels. The overall effect of 

these chan·ges (as seen in Figure 20) is an improvement in the precision 

of the reflectance determination. Therefore, as a standard operating 

procedure the lamp power supply is set at 8.5 amperes. This 1s slightly 

above the rating for a 100-watt quartz halogen lamp, and leads tri a 

shorter life span; however, the.gain·in precisi6n of measurement j~stifies 

the more frequent lamp replacementw 

·The final operating variable investigated was the effect of· 

signal averagin~ on the preci~ion of reflectance mea~urement. The ~re

cision of a population mean generally can be improved by increasing the 

size of the sample population. Griffiths (1967, p. 22) suggested one 

wai of evaluating the effect of 'sample' s1ze on the precision of the 

population mean .is to compare the standard et'~·or of thl:! mean at la.rger 

. and larger sample sizes.: Thus, .in th.is e.xperiment all· the operating 

variables established on the foregoing experiments were held ·constant, 

and the computer was programmed to· sample the signal from one to 512 

times, and record the average reflectance value. The program accumulated 
' . -

7500 of the pre-averaged values and ca1culatl:!d·the summary sttltistics 

(Table 10), including the standard error of the mean as follows: 

(8) 
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Table 9 

Effect of Luminous Flux on Signal Quality 

Lamp Mean Standard 
Amperage % Ro Deviation, % Ro Population 

5.5 1 .013 .032 7,500 

6.5 1 .009 .020 7,500 

7.5 1. 006 .014 7,500 

R.5 1.006 .010 7,500 

Where, 

ax= the standard error of the mean; 

a = the standard deviation of the distribution, an6 

N = the number of readings .in the sample. 

Figure 21 shows a plot of the standard error of the ~ean versus 

the number of pre-averages in. each reading. 'The standard error of 

the mean decrease~ ·an entire order of magnitude fro~ one to 128 pre

averages, and then decreases only ~lightly from 128 to 512 pre-averages. 

These results indicate that increasing the number of ·pre-averages 

above 128 would result in little gain in measurement precision. 

The preceding four experiments {focus, photomultiplier tube gain. 

luminous flux and signal averaging) show that fo~ this photo~ete~ 

system, precision of measurement is affected. mainly by luminous flux 

and signal pre-averaging. Luminous flux is optimized in the system by 

operating the lamp at its maximum output and adjusting the microscope 

optical system for the optimum light passage through the effective 

measuring spot. Further increases in precision of the version Il system 



Table 10 

The Effect of Pre-Averaging on Signal Quality 

Standard Standard 
Number of Time for Acquisition Mean Deviation Error of 
Averages of One Value (1) % Ro % Ro Population The Mean. (2) 

1.3 1 ,006 .026 7,500 3.00 

2 1.4 1 .006 .027 7,500 1.80 

4 1.5 1.006 .027 7,500 1.30 

8 1.6 1.006 .022 7,500 0.90 

16 1.9 1 .006 . 021 7,500 0.60 

32 2.4 1. 006 .018 7,500 0.40 

64 3.4 1.006 .014 7,500 0.20 

·128 5.3 1 .006 .011 . 7 '500 0.10 

256 9,0 1 .006 .. 009 7,500 0.06 

512 16.0 1 .006 .005 7,500 0;03 

( 1 ) r~i 11 i seconds. 

(2) Calcula:ed from equation -4 (8),Xl0. 
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by increasing the luminous f-lux would have entailedusinga higher 

wattage lamp source, which was not then available commercially. 

Therefore, at that time, the only way to increase further the pre-

81 

cision of the system would have been to increase the number of signal 

pre-averages. However, as shown in Figure 21 ,. the time necessary for 

pre-averaging increases markedly when greater numbers of pre-averages 

are accumulated. One must bear in mind that the Ve~sion I and II 

systems used a modifi~d Femco AMEDA stage-drive unit. This unit moved 

the stage continuously using standard synchronous motors. Thus, stage 

speed had to be matched with the signal acquisition time so that.the 

sample would not have moved more than a fraction of one micron during 

the time necessary for the reading. Table 11 shows the distance the 

stage object moved during the time necessary to perform each of the 

pre-av~raging operatings, for various stage-drive speeds. The dotted· 

line shows the relationship between the number of pre-averages and the 

sta9e-drive speed fo~ a sample movement of 0.25 microns. If, as in

dicated previously, 128 pre-averages were selected as the minimum 

number desirable, then for a stage movement of 0.25 microns, the stage

drive speed would need to be set at 50 microns per second. At this 

scan speed, it would take approximately 35 minutes to complete a 100-

millimeter scan. Owing-to factors such as drift of the photomultiplier 

output and· the need for a truly rapid analysis, it was deemed desirable 

to complete the scan within .a time closer to 15 minutes. Thus, in 

the Ve1·sion II equipment, a compromise in both the number of pre

averages and the amount of stag~ movement was accepted at 32 pre-averages 

and 0.48 microns of movement, respectively. These values certainly 

were not optimal operating parameters, and the need to improve upon 

them led to the deve·lopment of the Version III syst.em. 



Table 11 

Distance of Stage Movement Curing Data Acquisition at Various Stage-Drive Speeds* 

Numb.er of Stage-Drive Speed (microns per second) 
Pre-Averages 25 50 100 200 400 

O.OJ 0.07 0.13 0.26 0.52 

'2 0.04 0.07 0.14 0.28 0.56 

4 0.04 0.08 b .15 0.30 0 . .60 

8 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.32 0:64 

16 0.05 0.10 0.19 0.38 0.76 
I 
I 

32 0.06 0.12 ·0.24 
.I 

0.48 0.96 I 

r----------------1 
64 '0.08 0.17 I 0.34 0.68 1.36 I 

I 
1"'-- ------·- -----

128 0.13 I 0.26 0.53 1.06 2.12 I 
I 

·I 

256 0~22 
I 0.45. 0.90 1.80 3.60 .I 
I ------·---· 

512 0"44 0.80 1.60 3.20 6.40 

*All values in microns. 
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D. Configuration and Operation of the 

Rapid Scan Version !ll System 

n.1 

The Rapid Scan· Version III system used all the same hardware com

ponents of the Version II system, with the exception of the Femco 

stage drive (Figure 22}. As was discussed in the pr~vious section, the 

precision of the reflectance values recorded while scanning were 

limited by the continual movement of the Femco stage drive. Thus, the 

Version III system utilizes a Leitz digital stepping stage (Figure 23). 

The digital stepping stage moves in discrete increments of 2.5 

microns and can be programmed to move to a sample location, stop while 

the signal is integrated as long as is deemed desirable, and then move 

again. In order to control the stage, the computer must be capable of 

providing TTL-(transistor-transistor-loQic0 level signal pulses un9er 

program control. The PDP-8A, as it originally was configured, did 

not contain the proper interface module to provide this type of signal. 

Thus, a communications interface system was developed utilizing tre 

PDP-8A's microprocessor-based KIM controller and a second KIM micro

processor. Under this system a signal is transmitted under a level-four 

program from the PDP-8A tq the KIM controller. The KIM controller 

inter~rets the signal, and reroutes it out of one of its four TTL-level 

ports to a second KIM microprocessor. The second KIM microprocessor 

is programmed, by cassette tape, to interpret the signal and send the 

stage-drive controller thP. proper combinatio11 of four TTL-level signals 

to move the stage one step in any of eight directions (Figure 24). When 

the stage-movement js complete, the KIM microprocessor signals the 

PDP-8A, throug~ the KIM controller, that it is finished and ready for 

another instruction. This type of control is complex and time consuming. 
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A much more efficient operation could be performed with the appropriate 

interface module plugged directly into the PDP-8A to eliminate the two 

microprocessors. 

By moving the stage in discrete increments, it is possible to 

increase the signal pre-averaging time. In the Version II equipment, 

utilizing the Femco stage drive, the maximum number of averages was 

32 with 0.48 microns of stage movement. With the stepping stage. the 

number of pre-averages is increased to 128 (approximately five milli

seconds of integration time) with almost no stage movement. Total time 

for one reading is approximately 15 milliseconds, allowing ten milli

seconds for the stage to com~ to a stop after moving the 2.5-micron 

step. Thus, a standard scan of 125 millimeters takes ap~roximately 12 

minutes, compared to approximately nine minutes for the Version II 

system. Hris time JJenalty is offset in the improved precision of each 

reflectance measurement. (See Figure 21.) 

Operation of the Versjon III equipment begins by placing a RK05 j 

disk pack and a Fortran sy~tem floppy disk into the appropriate drive 

mechanisms. The floppy disk allows initial startup control nf the 

PDP-8A. After startup, system control is transferred to the RK05 J, 

which contains all the necessary system operation programs and all the 

Rapid Scan operating programs. 

To begin a Rapid Scan analysis, the basic data acquisition pro

qram. PETROG. is 1 oildC'd in to the comp.u ter. a 1 on9 with the name of the 

fll t.llrt' d,ll ;, Oll t put r i lt'. f'FTIWG (/\pp('IHI i X. 1) is i1 1 t'VI' 1-IHH' Jll'll~.JI'i\111, 

written in Fortran IV, containing nine basic program modules. It call~ 

two level-two subroutines (Table 4) (MOVE2 and MOVE3) and two level-four 

subroutines (SETADC and FASTAD). Both level-two subroutines call 
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level-four s~broutin~s (PUTB and GETB). (See Figure 25i for the 

programming structure.) Fortunately, for the operator, all the pro

gram co-ordination is handled by the PDP-8A operating system. 

Once the computer finishes loading the programs, a series of 

questions appear to the operator on the VT52 video terminal (Table 12). 

These questions allow the operator to put information into the com

.puter about the sample and the analysis operating parameters. At the 

.completion of the scan, this information is stored on magnetic disk 

with the data 1accumulated during the analysis as an outout file. Thus, 

in later data processing programs, the analysis conditions can be dis

played along with the analytical res~lts. 

After the operating informatiori is entered, the computer proceed~ 

to the third program module, which is used. for standardizing the 

microscope. The prim~ry glass reflectance standard is placed on the 

microscope and the computer reads the photomultiplief output, calculates 

the reflectogram full-scale reflectance based on the reflectance value 

the operator entered for the pri~ary s~andard, and ~isplays this value 

on the VT52 video screen. (See ~igur~ .26 for a f1ow chart.) Thl::! 

operator can adjust the gain on the interface amplifier and vary the 

full scale r~flectogram reflectance value~ Afte~ every 20 reflectance 

feadings, the computer asks the operat6r whether or not he. is satisfied 

with the value. If the operator ilnswers "no," the computer takes· 20 

more readings and repeats the .question. lf the operator answers. "yes,. 1
-' 

the computer proceeds to the next program module. Once the system is 

standardized, all reflectance readings fro~ the photometer are assigned 

properly to the first 1000 array elements in the data array. Any 

reflectance reading which exceeds the. full scale standarized value is 

accumulated in the 1000 to 1024 arr~y elements. 
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TablP 12 

Example of Data Entered·at the Beginning of PETR06 

Computer Qu~stion 

ENTER SAMPLE ID (10 CHAR. MAX.) 

ENTER FULL-SCALE REFLECTANCE (REAL) 

ENTER PRIMARY STANDARD VALUE IN % 

ENTER SECONDARY STANDARD VALUE IN % 

ENTER SPOTSIZE IN MICRONS· (REAL) 

ENTER· NUMBER OF .READINGS 

ENTER ANY C0~1~1ENTS-18 CH/\R. MAX.-

Operator Response 

PSOC-1099 

2.0 

1.006 

0.533 

2.5 

. 50000 

r.ITTSGURGH SE/\M 

The next module allows the:operator to enter the scanning infor

mation into the program. The operator responds to two questions, the 

first asking the number of readings to be tak~n per traverse, and 

th~ second ~sking the number of ste~s between traverses. This infor

mation ensures that the gtage does not move beyond the edge of the 

sample briquette during scanning. 

The fifth a~d.sixth program modules control the scanning of the 

pellet and the data acquisiti~n .. They consist of two level-two 

subroutines, MbVE2 and MOVE3, whic~·are called alternately by the 

main pro~ram. ··(see Figure 27, for a flow chart.) MOVE2 controls 

moving the stage in the X direction, reading the analog-to-digital 

converter:-, and incrementing the.appropriate data array element. MOVE3 

controls the stage motion between X traverses in the· Y direction. 

Between each X tr.a verse the VT52 video screen d i sp 1 ays the number of 
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traverses completed nnd the number of the trcwerse currently being 

. scanned.. When the number of data points specified by the operator 

have been sampled, the program proceeds to the next module. 

The seventh mod~le in this program ~ontains the algorithm~ for 

digital filtering of the data array. ·The first algorithm 5cans the 

data array and locates adjacent elements which hav~ an absolute numer-

ical difference in excess of eight. When ~uch a difference is found, 

it is proportioned equally between the two adjacent data elements .. 

·The second algorithm in this.module also smooths the·data by applyirig 

a three element weighted-running-average: The effect of passing the 

data·array through these algorithms is to smooth out any noise spikes, 

without distorting the shape of the reflectogram~ 

The final mod~le in the program controls the output of data to a 

storage file. ·The initial sample information and analysis parameters 

are stored in·a 20 real-element array, set in a_n 5Fl0.3 format. · 

Th~ reflectance data gath~red d~ring.the scan is·stored in a 1024· 

integer-element array, set in a 1018 format. Both arrays.are written 

sequeritiallj on a floppy disk under one output file name and requi~~ 

23 blocks of storage space. 

Once the.data have .been stored on floppy disks, they .are available. 

for several processing operations. Th.e simplest is the plot'tingof 

~ refl~ctogram of: the data array. This pro~edure ·i~ accomplishe~ by 
. . . 

using the program PLOTVl (Appendix II). PLOTVl is a level-one Fortran 

IV plotting program, written specifically for plotting Rapid Scan 

reflectograms. It utilizes~ series cif level-three subroutines prQ

vided by Digital Equipmen~ Corporation. The program first draws, 

scales, and labels the plot axes. It then reads the data f.rom the 
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storage disk into a .1024 integer-element data array. After checking 

the array for scale, it plots the first 1000 data elements across 

the diagram's horizontal axis in a point-to-point fashion. At the 

completion of plotting the data, the plotter labels the diagram ~ith 

the sample number and proceeds to the origin of the next plot. 

From the reflectogram, the operator can deduce qualitative and 

some quantitative data. Qualitatively, the reflectogram immediately 

shows the operator whether the sample was a single coal or a blend of 

several teals. It also allows the operatot to speculate on the gross 

petrographic composition of the sample. (See Section V, fbr the 

reflectogram interpretations made early in the ~evelopment of the system.) 

The only quantitative information which can be determined directly fr9m 

the reflecto~ram plot is the mean average random vitrinite reflectance 

(MARR). It can be determined by locating visually the mode of the 

vitrinite peak and comparing it to the reflectogram scale. Other 

quantiative information about the distribution of vitrinite reflectance 

values and petrographic composition are determined by the PETAN program 

and are dlscu~~t:!Ll ·irr Section V. 



lV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

A. Early Interpretations 

Researchers began investigating the potential for gathering 

petrographic information from the Rapid Scan in 1973 (Spackman 

et ~·, 1973). Davis (1975) reported that Rapid Scan 11 reflectance 

spectra 11
· indicated gross change·s in sample petrographic composition; 

however, it was not until 1976 that the reflectogram was interpreted· 

in more than a semiquantitative mann~r. 

Davis and Vastola (l976) showed ihat a Rapid Scan Version I 

reflectogram contai~ed quan~ifiable information about coal rank, as 

well as being an indicator of petrographic composition. They showed 

that with increasing coal rank the vitrinite peak on the reflectogram 

increases in reflectance (Figure 28). The mean average random vitrinite 

reflectance was determined for ten coals by visually locating the mode 

of the vitrinite peak, and reading the corresponding reflectance from 

the ordinate. The reflectance values then were calculated to maximum 

reflectance by the addition of a correction factor. Comparison of 

Rapid Scan determined mean maximum reflectance values to those 

determined conventionally in polarized light proved encouraging for 

these provisional ~xperiments. 

Davis and Vastola als~ graphically showed hriw a Rapid Scan re

flectoaram indicates a coal •s petrographic compos1t1on. I hey scanned 

threP. lithotype samples from a !;ingle coal sea111, the f1rst of which 

(PSOC-4) was a sample rich in vitrinite (vitrinite greater than 70 

percent). The second lithotype (PSOC-2C) was a clarain; and the 

third (PSOC-20) was a durain. The reflectograms of these samples, 

95 
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shown in Figure 29.· Davis and Vastola reported that as the 

vitrinite cont~nt in the sample decreases, the height of the vitrinite 

peak decreases. Conversely, as the inertini·te content of the samples. 

increases, the area of the reflectogram higher in reflectance than the 

vitrinite peak increases. The encouraging results shown in these 

experiments stimulated further research into the quantification of 

vitrinite reflectance parameters and reflectogram response to changing 

sample petrographic composition. 

B. Reflectogram·Reproducibili.ty 

If one visually compares the reflectograms. from th~ee different 

briquetted pellet~ of the same coal sample (Figure 30), it ii apparent 

that Rapid Scan reflectograms appear reproducible. Early recognition 

of this characteristic was a primary factor prompting a continuation of 

the research work. 

Rapid Scan analyses on the Version I equipment generally utilized 

scan ·lengths of 80 centimeters o~ 400,000 data points (Davis and 
. . 

Vastola, 1976). However, using the sample integration times employed 

on the V~~sion II and Versio~ III systems, such a scan would have 

taken a prohibitive amount. of time. (Approximately 1.6 hours for the 

Version III system.) Therefore) an experiment was designed to determine 

the optimal muubr.r of dato points whictJ would ensure sufficient samp-

lin~} Llf llle bl'iqu~~lt.l~d pt~llet in,, reoJSOthlble li111e pel'iod. Tlll'ee 

coal samples (PSOC-127, PSOC-104 and PSOC-1099) were analyzed on the 

Version III system at sample point densities of 1000, 10,000, 25,000, 
"· 50,000, and 100,000 points per sample surf~ce. 
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RPplicilte ilnillyses were performed ilt ertch Silmple point density. 

The replicate reflectograms were compared to each other and the total 

proportional difference was.calculated by the following equation: 

1000 
E (lx1 - xi)/N~ 

i =1 
(9) 

where,. 

co = the total proportional difference, 

Xl = the array element ( i ) of scan 1 ' 

X = the array element (; ) ot scan 2, and 

NR = the total number of data points. 

The total proportional differenc·e is a numerical value which indicates 

the relative variation in the entire d1str1but1un l..n:~Lwt!en replicate 

analyses. As seen from Figure 31~ this vafue decreases signifi

cantly (approximately five-fold) from point densities of 1000 to 

50,000. However, from point densities of 50~000 to 100,000, the 

decrease is much less pronounced. These results· indicat~ that a sample 

point density of 50,000 points on the briquette surface is sufficient 

to detect the important variations in the distribution of tne sample 

reflectance; acco~dingly, for the Version III ·system a point density of 

50,000 points (or a scan length of 125 millimeters) was selected as ~he 

standard operating procedure. In samples where the reflectogram shape 

is particu·lar·ly critical, duplicate ctrl<'tlySl'!S are nwde usin~1 two 

briquettes and checked for reproducibility .. 

The reproducibility obtained from multiple b~iquettes of the same 

coal sample was checked once the number·of points necessary for 

replication had been standard·ized. As was noted visually from Figure 30, 
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reflectoC]rcuns from the Si'lme Silmplf' ilppearect reproctur.iblc~ however, in 

order to test this impression objectively, it was necessary to explore 

various types of inferential statisticnl .techniques. Owing to the bi

modal nature of reflectograms and a desire to test overall curve shape, 

standard parametric statistical tests were considered inappropriate. 

From the various nonparametric techniques which can be used to test the 

shape of histograms, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test was chosen 

for testing reflectograms. This test is used to determine if two samples 

have been drawn from the same parent population. It is sensitive to any 

difference between the distributions, such as location, dispersion, and 

skewness (Siegel, 1956, p. 127). The test makes no statement about the 

nature of the difference between the distributions, and hence, is useful 

only as a check on agreement and not for quantifying the differences. 

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test operates on cumul~tive frequency· 

distributions of the same size interval for both samples. It compares 

the distributions, class by class, and focuses on the class which shows 

the qreatest deviation as follows: 

Cum , (x) - lot 1/Num ( 1 0) 

Cum 2 (X) = Tot 2/Num 2 ·( ll) 

where. 

(x) = the individual class interval, 

Cum and Cum 2 = the observed cumulative step value for the 

t1rsL and secum.l ::.dlliple5, 

Tot 1 and Tot 2 = the total number of readings in this class, 

plus all the readings in the previous classes 

for sample 1 and sample 2, and 



Nu111 1 ilnrl Num?. ·· thC' total lllllllhPr of rParlinqs in Sillnplr 1 

and sample 2; 

and 

D = Maximum (Cum 1 (x) - Cum 2 (x)) 

where., 

D = the maximum difference between the cumulative steps. 

( 12) 
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The. observed maximum deviation (D) value is test~d for significance 

against D values calculated from the sampling distribution of D, at 

various probability levels. A D which exceeds the critical value at a 

given probability le~el will lead to the r~jection of the null hypothesis, 

that the two distributions were drawn from the sa~e population. 

To check reflectograms wtth the Kolmogo~ov-Smirnov test a computer 

program (KOL03) (APPENDIX III) incorporating equations 10, 11 and 12 

was· written. Because of the decreasing power-efficiency of this test 

with increasing sample size (Siegel, 1956, p. 136), the program 

collapses the class interval on the reflectograms to 20 reflectance 

classes. 

Sample group A in Table 13 shows the testing of re~licate analyses 

on three different .briquettes from coal samples PSOC-1099 and PSOC-1137. 

None of the six tests show Significance at a probability level of 

0.05, and therefore, the null hypothesis that the replicate runs were 

drawn from the same population cannot be rejected. These results tend 

to confirm that 50,000 data points arc sufficient to sample the 

briquette surface. 

Sample group Bin T~ble 13 shows the results bf testing the 

12 possible interactions between the six scans for each of the 

two samples in sample group A, as well as six interactions for three 



Table 13 

Results of Kolmogorov-Snirnov Test for Reflectogram Reproducibility 

Class Where Critical Test 
Samp.l e· Samples Tested Max. D Max. D D Not Signiiicant Significant at 

· Group ·sample·l X Sample 2* Observed Observed · A 1 ph a = ·. 05 at .05 .05 . 01 ~ 001 

A 1099 ( 2A) . X 1 099 ( 28) 6 . 01 .06 X 

A 1099 (3A) X 1099 (JB) 6 . 01 .06 X 

A 1099 ( 5A) X 1 099 (58) 6 .02 .06 X 

A 1137 (1A} X 1137 (18) 11 .04 .06 X 

A 1137 ( 3A ) X : 11 3 7 ( 3 8 ) 11 .04 .06 X . 

A 1137 (5A) X 1137 {58) 11 .03 .06 X 

8 1099 (2A) X 1099 {3A) 
' 

8 .05 .06 X 

B 1099 (2A) X 1099 {38) 8 .05 .06 X 

B 1099 (2A) X 1099 (SA} 1 .05 .06 X 

B 1099 (2A) X 1099 (58) 1 .04 .06 X 

B 1099 {28) x fo99 (3A) ·8 .05 .06 X 

B 1099 (2B) 'x _1099 (38) 8 .05 .06 X 
--' 

B 1099 (28) X 1099 (5A) 1 .04 .06 X 
0 
~ 



Table 13 (Continued) 

B . ~099.{28). i 1099 (SB). .OS .06 X 

B 10.99 · (3A) X 1099. (SA) 1 .. 06 . .06 X 

B 1099 .(3A) X .1099 (SB) .1 .06 .06 X 

B . 1U99 (3B) X 1099 (SA) .1 .06 .06 X 

.B · 1099 {3B) ~ 1099 (SB) 1 .06 .06 X 

B .. .1137:(1A) X 1137 (3A) 11 .OS .06 X 

. ·s · 1137 ( 1 J!.) X .1137 (3B) 11 .02 .06 X 

B 1137 (lA) X 1137 (SA) 1 .03 .06 X 

B 1137 (lA) X 1137 (SB) 1 ·- .04 .06 X 

B 1137 (1B) X 1137 (3A) 11 .04 .06 X 

B 1137 (1.8) X 1137 (38) 11 .03 .06 X 

B 1137 (1B) X 1137 (SA) 1 .03 .06 X 

B .1137 ( 3A) X 11 3 7 ( SA ) 11 .06 .06 X 

B .1137 (3A) X 1137 (SB) 11 .04 .06 X 

B 1137 (38) X 1137. (SA). 11 .03 .06 X 

B 1137 (38} x 1137 ·css) 11 .04 .06 X ...... ..... 
;_., 



Table 13 (Continuecn 

H 1101 {lf;.i X 11 01 (2A) 8 .03 .06 

B 1101 ( 1 A) X 1101 (6A) 8 .05 .06 

H -1101 ( 2f.. ~ X 1101 (6A) 8 ."01 .• 06 

c 1099 ( 2f.. j X 1137 . ( 1 A) ·9 .51 .06 

c 1099 (2A) X 1101 ( 1 A) 8 .09 .06 

c 1137 ( 1 A/ X 11 01 (lA) 10 .. 47 .06 

*The first four di·~its of the sample number r.efer to the PSOC sample number 
th~ brackets refers to the briquette number while the second refers to the 
·briquette. 

... ,. 

·v 
.I\ 

v 
.I\ 

and the first character 
scan designation on the 

X 

X 

X 

in 

0 
0'1 
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briqi1ettes of PSOC-1101. The objPctive of this experiment was to 

determine if reproducible results could be gained from sepa~ate sub~ 

sa~ples (~he individual briquettes) of the same head sa~ple (i.e. 

PSOC-1099). As tan be ~een from the table, 23 of the 27 tests were 

not significant at a probability level of 0.05, $Uggesting that 

reflectograms from subsamples are reproducible. The four inter~ctions 

that were significant at the 0.05 probability·l~vel, gave the maximum 

D in the first class interval. Th~s class interval represents most of 

the reflectance readings on the epoxy matrix of the briquetted sample, 

suggesting that differenc~s in the proportion of epoxy may have led 

to rej9ction in the~e cases. 

Sample group C in Table 13 is the test results comparing the 

interactions of examp)e reflectograms from each coal. In this case 

the test statistics are all significant at the 0.001 level, indicating 

that the three reflectograms are significantly different for each of 

the threecoals. 

The resultS from these experiments show that the Kolmogorov

Smirnov two-sample test statistic generally cannot reject reflectograms 

that have been drawn ·from th~ same parent sample. However, it also 

is important to know if the test can reject refl ectograms which are 

drawn from very similar but different sample populations. 

PSOC-1101 and PSOC-1102 are both sample~ of the Pittsburgh seam 

from Washi.ngton County, Pennsylvania. They were collected from the 

sume mine, however PSOC-1101 is the middle portion of the seam, whereas 

PSOC-1102 is the lower portion of the seam. The proximate, 

petrographic, and vitrinite reflectance analyses for the two samples 
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are fairly similar (Table 14). Thus~ a comparis6n of the reflecto

grams of these samples by means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 

should indicate the sensitivity of the reflectogram for discriminating 

between very similar samples. 

Table 15 shows the·test results for nine interactions between 

six briquettes of the two samples. In all cases~ the D value was 

found to be significant at probability levels of o~ol or 0.001. 

Therefore, the null hypothesis clearly can be rejected, and one must 

conclude that th~ reflectograms were drawn from differer1l populations. 

This shows that even when scanning two samples as closely related as 

PSOC-1101 and PSOC-1102, the Rapid Scan is capable 6t determining that 

the two samples are, indeed, different. 

C. Resolution 

The experiments in the precedi~g sections demonstrated that the 

Rapid Scan is capabl~ of generating reproducible coal reflectograms. 

Also, it has been suggested th~t. these reflectograms contained infor

mation about coal rank and petrographic tompo~ition. However, 

difficulties in quantifying thi~ information arise from the lack of 

resolution on the reflectogram of the maceral reflectance populations 

other than vitrinite. 

As discussed. in Section I, the different macerals in· coal h~ve 

the inherent characteristics of reflecting differing amounts of 

vertically incident light.· Therefore·~ if reflectance was the only 

char~cteristi~ of coa~ macerals. one might expect a coal reflectogram 

to appear like Figure 32a which shows six discrete reflect~nce popu-

lationi. Unfort~nately, th~s.figure is a complete fabrication~ ~ctual 



Table 14 

Comparison of Chemical and Petrog~aphic 

·Analyses for PSOC-1101 and Psdc-11b2 
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Analysis Sam~le Number 
Parameter PSOC-11 01 PSOC-11 02· 

Proximate Analysis ( Wt. %) Dry DMMF (1) Dry DMMF 

% Ash 5.43 7.72 

% Volatile Yield 36.13 37.75 35.19 37.32· 

% Fixed Carbon 58.44 62.25 57.09 62.68 

% Tota.l Sulfur 0.83 1.89 

Btu/Lb. 14487 15420 13950 15289 

Petrographic Analysis (Vol %, MMF (2)) 

% Vitrinite 7.7. 5 74.9 

%11 Pseudovitrini te 11 4:3 6.1 

% Fusinite 4.7 2. 1 

% Semifusinite 5.8 7.9 

%Micrinite 4.1 6.3 

% Macri.ni te 0.4· 0".4 

%.Sporinite 2.6 1.5 

% Resinite 0.6 0.8 

Vit~inite Reflectance 

Mean Maximum R0 0.90 ·0.89. 



Tilble 14 (Continued) 

~~ VType Tilble 

~2 VType 7. 75 

!2 VType 8 .. 25 

~ VType 8.75 

~ VType 9.25 

~ VType 9.75 
-~-~- ·~-~··· , ....... .. 

· (1) Dry Mineral ~1atter Free. 

(2) Mineral Matter Free. 

X nf Vitrinite 

8% 

29% 

51% 

12% 

l I 0 

"/. of Vitrinite 

1% 

9% 

53% 

30% 

7% 



Table 15 

Rest/ ts o·f Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test for Sensitivity 

Class Where Critical Test ·Test 
S.:tmpl e Samples Tested Max. 0 r~ax. 0 D Not Significant Significant at 
Group Sample 1 X Sample 2* Observed Observed Alpha = .05 at .05 .05 .01 .001 

D 1101 (lA) X 1102 ( 1 A) 12 .09 .06 X 

D 1101 ( 2A) X 1102 (2A) 12 .09 .06 X 

0 1101 (6A) X 1102 (4A) 13 . 14 .06 X 

0 . 1101 (2A.)· X 1102 ( 1 A) 12 . 13 .06 X 

[I 1101 ( 6.11.) X 11 02 ( 1 A) 12 . 14 .06 X 

[I 1101 ( 1 ,!i,) X 1102. (2A) 12 .as· .06 X 

c 1101 (6.:\) X 1102 (2A) 12 .08 .06 X 

·o 1101 ( 1 A) X 1102 (4A) 13 .14 . .06 X 

D 1101 (2A) X 1102 (4A) 13 . 14 .06 X 

*The first four digits of the samp·le number refer to the PSOC sample number and the first character in 
the brackets refers to the briquette number while the second refers to the scan designation on the 
briquette. 
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coill rf'flr.cto~Jrilms look like Figure 1?h .. ·J.n Figurr. 1?b thf'r£' ilr£' only 

two recogniiable reflectance populations~· thos~ of the epoxy matrix 

and the vitrinite. Therefore, thr question arises of why the five other 

macerals kno~n to b~ pre~ent ·in this coal are riot manifested in the 

~eflectogram. Before any quantitative reflectog~am interpretation 

could be attempted it was necessary to answer .this question and under

stand the factors which control reflcctogram shape and resolution. 

A study of coal reflectograms demonstrated that six primary 

factors control resolution. Of these factors, three (instrumental 

error, sample preparation, and sampling technique) are·dependent 

factors over which the operator has some control; Three other factors 

(concentrations of constituents present, reflectance overlap of 

macerals, and grain size) are independent factors, representative of the 

complex nature of coal . 

. The effects on reflectogram resolution due to instrumental errors 

can, be minimized by good operating techniques. The main· influence on 

reflectogram reproducibility is system calibration. Proper calibration 

of the Rapid Scan is accomplished by using a minimum of two Bausch and 

Lomb glass reflectance standards as reference points (Table 16). The 

reflectan(P of these glasses has been calculate~ using the Fresnel 

equation: 

100 ( 13) 

where, 

R = the reflectance of the standard, expressed as a percentage, 

n2 = the refractive index of the glass at 546 nanometers, and 

n1 = the refractive index of the immersion medium at 546. nanometers. 



Tablr 16 

.Optical Properties of Bausch and Lomb Glass 

Reflectanc~ Standards at 546 nm 

Glass (1) ne Ro (n = 1.515) 

Bausch & Lomb 689309 r. 6945 0.302 

Bausch & Lomb 751278 1. 7572 0.533 

Bausch & Lomb.850324 1 . 8564 1 .006 

Bausch & Lomb 915213 (2) 1.9255 1.400 

Bausc.h & Lomb 980222 1. 9908 1. 815 
.......... - -

(1) These five standards are embedded in a single mount. 

(3) 

(2) This standard has been found to give a lower reflectance than the 
calculated value and is not generally used for calibration. 

(3) The refractive index of the Cargille type A inmersion oil used at 
The Pennsylvania State University, Coal Research Section. 

One glass (usually the 1.006 percent R0 ) is used as the primary stand

ard, and one, or possibly two glasses (higher or lower in reflectance, 

depending on the sample rank), are used as checks against the pr1mary 

standard. During standardization the operator must be sure the glasses 

are leveled properly and have a· scratch-free and tarnish-free surface. 

The immersion oil on the ylass standards must be free from dust and in 

equilibrium with the temperature of the sample. 

Focus is another potential instrumental error which affects both 

standardization and resolution during scanning. The effects of loss 

of focus have been discussed in Section III, and it is sufficient to 

state here that correct focus must be maintained by the operator at 

a 11 times. 
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l)rop<'r systf'lll ~djrrstrnent ilnd aliqnriu~nt arC' critici1l if instnJ

mental error is to be avoided. The optic system and light source should 

be adjusted to eliminate image flare while maximizing the luminous flux. 

(See Section III for a discussion of the instrument adjustment necessary· 

for maximum precision.) The settings of all diaphrams and ~hutters 

should be checked routinely. 

Finally, any reflectance analysis should be carried out in a 

room with subdued lighting. This minimizes the possibility of stray 

light entering the optic system and leading to anomalously high readings 

from the photomultiplier tube. 

A second dependent factor controlling reflectogram resolution, 

sample preparation, has been discussed partially in Section III. Stand

ardization of the proportion of epoxy in the briquette is the first 

step in ensuring reproducible reflectograms~ However, on~ of the major 

effects on reflectogram resolution results from the production of large 

amounts of fine particles during stage crushing of the sample. As was 

discussed in Section III, nearly every time the Rapid Scan moves from· a 

component of one reflectance to a component of another reflectance, an 

interface reflectance reading is recorded. The boundary reading is 

not representative of t:!i ther compont!rrl, dnd its presence on the reflecto

gram obscures unique reflectance populations. Th~ few~r coal particles 

encountered during the 125-millimeter scan, the fewer boundary readings 

between coal and epoxy will be recorded. Hence, sample preparation 

must be directed toward the production bf a minimum numb~r of fine 

particles while maintaining sample representativeness. 

· In order to acquir1e some quantitative information about coal 

particle size ih briquetted ·samples, two samples each of high vol~tile A, 
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medium volatile and low volatile hituminous coals were analyzed using 

Rapid Scan programs developed for pyrite particle-size scanning {Kuehn 

and Davis, 1~79). The only modification to the program ~as a change in 

the sensing algorithm, enabling the Rapid Scan to size .all coal 

particles, and not just pyrite. The samples were s~lected to cover a 

range in Hardgrove Grindability Inde~ {HGI) (a measure of the friable 

characteristic of coal) for each coal. rank. Th~ decile statisticS 

from the scans of the six samples are shown graphically in Figure 33. 

The graphs irtdicatc th~t, with incraasing coal r~nk, nf the range ~tudied\ 

the number of ·fine-coal particles (less than 50 microns) increases. 

This trend also is supported by an increase in the Hardgrove Grinda

bility Index from an HGI of 48 for PSOC-1104 to an HGI of 122 for 

PSOC-618. Thus~ even with careful stage crushing of the Sample, the 

more friable,.low volatile bituminous coals produce a greater number 

of fine-coal particles. In any sample having more fine particles, 

the totat number of partic.les encountered during a st:an increases 

(Table 17), leading to a greater number of coal/epoxy boundary reflec

tance readings being recorded. These interface readings will, of 

course, affect reflectogram resolution and must b~ removed in any 

quantitative reflectogram interpretation. 

A final dependent factor affecting resolution is the choice of a 

sampling plan. The Rapid Scan system utilizes a systematic lineal or 

Ru~iwdl dllalysis (ri~ure 4). Thr. lineal analysis method rrovirlPs r~n 

unbiased eslinwle of the volume fraction of r·cmdumly dispersed philses 

on a two-dimensional surface (Rosiwal, 1898, pp. 143-175). ·It has a 

sampling efficienc~ equal to area) analysis and better than random 
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Tabie 17 

The Number of Coal ?articles Enc0untered During the Scanning of Coals of Different Ranks 

Rank 

High Volatile 
A Bituminous 

High Volatile 
A Bituminous 

t~edium Volatile 
Bituminous 

t~edium Volatile 
Bituminous 

. Low Volatile 
Bituminous 

Low Volatile 
Bituminous 

Sample 

PSOC-1104 

PSOC-1099 

PSOC-320 

PSOC-336 

PSOC-620 

PSOC-618 

Number of 
Particles 

Enc:Juntered-

751 

723 

934 

884 

l 063 

1140 

Number of 
Total Interface . 

Readings (l) 

1502 

1446 

1868 

1768 

2126 

2280 

(l) Calculated as twice the total number of ~articles encountered. 

Percent of Total 
Coal Readings that were 
Interface Readings (2) 

3. g=; 

3. 7:; 

4. g:.; 

4. 6'~ 

5; 5';; 

5. g:; 

(2) Calculated from the number of readings on the coal. (50,000 readi1gs were taken. ·38,500 readings 
(or 77 percent) were on coal and ll ,500 readings (or 23 percent) w2re on epoxy.) 
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roint.-r.ount ter.hnicp1C'S (llillinrd ilrld Cnhn, l%1). Thus, for tlw Rnpin 

Scan, it is the preferred sampling technique which can provide the 

greatest amount of unbiased information in a given time. 

Other automated reflectance microscope sy~tems utilize variously 

modified fine-mesh lattice point-count techniques (Kojima~.! ~_1 __ ., 

1979). With this approach, one must beware of interactions between the 

sampling grid and the size consist of the components sampled. Such 

interactions may produce a bias in the sampling and distort the 

resolution of the reflectogram. 

The first independent factor affecting resolution is the crincen

tration of the various coal macerals in the sample. Generally, six 

to nine diff~rent macerals are identified and counted during a visual 

petrographic analysis of bituminous coals. In a study of United States 

coals, Waddell et ~· (1978) showed that vitrinite wa$ by far the 

predominant maceral (X= 78.0 percent; a= 9.0). They also noted that. 

for the 119 co~ls studied al·l inertinite group macerals co~bined 

represented 16.2 percent (o = 6.8) ·and all liptinite macerals combined 

averaged 5.8 percent (a= 5.7) by volume of United States ~oals; hence, 

it is probable that inertinite or liptinite macerals could exist in 

i11dividual coals in concentrations of five percent or less. 

In order to test if the Rapid Scan was sensitive to a concentration 

of five percent of il material, an artificial sample was prcpured with 

a five Pct·cent (by volume) spike. The study c_oal WilS a lithotype of 

the Lm-1er Ki LL,11udn~ seam, in whit.:h the vi lt.-irri te. inertinite JrHJ 

liptinite contents were 43.1 percent, 40.6 percent, and 16.3 perc~nt, 

respectively. The spike was prepared from an optical glass with a 

size range of minus 500 microns (35 mesh, U.S. sieve size) by plus 
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350 microns (45 OlP.Sh, U.S. sieve r,iZf~). 1\s Ciln be SeP.n from the 

reflectogram of _the mixture (Figure 34), the five percent concen

tration spike is q~ite apparent despite the lack of resolution of the 

more abundant coal macerals. Thus, the concentration of·a component 

in a srimple is not, in itself, a factor limiting resolution. However, 

as will be described later, where maceral concentration of five percent 

or less ·is one of several limiting conditions, concentration does 

·become an important facto~. 

The second independent factor affecting reflectogram resolution 

is the overlap and spread in the reflectanc~ distributions of individual 

macerals. Since reflectance is the sole property ~hich is being 

utilized to characterize coal by all automated reflectance microscope· 

systems, one would expect that .a deta i1 ed knowledge of the reflectance 

of coal macerals would exist already. However, with the exception of.· 

the aforementioned results of Dormans et E.]_. (1957), little comprehensiv.e 

data have been published on_the reflectance of mac~rals 6ther than 

vitrinite .. The reflectance of inertinite and sem1-1nert·ir~ite macerals 

has been reported by Austen et ~- (1966), Alpern and de Sousa (1970) 

and Davis (1978). Reflectance ranges for some other macerals also· 

have been reported by ICCP (1961) and Stach et ~· (1975, pp. 74-97). 

In one example of the importance of this data, Kojima et _tl. (1974) 

attempted to deconvolute and quantitatively analyze. reflectograms 
. . 

bilsed on indivichlill mnceral rdl"ectnncc d·istrHHJtions. 

Unfo1·tunatcly, none of these published data provide Llle conliJI'eiwnsive 

info"rmation about macera1 reflectance necessary-for interpretation -of 

th~ir eifects on Rapid Scan reflectograms. 
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In ordPr t.o ohtairt a hC't.U'r l•ac;p of delta on ·marrral rP.flrr.t.clncPs, 

measurements were taken on up to five individuol macerals in 20 United 

States coals, varying in rank frorn high volatile C bituminous to 

semi anthracite. Because of the d·i fficult ies in measuring the reflectance 

of some macerals, such as small size, low concentration, and poor. 

polish, a control experiment was carried out prior to doing the. 

analyses on the sample suite. The object of the control experiment was 

to determine the minimum number of reflectance readings necessary to 

calculate a reasonably precise mean reflectance for each maceral. As 

discussed in Section III, one method of comparing precision to sample 

size is by calcu·lating the standard erro·r of the mean. In this 

experiment three coals, PSOC~3, PSOC-274 and PSOC-132, were analyzed and· 

the standard error of the mean was calculated at various sample sizes 

following equation 8. The results from the analyses are sh6wn 

graphically in ·Figure 35. 

The general trend in these analyses is for the standard error 

nf the mean to d~crease (indicating 1ncreas1ng prec.:isiu11) as the 

number of samples increases. Most of the improvement in precision 

(up to thre~-fold) is associated with an increase in $ample size from 

ten to 50 readings. Sample sizes gre~ter than 50, generally show 

only limited improvement in precision. Thus, becaus~ of the diffi- · 

culties referred to above, a sample ~ize of 50 was set as the target 

number for all macerals other than v1 trirri Le. The ta1·get number for 

vitrinite, being more abundant, more homogeneous, and· present in 

larger sizes, was set at 100. 

It is interesting to n6te the ranking of the different macer~ls 

in Figure 35. Generally micrinite and semifusinit~ have.the hi~hest 
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standard error of the mean. and vitrinite and sporinite have lower 

~alues. This would indicate that micrinit~ and semifusinite inherently 

have higher variations ifi their reflectance properties than vitrinite 

and sporinite. In PSOC-132, however, micrinite has the lowest 

standard error of the mean. In this coal the micrinite generally was 

agglomerated into masses whose area was well in excess of the four

square micron sensing spot. This probably led to reflectance readings 

which were representati·ve of the true reflectance of micrinite 

(unaffected by surrounding maceral material) and, hence, the variation 

was smaller. 

The reflectance analyses for the 20 coals were carried out on the 

same microscope-computer system used in the Rapid Scan Versions II and 

III equipment. The reflectance values were measured using a four-square 

micron sensing spot. They wete average random reflectance reading~, 

determined in non-polarized light without stage rotation in order to 

simulate conditions during automated scanning. The. mean reflectance 

and standard deviation were calculated for ~dch maceral which was

sufficiently abundant to yield 50 readings, and are reported in Table 

18. 

One point which is apparent in Table 18 is that no reflectance 

data were col.'lected for spor1n1te or s~mi ru~inite. in the low volatile· 

and h1gher -rank cocils. In the case of sporinitct its reflectance 

·equals (and in some ca~es exceeds) that of the associated vitrinite 

in Lhe medium voll1Li le rt~nk l'i.lll~e. In lm-1 volt~L.i le co~1·1s Lhe sinlilat·i ty 

in reflectance between sporinite and vitrinite makes its {sporinite's} 

recognition .almost impossible. The lack of reflectance data for semi

fusinite in these samples is the result of a definitional boundary. 



1 ?!i 

Tahlt' lH 

Maceral Reflettances for Twenty United States Coals 

Sample Vitrinite Sporinite Semifusinite Fus i nite Mi.cri nite 
(Rank) R~ ( %) Ro (%) Ro ( %) Ro (%) .Ro (%) 

PSOC-309 .X 0.50 0.12 1.34 2.96 
( hvCb) a 0.04 0.03 0.36 0. 7.0 

PSOC-773 x 0.54 0.14 1.08 2. 73 . -1.10 
(hvBb) a 0.03 0.02 0.38· 0.94 0.36 

PSOC-462 x 0.66 0.16 1.38 3. 51 
(hvAb) a 0.05 0.-02 0.26 . 0.40 

PSOC-261 x 0.67 l. 75 4.56. 
(hvBb) a 0.05 0.22 0.66 

PSOC-375 . x 0.75 0.18 l. 34 3.37 . 1 .11 
(hvAb) a 0.07 0.02 0.29 0.90 0.25 

PSOC-369 x 0.79 0. 2"0 1.30 .3.31 1 .42 . 
(hvAb) . a 0.05 0.03 0.26 0.90 0.36 

PSOC-12 x 0.81 0.21 1.45 ·3. 27 1.36 
(hvAb) a 0.06 . 0.03. 0.25 ·0.80 0.30 

PSOC-3 x 0.84 0.22 1. 56. 2.80 1.60 
(hvAb) a O.OT . 0.02 0. 23 0.76 

PSOC-266 x 0.92 .0.43 1.43 3. 01 1.60 
(hvBb) a 0.05 0.06 0.25 0.85 

PSOC-359 x 1.02 0.34 1.37 3.63 
(hvAb) a 0.05 0.04 0.19 . 0.98 ~~ 

PSOC-274 -x . 1. 05 -o;58 1 .48 3.74 l. 74 
. (myb) (j 0.07· 0.08 0.26 1.04 

PSOC-255 x . 1 . 16 1.13 1.63 3.62 
(mvb) a 0.05 0.09 "0. 19 1.09 

PSOC-.256 ·x. 1. 21 . 1. 05 1.63 4.28 
(mvb) a 0.04 0.05 0.27 1 . 12. 

PSOC-336 x 1. 25 1.30 1. 72 . 2. 91 1. 92. 
(mvb) a 0.05 0.06 0.15 0.94 0.30 

PSOC-132 ·r 1.41 L50 1.88 \4.04 2.14 '. 
(mvb) a 0 .. 04 0.09 0.23 0.98 0.28" 
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Toh1e 18 (ContinuNI) 

PSOC-142 X . 1. 52 -- -- 3.84 2. 57. 
( mv b) · a 0.06 -- -- 0.96 0.40 

PSOC-319 x 1.60 -- . -- 3.74 2.16 
( 1 vb) a 0.08 -- -- 1. 22 0.22 

PSOC-405 x 1. 67 -- . -- 4.33 2.38 
(1vb) a 0.07 . -- -- 1.02 0.30 

PSOC-646 x 1.71 -- . -- 3.34 
( 1 vb) a 0.08 -- -- 0.77 

PSOC-84 x 2.49 ~- -- 3.75 ~. 

(sa) a 0.14 -- -- . 0. 7.1 



Although several attempts have·bePn milde at setting a reflectance 

boundary between fusinite and semifusinite (Bell et ~·, 1969), 

127 . 

no international standard currently exists: In this experiment the 

lower reflectance boundary for semifusinite was set at the reflectance 

of the associated vitrinite, and the upper boundary ~as set 

arbi-trarily at two percent R0 • This level was chosen because it. repre

sents the reflectance at which vitrinite begins to lose its thermoplastic 

properties upon carbonization. The~efore, in. the higher rank coals~ 

·very few particles of structured material which could _be called semi

fusinite fell in this narrow definitional range. 

The reflectance data for the various ma~erals hils been plotted 

in Figure 36 against the vitrinite reflectance of the individual 

sample. From this figure, it is apparent that .the mean reflectances of 

sporinite, vitrinite and fusinite are separated sufficiently that their 

resolution in a reflectogram should be expected. The mean reflectances 

6f semifusinite and micrinite however, are intimately intermixed. This 

may be due to the measured reflectance values for the micrinite being 

lower than their true values·. Micrinite is present· in coals as granular 

micron to submicron particles. The ~eflectance measurements were made 

on nggreaatcs of the material which were greater than four-square 

microns and which appeared homogeneous. There is the distinct 

possibility that some unnoticed vitrinite material was included in these 

aggregates, lowering the measured reflectance value. This is the same 

situation \'Jhich exists when measurements are made with the automat.P.d 

microsope and, hence, the intermixing of micrinite and semifusinite 

reflectance readings would occur in reflectograms. 

/ 
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MClcrinite Wils not abundant in most of tllcse coals, but some· 

reflectanc~ ~ata were collected. These readings indicate that its 

mean reflectance would fall in the semi.fusinite-micrinite range. 

However, its spread ~n reflectance is large and it could contribute 

some refle~tance readings as high as the f~sinite range~ 

Although the mean reflectance values of sporinite, vitrinite and 

semifusinite-micrinite complex and fusinite are separated well, the 

spread of the. reflectance di stri buti ons and the amount of overlap· a 1 so 

are important. Figures 37, 38, and 39 show the individual maceral 

reflectance distribution for three coals plotted by program PLOTV2 

(Appendix IV),· which combine~ data into half steps ·(class interval 

0.05 percent R0 .). As seen tn these figures, vitrinite and sporinite· 

have the tightest reflectance distributions, fusinite has the greate~t 

reflectance spread, and micrinite and semifusinite ha~e sp~eads inter

m~diate between vitrinite and fusinite .. The very wide spread in the 

reflectance values of fusinite, and the lack of strong central tendency, 

indicates that it is unlikely that fusiriite could ever form a distinct 

peak on a reflectogram. The other four components display ~ufficiently 

tight reflectance.distribution~ that one would expect distinct peaks (or 

at lea!;t low rises on Lhe reflectogram·) if reflectance is· the on.ly 

factor controlling resolution. 

The overlap of these reflectance distributions also is an important 

control on reflectogram resolution. During a visual petrogrilphic 

analysis, the operator takes into account both reflectance and morphology 

in identifying maceral types. Because the automated system uses only 

reflectance as the determining criterion, overlapping reflectance 

distributions can lead to misplaced information in the reflectoqram, 
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FiC)llr£~ 110 shows the same di11:.1 plot:tc~cl in Fiqtwr. :Hi f'xr.r.pt that 

the approximate range in reflectance (given by ±2a) is shown for the 

different macerals by stippled patterns. The range in reflectance 

for sporinite is well separated from the vitrini~e reflectance range, 

until medium volatile bituminous rank coals are encountered. In a 

visual ~aceral analysis, when sporinite reflects similarly to the 

associated vitrinite, it is counted as vitrinite; therefore the .overlap 

which develops at higher ranks poses no problem with misplaced readings 

in the reflectogram. Both the semifusinite and mitrinite distributions 

overlap with that of the vitrinite, but not so. significantly as to 

limit resolution. As was expected from the comparison of mean re

flectances, the distributions for micrinite and semifusinite overlap 

totally, ruling out any possibility of resolving these components one 

from the other by automated reflectance microscopy .. The fusinite 

reflectance distribution has considerable overlap with that of micrinite, 

and lends doubts about the ability to resolve these components. 

In sum~ary, the mean reflectance,·th~ spread of reflectance distri

butions, and the overlap of. these distributions indicate that some 

componerits (e.g. micri~ite and semifusinite) will neve~ be separated 

from one another in a reflectngram; however~ there is promise that 

other macerals could be resolved. To de111onstrate these relationships 

an artificial reflectogram has been produced in Figure 41. The 

percentage, the mean reflectance, and the spread in reflectance of 

the different macerals have been calculated into this reflectogram. 

As has been suggested, the epoxy, the sporinite, and the vitrinite 

peaks all are resolved well in the reflectogram. The micrinite

semifusinite complex is.evident as one wide skewed peak. Fusinite, 
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dur. to its lm-1 concl~nlri1t.ion in this Sillllplr. (ilpproxillli1tely l:lll'l'l~ Pl'l'

cent) and its wi~e spread in reflectance, is appa~ent only as a broad 

spread in reflectance reading~. If one compares this artificial 

reflectogram to the actual reflectogram of this coal (PSOC-]76) shown 

in Figure 32b, it is evident that at least one other major control is 

affecting reflectogram resolution. 

The final control affecting reflectogram resolution is the relation

ship between the size and shape of the different macerals and the size 

of the sensing spot of the photometer: In a single sample briquette 

coal macerals may vary in size from 850 microns for occur~ences of 

vitrinite down to less than one micron grains of micrinite. With the 

exception of vitrinite, which ranges in size from the upper limit pf 

sample particle size (850 mic~ons) to less than five-micron particles, 

most macerals are present in coal in occurrences of 20 microns o~ less 

(Figure 42). 

Figu~e 42 also illustrates that most ·macerals, especi~lly 

spoi:-inite. occur. in non-eqU1d1men::.ional shu.pcs. Granting that macerals 

occur in various shes ~mJ s·hapes, one would E')CflP.r.t th~t a ,relationship· 

would exist between the finite size and shape of the measuring spot, 

and the likelihood of that spot intersecting the_perimeter ur·a gi~en 

macettll (Frompovicz, l_q7a) •. 

Figure 43 draws the relations~ip of perimeter to area for three 

regular pol~gons. In the cas~ of a square (an equi~imens~onal form) 

the r~tio of perimeter to area decays rapidly with increasing size 

(area). This decay is a result of the relationship· being: 



E-Epoxy, V-Vitrinite, S-Sporinite, M-Micrinite, F-Fusinite • 2.5/Lm X 2.5/Lm Sensing Spot 

Figure 42. A REFLECTED LIGHT PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF A HIGH VOLATILE A BITUMINOUS COAL 
CONTAINING SEVERAL MACERALS 
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1\ ·- K(r)~ ( 14) 

where, 

1\ = the t1r'et1, 

K = a constant, and 

P = the perimeter. 

As the form becomes more and more elongated, the decay ratio decreases 

as the constant becomes smaller and smaller. Thus· it is evident that 

as a particl~ becomes ~mal1er, or more elongated, the length of the 

perimeter increases in t'elat'ionship to form area. Hence, with smaller, 

or mo~e elon~ated particles, the number of potential reflectance readings 

occurring on the perimeter (interface with other macerals) increases. 

The.Rapid Scan, utilizing lineal analysis, will ,·in nearly all 

cases record two perimeter (interface) reflectance readings for each 

particle traverserl. Figure 44 illustrates the concept that given a 

Rapid Scan sensing spot of 2.5 microns square, the ratio of perimeter 

(i~terface) reflectance readings, t~ nonperimeter readings increases 

exp6nentially as the random chord width of the particle decreases. 

Because the ra~dom chord lengths of most macerals other than vitrinite 
. . 

will be less than 20 microns, one would expect a high number of 

interface readings for these ~ac~rals to be recorded in a reflectogram. 

It.was shown in Section III that boundary reflectance readings 

have values intermediate between those .of the two phases involved. 

Obviously a large number of these readings are generated during ~

Rap.id Scan analysis, so it is important to understand how they con

tribute to reflectogram shBpe. In order to investigate this effect, 

a series of scans were made on a two-component system in which various 
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particlP sizes wc'n' simulcli:Pd usi11q qL1ss n'fl('cl:ancl' st.1nd.trd~;. 

Figure 45 shows the results of three scans in whfch the percentage 

of the two components and their respective refl"ectances were held 

constant and only particle size was varied. In .the case of the 800-

micron particle, the few interface readings that were recorded are 

scattered more or less evenly between the two dominant .populations .. 

Note als6 that even with large particle sizes, the two populations are 

skew.ed toward one another with somewhat more skewness displayed by 

tlle lower reflecting material. This phenomenon becomes niore prominant 

as particle size decreases, being particularly evident in the scan of 

50-micron particles which, as an.ticipated, display many more boundary 

readings . 

. The cause of this disproportionate sk.ewing is related to the 

relative reflectances of the two components involved .. An infinite 

number of combinations exist in which the two components can be present 

in different proportions under the sen~ing spot, leading to an inter

fac~ reflectance reading. Consider firstly the case where precisely 

50 percent (by area) of.each component is pres~nt. In order that the 

resulting reading be located .correctly ih relation to the~e pro

portions, it should lie one-half way between the two populations. 

However, betause one phase has a distinctly higher reflectance, it 

will contribute more 1n terms of reflected photons than its 50 percent 

proportion warrants. Hence·, the reading Will be displaced from the . . . ' 

center toward the higher refl~cting population. By extrapolating this 

relationship to all 'po~sible combinations, it is evident that each 

reading is skewed in~rementa1ly toward ihe higher reflectin~ component~. 

leadi·ng ·to the skewness displayed by the low reflecting components in 
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Figure 45. Despite the skewness developed in these.scans, the modal 

value of the popul~tions remains unaffe~~ed. This fact b~comes im

portarit in quantitative interpretation of the vitrinite peak, as is 

described in Section V. 

Figure 46 shows how iriterface reflectance readings affect a two

component system in which particle siz~ and percent constituent are 

constant~ and reflectance difference varies. Where components A and B 

are close in reflectance, both populations similarly are skewed and 

the i~terface readings are stacked up between the two populations. 

In the case of components A and D, for which a large difference in 

reflectance exists, both populations are skewed, with a greater number 

of readings skewed from the lower reflecting component A population. 

Thus, the more reflectance difference which exists between the two 

components forming the interface ~eading, the more the readings are 

displaced from the parent populations, and the more the lower popula

tion, in particular, is skewed. 

These studies on the effect of size (and hence, boundary readings) 

on the shape of reflectograms, show that resolution is severely re

duced. Four types of interface readings are encountered during the 

course of a scan: epoxy/maceral, epoxy/mineral, maceral/maceral, and 

maceral/mineral. The number of epoxy/other interfaces has been 

consid~red earlier in this section. Their location in the reflectogram 

nwinly will ·f>e between the vitrinite and epoxy peaks for most United 

States coals, thus, the sporinite peak \-Jill be partially obscurred. 

Owing to the low reflectance of most clays and quartz, the majority 

of the maceral/mineral interactions also report in this region. The 

sporinite peak is obscured further by its inherent large number of 
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interface readings· (due to size) which skew its distribution, and, in 

some cases, m~y obscure. totally its popul~tion. The semifusinite, 

fusinite, and micrinite populations likewis~·are skewed and distorted. 

All of this m~ans that instead of the ideal reflectog~am conceptualized 

in Figure 41, the actual prod.uct appears like Figure 32b. Even coals 

which have significant amounts of these· fine-grained macerals (i.e. 

sporinite, micrinite, and fusinite with bogen structure) will· not pro

duce reflectograms with distinct peaks oth~r than the vitrinite peak. 

Any·attempt to quantitatively interpret reflectograms for petro

graphic co~p6sition must cohsider all six factors whith affect 

. r~flectogram resolution. · The effect of dependent factors can be 

minimized by gooq operating technique throughout the analysis. However, 

the effects of the independent factors~ particularly grain size, are 

difficult to evaluate, and undoubtably will limit the amount of directly 

quantifiable information which can be. gleaned from a reflectogram. · 



V. QUI\NTIT/\TIVI: INTEHPHET/\TION OF .H/\PID SC/\N IHTLECTOGR/\MS 

A. Determination of Vitrinite Reflectance Parameters 

The preceding section offers an explanation of how reflectograms 

are a complex composite of distorted reflectance populations. Quanti-

tative interpretation of.the reflectogram must avoid simplistic 

curve-stripping approaches. The computerized inodel to be described in 

this section is one apprGach to dealing with the reflectogram com

plexities on both a theoretical and empirical level. 

As discussed previously, one important quantitative meas~re which 

can be derived from the refl ectouram is the vitrinite reflectance. In 

the United States, Lhe vitrinite reflectance value commonly measured 

by conventional photometry is a maximum reflectance determined by 

rotation of the vitrinite particle in polarized light (ASTM, 1979). 

Maximum reflectance is measured beca~se it has a smaller standard 

deviation than either average random reflectance or minimum reflectance 

(de Vries et ~·, 1968; Pitt, 1975). It is eas·ier to discr1m1nate 

between several coal~ in a blend if the retlectance d1str1but1ull i~ 

ti9hter (de Vries et ~·, 1968). In adqition, the t~o major methods 

of coke strength prediction used in the United States utilize maximum 

vitrinite reflectance parameters. 

Although vitrinite is not a crystalline solid, it does po~sess 

intcrn,ll on.let· illld, in bituminous ranks, optically heh.tves somewhat 

like a uniaxial negative"crystal {Cannon and George, 1943; Williams, 

1953; de Vries et ~-· 1968). Any random surface sliced from a 

vitrinite particle in theory will pass through ~he circular section 

of the uniaxial negative ~ndicatrix. Consequently, any surfac~ will 
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disrilny rnnximum reflectilnce ilt two lociltions ilpproximately 180 de~rees 

apart when the particle is rotated· in the image plane. The surface 

also will display ilnother characteristic reflecti\nce value which may 

be equal to the maximum, intermediate between the maximum and the 

minimum, or NJlWl to the minimum, dependin9 on tile oricntiltion of the 

surface within the indicatrix (Figure 47). 

Consider the effect of various orientations of surface A {Figure 

47) on the reflection of vertically incident light. If the li~ht is 

plane polarized, the magnitude of the reflected light will depend on 

the orientation of the polarization direction in relationship to R~ 

and RE. Figure 48a shows the result of rotating surface A through 90 

degrees starting with Rw parallel to the polarization plane of the 

incident light. As illustrated in this figure, as Rw is rotated out 

of alignment with the polarization plane of the incident light, the 

magnitude of the reflected 1 i ght decreases until a minimum is reached 

when RE is parallel to the polarization plane. Thus, a 360-degree 

rotation of the surface in plane-polarized light will yield two maximum 

reflectances and two minimum reflectances. It is common practice in 

the United States to connect a chart recorder or peak detector to the 

photometer and recoi'J Llle maximum reflectance va 1 ue in order to 

characterize the vitrinite reflectance. 

It mechanically is impractical to rotate the microscope stage 

during an automated reflectance analysis, and hence, maximum reflectanr.P 

cannot be determined easily. Without the need for polarized light, 

the polarizer is removed from the optic path, increasing the luminous 

flux a·nd improving the signal quality. When non-polarized light is 

directed onto a surface such as A in Figure 47, the magnitude of the 
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Surface C. · 

Surface A. 

Rcu = Maximum Reflectance 

.RE ·- Minimum Reflectance 

R~ f ~ Apparent Minimuru Reflectance 

Figure 47. THE REFLECTANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
DIFFERENT SURFACES OF A UNIAXIAL 
NEGATIVE VITRINITE PARTICLE 
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rerlt~cLeLI ·1 iuhl is conLrollcd by t.hc~ .tvt~rti~Je or Hcu t~nd Rc. f\s shown 

in Figure 48b, the orientation of surface f\ does not affect the 

magnitude of the t·eflected light. 13ecause the reflectance is an 

average of Rw and·the second prinicpal reflectance, any surface 

cut through this vitrinite particle in theory will display an average 

reflectance dependent on the magnitude of R'E· Any reflectance 

measure·d on a random surface, such as those present on the surface of 

a briquetted sample, will be an average random reflectance and will 

have a variance which will include the following components: the 

natural variation in the vitri·nite; the experimental variation; and 

the variation due to the orientation of the surface and resulting 

bireflectance. Thus, the variance associated with measuring mean 

average random reflectance (MARR) will be higher than that associated 

with a mean maximum reflect~nce (which is subject to only the first two 

of the above sources of variation). 

Other authors have chosen to use different terminologies to 

describe reflectance values measured in non-polarized light without 

stage rotation. De Vries et al. (1968), de Sousa (1972), and Ting and 

Lo (1978) have used the term "average" ("mittel" or "moyen") to refer 

to this type of reflectance reading. Davis and Vastola (1976) and 

the International Standards Organization (1979) used the term "random." 

In a further complication of. terminology, Hevia a·nd Virgos (1976) used 

random reflectance to refer to reflectance values determined in 

polarized light without stage rotation. Owing to the inconsistencies 

in the literature and the explanation given above, this report 

describes reflectance measured in non-polarized light without stage 

rotatio~ as average random reflectance. 
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Bpc,1usr. the rr.lc1tionship bci.\'IC'r.ri mr.an mc1ximu111 vitrinite reflr.ctc1ncc~ 

and mean average random vitrinite reflectance (MARR) is dependent on 

the bireflectance present in the coal, an empirical equation can be 

developed to convert one value to the other. Hoover ~_l ~-· (1976) and 

Davis and Vastola (1976) used this approach to. convert MARR values, 

derived from Rapid Scan reflectograms, to mean maximum reflectances. 

This enabled them to obtain data from automated systems which could be 

compared to mean maximum values derived from .conventional analyses or 

used directly in existing coal performance prediction procedures.· Pitt 

(1975), Hower (1978), Ting (1978), and Gray et ~· (1979a) also have 

developed empirical equations for converting visually-derived MARR 

values to mean maximum reflectances. All of the equations, with the 

exception of Hower (1978) and Gray et ~., (1979a), were developed 

with sample sets restricted in size and areal extent. 

In order to develop an equation applicable to a wide range of 

bituminous coals, a data set of over 600 analyses was assembled from 

the literature on coal reflectance, and the author's experimental 

data. Sources of the information gleaned from the literature search 

included: Hower (1978) (this was the source of much of the data, 

which were restricted to United States coals); Pit~ (1975) (British 

coals); de Vries et ~· (1968) (European coals); and· ICCP (1978) 

(European and Canadian coals). 

1\ linc!ar rr.vrpssinn nnnlyc;ic; w~s performed on the data set, 

utiliziny the computer proyram MINITAI3 II (Ryan, 1976), maintained on 

The Pennsylvania State University computation center IBM 370 computer. 

The results of the, analysis, shown in Figure 49, incl~ded the following 

equation:. 

\ 
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R = R max ar X 1 . 061 ( 15) 

where, 

R = the mean maximum reflectance and max 

R ar = the mean average random reflectance. 

This equation agrees well with those of Ting (1978) (Rmax = Rar X 1.066) 

and Hower (197.8) (Rmax = (Rar X 1.066)- 0.01), and can be utilized to 

convert MARR values to mean maximum reflectance values for bituminous 

coals from.any basin. 

An experiment then was designed to explore if coals from a single. 

structural and sedimentological basin would have unique bireflectance 

properties. Twenty-two coals from western Pennsylvania were analyzed 

visually for mean average rando~ vitrinite reflectance and for m~an 

maximum vitrinite reflectance using the program tONAL3 (Appendix V) .. 

This program enables mean maximum reflectance pr mean average random . . .. 

reflectance to be measured using the automated ref~ectance microscope 

installation in a conventional mode .. Owing to the inherently higher 

variance of average random reflectance measurements the Student's t 

t~st (Griffiths, 1967) was used to evaluate the significance of.the 

sample mean. It was determined that: 250 measurements were necessary to 

generate a mean wiih equal statistical significance to one calculated 

from 100 maximum reflectance values.· The results of a linear regression. 

of these data a.r·e. shown in figure 50. The standard deviation of the 
. . 

regression is not signi.ficantly better than that .i.n Figure 49, indi-

cating that little improvement has been made by geograph.ically 
! . 

restricting the sample set .. Because the difference between the con-

stants in the two equations (1 .061 and 1.053) is within the experimen~al 
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error inher0.11t to the nrwlysis, l'quhtion 15 hils heen used as il standard 

means for cpnverting mean average rahdom vitrinite reflectance values 

to mean maximum vitrinite reflectances. 

Another aspect of this experiment sheds some light on the geologic 

history 6f the coal basin. It is considered generally that the bi-

reflectance developed in vitrinite is a result of ~ncreasing 

aromaticity and orientation of aromatic molecules (van Krevelen, 1953; 

de Vries et ~·· 1968). The phenomenon of orientation parallel to the 

bedding can be considered as pressure-induced anisotropy, resulting 

from burial of the coal seam (Stach et ~·, 1975). Hence, vitrinite 

anisotropy has been suggested ~s an indicator of pressure and, there

fore, depth (Wege, 1954; TeichmUller and TeichmUller, 1954; Hower, 

1978) . 

If the depth of burial and rank were cbnstant across a basin, one 

might expect little change in vitrinit~ anisotropy. Thus, the 

difference between mean maximum vitrinite reflectance and mean average 

random reflectance (one indicator of bireflectance) should be a unique 

value. Howeve~,. if depth of burial was constant and rank increased 

·across the basin, one would expect the relationship to change, but in 

a constant (or linear) manner. If both depth of burial and rank varied 

across the basin, then the relationship should change in a nonlinear 

manner. 

Thp c:nmpnrisnn of mean average random reflectance to mean maximum 

vitrinite reflectance for western Pennsylvania coals (Fiqure 50} shows 

a linear relationship. This supports Hower•s conclusion that coals 

from this basin were buri~d to approximately the same depth (Hower, 197?}. 

The scatter in the data poirits·may be the result of experimental error; 



ormay result from localized prec;sure variations c1up to foldinq 

(tevine ~nd Davis, 1979). A more sens~tive indicator (l~ss affected 

by experimental error) o.f anisotropy would he a comparison of mean 

minimum reflectance to mean maximum reflectanc~. However, one ex-

planation of the linear relationship shown in Figure 49, is that most 

of these coals may. have experienced similar tectonic histories. 

As. stated· above~ vitrinite reflectance values were determined 

from Rapid Scan Version I reflectograms by locating visually the mode 

of the vitrinite peak and reading its value from the x axis of the 

plot. I~ order to r~mov~ any.effect·of human .subjectivity and totally 

automate this p.rocedure, programming was developed which could derive 

quantitative da~a.direct1y from the refl~ctogram. 

Research~rs working in the field of spectral a~alysis (e.g. X-ray, 

infra~ed sp~ctromet~Y). have developed several mathematical techniques 

for deconvoluting spectra (Koenig, 1975; ·Pitha and Jones, 1966; Morgan, 

1977; and Vandeqinste and De Galan, 1~75). Thes~ techriiques gen~rally 

involve curve stripping using Gaussian or Lorentzi~n functiOns. Cal-
. . 

'culated curves are compared to the unknown distribution u~ing ~ least 

squares method to fi~d the mini~al deviation ... The most important 

requirements for this ~rocedure as applied t6 infrared speGtroscopy 

are that the number of absorption bands a~e known for the sample, and 

that th~ mathematical model gives a correct description.of eac~ band . . 

(Vandeginste.and De Galen, 1975). This techni~ue. probably is no~ 

~pplicabl~ to reflectograms because the number of·reflectance populations, 

their position on the reflectogram,. and' their shap~s g~n~rally are not 

known. Therefore, a modular program was written using cu~ve stripping 

to determine vitrinite parameters (reflectance and.amount}, but 
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employing analysis of the residual populations to dete~mine the pro-' 

portions of other maceral groups. 

The first prog~am, VITFIT, was devised to ~al~ulate and match 

a 11 best fit 11 Gaussian distribution to·the vitrinite peak on the 

reflectogram. A Gaussian distribution probably is a overly simplistic 

model of vitrinite reflectance because coals can contain more than one 

population of vitrinite,·and the reflectance. distribution can b~ dis

torted, as discuss~d in Section IV. Jhe potential errors a~sociated 

with minor departures from normali~y as a result of such distortions 

are not important to calculations of vitrinite reflectance parameters. 

Providing the coal ~oes not contain large amounts of highly reflecting · 

·telocollinite ( 11 pseudqvitrinite 11
), the Gaussian distribution approxi

. mates the ·actual dis~ribution quite well. 

The computer fit is atcomplished by a series· 6f algorithms opera

ting in the sequence o·f logic s.hown in Figure 51. An example of one 

such 11 fit 11 is shown in Figure 52· and indicates the degree of match 

that generally is a~hieved using this approach. Once the model of the 

vitrinite refle~tance dist~ibution is calcul~ted, it is a simple 

matter to print out the me.an, standard devi·ation, and population. 

The mean value, which 1s an.est1mate·of the mean average random vitrinite 

reflectance,.is substituted.into equation 15 to calculate the mean 

maximum vitrin.ite reflectance.·. 

In addition t6 the mean maximum Vitrinite reflectance, several 

laboratories util.i?e a uv:..type analysis'~ in their predictions of the 

coking behavior of coals. A V~type is designat~d by a one-or two

digit number, and represents· a reflectance class interval. of 0.10 

percent reflectance. V-type 7, for·instance, is a· sum of all the 
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determine the ~ peak height 
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i 
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~peak height 

. ' '+ 
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population of the distribution· 

_t 
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_i 

Print : Mean 
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Multiply the mccin * 1 ;061 to 

calcuiate the maximum reflectance 

+ 
Print the 

maximum reflectance 

r 
Proceed to V-TYPE 

Figure 51. A FLOW CHART OF. THE LOGIC USED IN VITFIT TO CALCULATE 
VITRINITE REFLECTANCE PARAMETERS FROM REFLECTOGRAMS 
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Figure 52. AN EXAMPLE OF THE PROGRAM VITFIT'S MATCHING OF A 
GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION TO THE VITRINITE REFLECTANCE 
PEAK 
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refl ectanc~ readi n~JS he tween 0. 70 and 0. 79 perce·nt. Commonly each 

V-type is repo~ted as a percentage of the total vitrinite. The con-

cept behind such ~sage is ~hat.the various V-types represent significant .. 

compositional variations .in the vitrinite of any coal. Certainly more 

.than one population may be represented in the total vitr~riite peak of 

a reflectogram, but it seems unlikely that a simple V-type distributio~ 

is effective 1n differentiating between vitrinite types. 

The program V-TYPE was develo~ed for coal reflectograms in ~n 

attempt to duplicate the.kind of information contain~d within a ~on

ventional V-type analysis. This program takes the information generated 

by VITFIT and recalculat~s it into V-type classes. A~ stated above, 

the variance inherent in average random reflectance measurements is 

greater than that of maximum reflectance measurements. Therefore, 

before apportioning the readings into V-types, B correction factor must 

be applied to the variance of the average random reflectance distribu-

tion. The correction factor was determined from a data set of 100 

coals of bituminous rank. A linear regression analysis was performed 
'oo 

on the standarddeviation of the.mean average random vitri11ite 

reflectance and the standard deviation of th~ mean maximum vitrinite 

reflectance. Although the resulting scatter of data is rather large 

(Figure 53) the regression equation: 

( 17) 

where, 

= the standard deviation of the maximum reflectance distri-

bution, and 

umarr = the standard deviation of the mean average random 

reflectance distribution 
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describes l:hC' lltHic'r·lyinq rel.11:"ionship ilnd Cilll he~ ttsC'd to make' t.lw 

correction. · The program V-TYPE recalculates the mean and standard 

deviations from the program VITflT using equations 15 and 17 .. It 

then calculates a new Gaussia.n distribution (from these converted 

values), approximating one which would be expe.cted from a mean maxi

mum reflectance analysis. (See Figure 54 for an example of the 

recalculqted distribution from Figure 52.) The program then sums the 

number of reflectance re~dings in each class interval, normalizes the 

total to 100 percent, and calculates V-type percentages. 

Programs VITFIT and V~TYPE were incorporated into the larger re

flectogram analysis program called PETAN. Program PETAN generates a 

standard two-page printout of vi tri ni te ret I ectante and compos ILl urrctl 

information derived from a reflectogram. Page one of the printout 

(Figure 55) first lists sample information and analysis conditions. 

This information is entered and stored on the magnetic disk at the time 

of the analysis. It automatically is recalled and printed along with 

the analytical data. The rest of page one represents the vitrinite 

reflectance parameters derived by VITFIT and V-TYPE. 

In order to test the Rapid Scan reflectograms and program VITFIT 

for their accuracy in determining mean average random vitrinite 

reflectances, the same suite of western Pennsylvania coals used to 

determine equation 16 were scanned and analyzed. The results, shown 

in Table 19, indicate that in all but one case the absolute difference 

between the vi sua 11 y determined mean average random vi tri ni te refl ec

tance and the value determined from the reflectogram utilizing VITFIT 

is equal to or less than 0.02 percent R0 • Plus or minus 0.02 percent 

reflectance is the deviation allowable under the ASTM standard for 
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**PENN STATE COAL RESEARCH SECTION** 
RAPID SCAN PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 

SAMPLE DESIGNATION PSOC-276 

** ANALYSIS CONDITIONS ** 

2.0r.n .. 
l,AA6~,III."lll% 

200. 
50000. 
4. 
8.33 

I (il\ . 

PAGE-l 

DATE 11/ 9/1978 

FULL SCALE REFLECTANCE----
STANDARDS USED------------
STAGE URIVE SPEED(U/SEC.)-
NUMBER OF .DATA POINTS-----
SPOT5IZE AREA IN MICRONS--
TIME FOR.ANALYSIS (MIN)-~-
COMMENTS------------------- PITTSBURGH SEAM 

** SUMMARY ANALYSIS DATA ** 

VITRINITE REFLECTANCE PARAMETERS 

MARR VALUE-------------------~
STANDARD DEVIATION------------
VIT .. DISTRIBUTION POPULATION---

CALCULATED VITRINITE MEAN-MAX.---

VITRINOID TYPE TABLE 
--------------------

V4 V5 V6 V7 V8 

0.0 0 .. 9 67.5 31.6 0.0 

Vl2 Vl3 Vl4 Vl5 Vl6 

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0· 0.0 

0.64% 
0.046% 
22875. 

0.68%. 

V9 

0.0 

Vl7 

0.0 

Vl0 Vll 

0.0 0.0 

Vl8 Vl9 

0.0 0.0 

Figure 55. AN EXAMPLE OF PAGE ONE OF THE PRINTOUT FROM PET AN · 
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Tilbl~ 19 (Continued) 

PSOC-256. x 1. 29 1. 23 1.23 0.00 
(mvb) a 0.04. 0.06 0.05 

PSOC-258 x i. 35 1. 31 1. 31 0.00 
(mvb} a . 0.05 . 0.05 0.06 

PSOC-321 x 1.42 1.36 1.36 . 0.00 
(mvb) a ·0.04 0.05 0.05 

PSOC-619 x 1.52 1.41 1.41 0.00 
(mvb) a 0.08 0.07 0.07 

PSOC-116 X l. 57 1.49 1.49 . 0.00 
( 1 vb) a 0.05 0.07 0.05 

PSOC-127 .x· .. 1 . 62 1.49 1.50 0.01 
ilvb) a· 0.05 0.07 Q.08 

PSOf.-318 x 1.68 1.59 1. 58 0.01 
( 1 vb) a 0.05 0.07 U.Ub 

·psoC-876 x 1.65 1.59 l. 61 0.02 
(1 vb) a 0.05 :-P.07 0;08 

PSOC-113 X 1.80 1.71 l. 71 0.00 
(lvb) a 0.06 0.08 0.08 

*Sample provided by James C. Hower:. 
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mean maximum reflectance analysis (ASTM, 1979). The International 

Standards Organization has proposed that the repeatability of 

reflectance analysis, should be 1 0.06 percent R0 (ISO, 1979). Follow-

ing either standard, the mean average random vitrinite reflectance 

d~ta ~enerated by the program PETAN compar~s favorably with the re-

sults of visual analysis. 

In order to test whether equaiion 15, as utilizied in ~ETAN, was 

accurate for calculating mean maximum reflectance, 43 coal~ were 

analyzed using PETAN and their mean maximum reflectances were deter

mined visually; these data then were subjected to linear regression 

analysts (Figure 56). The reiulting equation: 

~ (vis) =I (cal) X 1.00 max max ( 18) 

where, 

I (vis) - the mean maximum vitrinite reflectance (visual max 
analysis), and 

R (cal) =the mean maximum vitrinite reflectance (calculated max 
from automated ~nalysis), 

indicates no systematic bias between the calculated and determined 

mean, maximum reflectances. The standard deviation of the regression 

·.line (0.02 percent Ro) shows that thQ PETAN program for interpreting . . . 

r~flectograms can yield accurate measurements of mean maximum 

vitrinite reflectance for typical bituminous coals. 

B. The peter~nination of Pe,trographic Composit"ional Data 

As was explained in Section IV, the use of a reflectogram as a 

quantitativ~ measure of .coal petrography is complicated primarily 

by the overlap in reflectance of components and by 11misplaced 11 
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reflr.ct:ilnce reildinqs rPsultinq from houndi1ries het.wrrn componrnt.s. 

Consequently, a simplistic curve-stripping analysis, based on unique 

reflectance distributions, is inildequate. Instead, a program employ

ing both theoretical and empirical approaches was developed to interpret 

reflectograms. 

The second section of the program PETAN begins by regenerating the 

normal distribution determined by VITFIT as a model of vitrinite 

reflectance population. This distribution is subtracted from the 

reflectogram and its population stored as a first approximation of the 

amount of vitrinite fn the coal (Figure 57, step 2). The number of 

r~adings from zero reflectance to the· m~an of the vitrinite distribution 

(although no longer present in the reflectogram) is totaled as a 

first approximation of the li~tinite content (SUMB). Then the ~umber 

of readings from the mean of the vitrinite distribution.to the end of 

the data atray is totaled as an approximation of the inertinite con

tent (SUMC). No subdivision of this region into inertinite and 

semi-inertinite is attempted because of the reflectance- overlap of 

s-emifusinite .and micrinite (Figure 40). The assumption is made that 

any semifusinite which might give reflectance readings within the 

~itrini~e ~ange is likely to behave in_ a manner similat to vitrinite. 

All higher reflecting material is classed automatically as inertinite. 

Th.e next s.ection of the program involves correcting ·the liptinite 

approximation. The program first checks the vitrinite reflectance of 

the sample .. If the reflec'tance is hi'gher than 1.,-0 percent R0 (MARR), 

the program assumes that the reflectance of the lip~inite components 

is equal ·to or greater than the vitrinite reflectance. (See Figure 36.) 

When this happenss the program bypasses steps 6 through 11 (Figure 57) 
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From V-TYPE 

~ 
1024 

1. 
TOT L ARRAY(!) 

i = 1 

Sum total the numbor of reodings in 
the relltc t.ogrum (ARRAY) 

t 
MARRA Y(l) ·= GAUS(I) 

2. 
In MARRAY generate a Gaussian distribution hov.ing 

· the· some mean (MARR),·stondard deviation and 

population (SUMA) as determined by VITFIT 

~ 
ARRAY(I) = ARRAY(I)- MARRAY(I) 

3. Subtract the Gaussian distribution from· the rellectogroin 
leaving the residual readings. in ARRAY 

• 
MARR 

4. 
SUMB·= L ARRAY(I) 

i = 1 

Sum the residual readings lrnm (I . 
roflectonce to tho. mean from VITFIT 

+ 
" IU~4 

s. 
SUMC = L ARRAY(I) 

I= MARR 

Sum the residual readings from the mean 
to the end olthe dolo array 

~ Yes 

' 

i.. 

7. SUMB = SUMB - (TOT ' .23) 

·9. 

Correct SUMB lor average epoxy coMent (23°o) l SUMB = 0 J • I' VMM = (Suilur •; + 2A.sh "0) · 3.675 I 
Calculate the. volume percent oi thf mtneral can1ent - _t 

I SUt.!A = SUMA • 1.20 I • I SUMB = SUMB - (VMM • (TOT •. 77)) . . 

Cor;ect SUMB lor the ~oume percent oi 'mineral ~ontent 

8. 

I 

10. 
SUMB = SUMB - (EH ' (TOT ' .77)) 

EH = PP-rcenl boundary readings (Table 17) 
Correct lor the ep~xy:cool boundary ieodings. 

~-·· t 

11. 
SUMA = ~UMA + (SUMB • ·.80) 

SUMB = SUMB ' .20 
Corrrct lor thr skrwed iradings 

~ .... "·-
. .---· 

SUMO· SUMA • SUMB ' SUMC 
12. ~·:. Vihinilt SUiiA SUMO 

•; Liotinite = SUMB SUMD. 
•; Inertinite = SUMC SUMO 

~ 
Print Values 

Fig~re .S7. A FLOW CHART OF THE LOGIC USED IN P~TAN TO CALCULATE 
PETROGRAPHIC COMPOSITION FROM REFLECTOGRAMS 
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and assumes that the liptinite content is zero: The vitrinite popu

lation is ~djusted upwar~ .to acco~nt for the reflectanc~ readings 

skewed downward by boundary readings. If the v·itri nite r~fl ectance 

is lower than.l.lO pe.rcerit R0 , the program assumes that liptin.ite may 

be present in the sample . 

. Reflectance readings on·epoxy, minerals, liptinite, c6al/epoxy 

boundaries,. and liptinite/other boundaries all report to the low 

reflecting region of the reflectogram and are included in SUMB. SUMB 

first is corrected by the subtraction of the average amount of epoxy 

in the briquette (23 percent). Next, the remainder is corrected for 

the amount of mineral present in the coal. This correction ass,um'es 

that the volumetrically predominant minerals will be low-reffectirig· 

clays, quartz, and carbonates, which is true for most coals (Stach 

et ~., 1975, p. 122). The corr~ction factor is based on·the dry ash 

·and dry sulfur ·values of the proximate ~naly~is of the sam~le. These 

weight percent data are calculated to volume percent using a modified 

version of the PARR formula (Figure 57, step 8). The volume percent 

of mineral in the coal is subtracted the~ from SUMB (Figure 57, 

·step 9). 

The furmula used for calculating the mineral correction has at 

least one shortcoming: all of the sulfur in the coal is considered 

to occur as pyrite. Pyrite, with i~s high reflectance (R0 of 

approximately 46 percent), ~oes not ~ontribute to the low-reflecting 

region of the reflectogram .. Therefore, use of this equation result~ 

in a correction which is too high. ·for coals less than two percent 

total ·sulfur the discrepancy is insignificant, but for coals greater 

than thisvalue, ·an equation which corrects only for low reflecting 

sulfate sulfur would be more accurate. 
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1\t this point thP. r~siduill populiltion is cnnsidf'rf'rl to ·r<'IH'f'Sr.nt 

the numbe~ of reading~ on liptinite, liptinite/coal bou~daries, and 

coal/epoxy boundaries. As discussed in Sectiori IV, ·the number of 

coal/epoxy bounda~ies is rel~ted directly to the number of particles 

intersected during the ~can;. this, in turn, is related to rank, 

composition, and size consist of the sample·. Frain Table 17, it js 

evident that betwe~n four and six percent of the total readings on 

coal actually are coal/epoxy boundaries. The program corrects SUMB 

by subtracting the.number of coal/epoxy boundari~s expected for the 

sample rank. This correction makes the following assumptions: A 

standard preparation ~~ocedure is followed strictly, Only a small 

variation in coal particle size results from differing sample campo-
. . 

sition. The number of coal/epoxy boundaries is distributed between the 

three maceral groups in proportion to the volume of each group~ and 

all thes~· re~dings are tontained in SUMB. 

Finally, a correction is applied to adjust both the liptinite 

and the vitrinite approximations. As discussed in Section IV, 

boundary readings between two materials of differing reflectances will 

skew bOth populations toward cine another. In this situ~tion, the 

vitrinite distribution i.s skewed downward and an adjustment must .be 

made to return these r_eadings to SUMA (Figur-e 57, stepll). 

The three transfortJled va.lues now can be calcuiated a~ percentage . ~ . 

data (Figure 57, step 12).· The values are pri,nted by PETAN on the 

second page of the printout, under the heading 11 Transformed Reflectogram 

Parameters•• (Figure 58)i Values are reported to.one decimal place 

in order to lessen rounding errors, even though the decimal probably 

is not significant. 
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H/\PID SCAN PETROGHAPIIIC ANALYSIS 

S/\MPLE DESIGNATlON PSOC-276 

TRANSFORMED REFLECTOGRAM PARAMETERS 
---------~-~-----------------------
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P/\GF.-2 

DATE 11/ 9/i978 

THE FOLLOWING PETROGRAPHIC DATA ARE VOLUME PERCENT 

VITRINITE PERCENTAGE--~------ 77.1 

LIPTINITE PERCENTAGE--------- 4.6 

INERTINITE PERCENTAGE-------- 18.1 

TOTAL REACTIVEg~----7------~- 81.8 

TOTAL INERTS----------------~·18.1 . . 

TOTAL REACTIVES-(MMC)-------- 76.0 

TOTAL INER!fS- (MMC) ----------- ·23. 9 

UNTRA~SFORMED REFLF.CTOGRAM PARAMETERS 
----~-------------~------------------

"INEH'i' COEFFICIENT"--.-------- 0.142 

"INERT COEFFICIENT"-(MMC)---- 0.163 

Figure 58.· AN EXAMPLE OF PAGE TWO OF THE 'PRINTOUT FROM PET AN 
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. The ahi 1 ity of PET/\N to detrrmi ne accurately the petro~]raphi c 

composition of coals_ from their reflectogranis has been tested for· 

40 United States coals. The total "reactive" maceral contents 

{vitrinite plus liptinite) as determined by PETAN has been compared. 

to equivalent values determined by the conventional visual technique.· 

The results, sho~n graphically in Figure 59, show a fairly high degree 

of scatter. The regression equation: 

TRMvis = TRMauto X 1.0 ( 19) 

where, 

TRM~is ~ the total reactive macerals (visual analysis) and 

TRMauto = the total .reactive materials (automated.analysis) 

shows no systematic .bias in these results. The standard deviation 

about th~ regression line, 5.2 percent, indicates that the relationship 

between visual data and automated analysis data is not as favorable 

as desired. 

Several factors may be contributing to the observed differ~nces 

between the two techniques. First, it must be realized that automated 

reflectance systems utilize only. one maceral property, Le. reflectance, 

to effect a differentiation between macerals.· The method of analysis, 

used by PETAN~ involves.the assumption that the three regions of the 

~eflectogram are representative of the three maceral groups. A h~~~n 

operator, on the other hand, uses morphology and text!Jre in addition 

·to reflectance, to assi~n mac~ral group categories. The fundamental 

difference in analytical philosophy inevitably.leads to some of the 

observed discrepancies between the two sets of results. 
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The proportionin~ by PETI\N of sr.mi-inr.rtinit.P. mnterii\ls. 

especially semifusinite, may be a, second source of discrepancy. In 

the United States it is co~non ora~tice to assign arbitrarily 2/3 of 

the semifusinite to the 11 inert 11 maceral category; the automated system 

.assigns the readings on reflectance only, again leadin·g to poss.ible 

differences. 

Finally, the program PETAN must make a number of corrections to 

the reflectogram tn acco~nt for misplaced or spurious (i.e epoxy) 

reflectance readihgs. These ·corrections, esp~ially in t~e liptinite 

region, are subject to man·y assumptions. If, for instance, an 

unusual amount of epoxy is contained in the sample,- or if the coa.l 

particle si~e is much smaller than expected, the.liptinite estimation 

will be inaccurately high. Beca~s~ liptinite geherally is pre~ent in 

amounts of six percent or l~ss ~nd because it is ~ubject to the greatest 

number of corrections, it has the largest coefficient of variation. 

However, even though its determination is subject to the largest 

variation, its contribution to the total 11 react1Ve 11 maceral content 1s 

relat1vely small. 

Owing to the observed differences between visual and automated 

analysis, a completely new method of characterizing the petrographic 

composition of coal has been incorporated into PETAN. This method 

estimates the proportion of inertinite components in a manner which 

cannot be utilized directly in any existing coal performance 

p1·ediction procedures. It sim~ly determirfes the ratio of the 

number of readings hi.gher in reflectance than the vitrinite population 

(SUMC in Figure 57) to the remainder of the readings minus the mineral 

content. The 11 lnert Coefficient 11
, so determined, is printed as the 

·~. 
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last item on page 2 of the PETAN printout under 11 Untransformed' 

Reflectogram Parameters. 11 Although highly simpi.istic. anci empirical, 

the 11 Inert Coefficie.nt 11 avoids errors due to all the transformations 

necessary to estimate the proportion of inertinite. Providing the 

sample preparation technique has been standardized, the 11 Inert 

Coefficient 11 will yield·a number indi·cat.ive of the relative inertness 

of any .subject coal. It. also is useful in .qu.alitative comparisons 

of the inertness of different ·samples. Section VII will discus~ how 

. the 11 Inert Coefficientu may be used directly: in a modified coke 

strength prediction procedure. · · 

In summary, Rapid Scan reflectograms can be .inter'preted quanti.ta-

t ive ly by the program PET AN. Vitrinite reflectance data determined 

from the reflectogram for average United States coals is as good as 

those determined visually. Petrographic compositional data determined 

from re.flectograms do not always agree with visual results. Whether·or 

not the observed differences are of suffic.i ent ·magnitude to affect. 

applied uses of coal petrographic data ~ill .be explored in the following 

section. 



VI. APPLICATION OF RAPID SCAN rETROGRAPHIC COMPOSITIONAL DATA 

A. Coke Stren9~ Prediction 

Historically, the greatest indu~trial ~ppli~ation of coal petro

graphic data has been in the-prediction of metallurgical coke 

properties from small coal samples. Of the various coke properties 

evaluated in this country, the ASTM Coke Stability ·Factor is the 

most recognized. The ASTM Stability Factor is a measure of the ability. 

of the coke to resist abrasion. in a standard drum test (ASTM, 1979). 

High coke strength (stability) is important for severa 1 reasons, 

including resistance to size deqradation during handling, ciechanical 

·support of ore burden in the blast furn.ace, and maintenance of load 

permeability in the blast furnace. Some authors have related increased 

coke strength directly to increased bl~st furnace metal production 

(Matsuoka, 1975), which in turn ~elates to production profits. Fqr 

modern blast furnace operation coal and coke engineers strive to pro

duce strong metallurgical cokes with ASTM St~bility Factors generally 

in excess of 55. Prior to the. advent of applied coal petrography for 

coke strength prediction, coking coals were evaluated by actual carbon

ization testing, often req~iring large samples (Wilson and Wells,.l950 

p. 76). 

The advent of techniques for predicting coke strength from coal 

petrographic -data in the late 1950's greatly reduced the.need for 

large-scale expensive carbonization tests. It also permitted coal 

petrologists to evaluate coal reserves from the limited sample sizes 

obtained from diamond drill cores. The success of the technique led 
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to 1 cW!JP.t' il1H1 1 ilt'C)er df'lllilnds 011 COill pP.troqrilphic 1 ilbor;itori P.S for 

coal evaluation, and to the need for faster analyses (Thompson and 

!3enedi ct, 1976). 

In the· United States, two systems for the prediction of coke 

stabi·l ity~ the United States Steel system (Schapiro et al., l96l) 
. . . --

and the Beth 1 ehem Stee 1 sys tern (Thompson et ~- , 1966), have found 

acceptance and widespread utilization. The two systems are similar 

in philosophy in that they employ a measure of the properties of th~ 

vitrinite in the coal (as a result of c6alification). and a meas~re of 

the-~oal 's petrographic ~omposition to predict its behavior in the 

by-product coke oven. The primary difference between the two systems 

is that Bethlehem Steel recognizes two populations of .vitrinite· in 

coal, one of which may act partially as an inert macer~l during 

carbonization. The remaind~r 6f this section will deal with ~tilizing 

date1 derived from the Rapid Scan in the United States Steel syst;em of 

coke strength prediction. 

The United States SteeJ system requires three types of information 

for a coke stability prediction: a V-type distribution~ the total 

content of "reactive" and "inert" macerals, and a volume percent 

mineral content. These t~ree anaJyses are employed to calculate 

two coal indices: the "composition-balance index'' (CBI) and the 

"strength index" (ST). With these indices, the coal petrographer 

can .predict the coke stability. It is important to 

note that certain variables in coke oven operation (i.e. particle 

size, bulk density, ~nd heating rate) can have significant effects on 

the charactetistics of the resulting coke and should be taken into 

consideration. 
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The r.omposit.ion-hal«nr.e 'incil'x is c«lr.ulnt('ci from the t.ot.nl 

11 inert11 components~ bo.th_organic a.nd inorganic, present. in the coal. 

The volume of mineral. matter is calculated from the ash and sulfur 

data.generated from a proximate analysis. This figure is included 

with the 11 inert 11 macerals to give the total. 11 inert 11 components. 

The total 11 inert 11 content, in ratio form with the total 11 reactive 11 

content, is then compared to the optimUm inert/reactive ratio {the 

ratio which produces the strongest coke) calculated for the specific 

rank ·of the sample. The ~ost favorable composition-balance index is 

equal to l .0, .with values less than 1.0 indicating an excess of 

11 reac.tive 11 components, and values above l .0 indicating an excess of 

11 lnert 11 components. 

Th~ strength index is rel~ted to the reflectance· {as an indi

cator of structural and chemical properties) of the vitrinite in the 

coal and the maceral composition. The strengt~ index increases with 

increasing ~itrinite reflectance up to a vitrinite me~n maximum 

reflectance of 1.90 percent. At this pqint, the ability of the 

vitrinite.to bond particles and form strong coke walls begins to. de

crease .with increasing rank, and the strength index detreases. 

An experiment was devised totes~ the feasibility.of employing 

data obtained by the program PETAN, from Ra~id Scan reflectogra~s, 

to predict ASTM coke stability using th~ United St~tes. Steel method. 

A suite of 21 single-coal samples was compiled. for which sop-pound 

carbonization tests and ASTM cok(~ stubil ity tests were available. 

These 21 coals were subjected to conventional visual mac~ral and 

reflectance analysis and Rapid Scan petrographic analysis. Both. sets 

·of data were compiled and run through The Pennsylvania State University; 
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Coill Heseilrch S<iction•·s computeri-zed coke strqn~)th prediction pro~)ram 

(COKE4). COKE4 processes the input· vari~bles, calculates the 

composition-balance index.and thr. strength index, and prints the 

results as a one-page printo~t. The composition-balance index and. 

the strength index then are used to solve for the ASTM.coke stability 

.using an emp-Irically derived .set of curves (Schapiro et ~·· 1964). 

· The resulting cok~ strength predictions from the Rapid Scan data 

·(Table 20) ~re shown, plotted against the experimentally determined 

values, in Figure 60. The standard deviatiqn about the regressio~ 

line is seven stability points, an unacceptably high deviation. This 

may indicate that Rapid Scan petrographic data are not appropriate for 

the prediction of ASH~ coke stability. However, when the visually-· 

derived petrographic data for the same coals were used to predict the 

coke strength, th~ prediction was not significa~tly better {Figure 61 ). 

In this data set the standard deviation about the regression line is 

six. stability points, ·still an unacceptably high scatter~ 

There are· at le~st three possible arguments which can be advanced 

to explain. the obs~rved deviations. The first is that the exp~ri

mehtal coke stability determinations might be inaccurate. ASTM 

specifies that the standard deviation of 5tability tests should be 

1.5 stability points (ASTM, .1979); however, interlaboratory "round 

robin" arialyses have ·shown deviations· as hi'gn as 10 stability points 

(Gray, 1979).· A second possible facttir affecting the pfediction 

accuracy would be that both the automated and the visual petrographic 

data were in errof. It can be· shown that coal petrographers at the 

United States Steel Corporatio~ consistantly count higher inertin~te 

maceral contents than do pettographers at The Pennsylvania State. 
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Comparison of Predicted Coke Stability (United States 

Steel Method) to Measured Coke ~t~bility 

Measured ASTM Predicted ASTM Predicted ASTM 
Sample Coke Stability Coke Stability Coke Stability 
Number ( 500 l b. oven) (visual data) (automated data) 

CBCS-132 34 35 32 

·cscs-133 38 45 49 

l.UCJ-LU4 J~ 44 4l 

CBCS-214 39 42 45 

CBCS-269 44 43 49 

CBCS-177 45 52 52 

CBCS-48 45 45 42 

CBCS-205 46 42 55 

CBCS-207 47 57 29 

CBCS-176 48 58 58 

CBCS-143 48 35 ~0 

CBCS-112 49 . 4G . 48 

CBCS-105. 50 52 59 

CBCS-142 51 61 43 

CBCS-240 52 52 56 

CBCS-72 52 50 38 

CBCS-242 GG 51 56 

CBCS-155 57 60 65 

cscs..:227 57 55 62 

CBCS-178 58 54 64 

CBCS-144 58 59 61 
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University (Hoover, In Prepafation). This could explain some, but 

probably not all, of the observed deviations. The final, and probably 

the most import~nt factor which could ha~e affected the predictions, 

is the coals themselves. The fact that several coke stability pre

diction formulae exist for coals from different basins rir coals which 

contain large amounts of high reflecting.telocollinite ( 11 pseudo-

. vitrinite 11
), indicates that. the United States Steel s·ystem is not. 

universally app1icable. In addition, these test coals contained large 

amounts of semifusinite whose coking properties are not well understood," 

and are not accounted for a~equately in any prediction technique: The 

utilization of a different prediction technique may have improved these 

results. 

In summary, Rapid .Scan petrographic data can be utili zed directly 

in the United States Steel Corporation system o~ coke strength 

prediction. The· accuracy.of t~e· predictions using automated data 

will have to be tested on a larger suite of well-characterized coals. 

B. Evaluation of Coal Blends 

. . 
Because of a ~hortage of single· coals which ·can produce ~uperio~ · 

cokes, most by~product coke 6vens utilize a bl~nd of two or more coals. 

In thil mann~r, high, medium and lo~ vcilatile coals ~re blended to 

produce an optimum ASTM ~eke stability, while also optimizing economic 

consider.ations ilnd operating parameters. Typical production blends 

~ontain 60 to 85 percent high volatile coaJ with 15 to 40 percent low. 

and medium volatile coals (.Gray et !]_., 1978). 

One need of coke plant operators is a method of checking coal 

blends to ensure that the "mi.x" being ~harged into the ovens contains 
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the proper proportions of th~ component coals. Vilrinus ilpproaches, 

such as markin9 coals of different rank by color, or determining 

bulk-blend chemistry, have-not proved entirely satisfactory (Gra~~l!l~ 

1979). ·visual reflectance analysis has been used with some success; 

however, it is not ~ rapid test, ·since 500 or more reflectance 

readin9s ate necessary to define the various vitrinite populations 

in the blend (Stachet ~., 19/'5; p. 274)~ 

The ability to ·co 11 ect many reflectance samp 1 e points in a short 

time suggests that the Rapid Scan could be an ideal instrument for 

characterizing blends. Early work by Hartmann (1976), to test this 

idea, showed that a Rapid ~can reflectogram of a two-coal blend dis

played two characteristic vitripite·peaks. 

Blends. also were det~cted ~uring routine scanning of ~amples~ 

The reflectance profile in Figure 62. is of a sample which, when re

ceived, was labeled as a medium volatile bituminous coking coal. The 

gross-chemical volatile content, as determined in a proximate analysis~ 

confinned the sample as a medium volatile bituminous coal. However, 

the Rapid Scan reflectogram showed that the sample was predominantly 

low volatile bituminous coal with small amounts of high and medium 

volatile bituminous coals. 

In order to understand better the resoiution with which the Rapid 

Scan can characterize blends, a series of experiments was carried out 

on seve~al three-~oal blends prepared in the. laboratory. ·The petro

graphic pr~perties of the coals are shown in T.able 21. These samples 

were selected because of their relatively high, and similar, vitrinite 

contents. 
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TilhlP ?1 

Petrographic Composition of Coals Used for Blending 

Sample Number 
Petrographic Parameter PSOC-702 PSOC-720 . PSOC-688 

Maceral content, volume %, mineral free 

% Total Vitrinite 91.6 91.3 91.7 

% Fusinite 1.4 1.8 . 0. 7 . 

% Scmifu~inite· .3.8 2.6 4.1 

% Macrini te. 0.1 0.3 0.7 

%Micrinite 1.0 . 3.4 1.8 

% Exinite 1.8 0.6 0.0 

% Re~inite O.J. 0.0 0.0 

Vitrinite Reflectance, 
mean maximum, % 0.82 1.41 1.63 

The individual coals were scanned on the Rapid Scan, and their 

reflectograms are depicted in Figure 63. By generatin~ individual 

reflecto9r~m~. _{t is possible to combine the prbfiles (using the 

com~uter program CBLEND (Appendix VI))~into simulated_ reflectograms. 

The program CBLEND takes three individual toal ~eflectograms and adds 

them together in proportions specifie~ by the operator, creatin9.a 
. . 

simulated blend reflecto-gram. This enables comparisons to be made 

be~ween simulated ~~d ;:ic:tual. experim~nt~l blen~ reflecto9_rnm~. · 
' ' 

An example of a simulated' ~lend of ·the· three coals in equal pro-
' . ' 

por:tions is shown in· Figure 64, along with the comparable experimental 

blend reflectogram. From these profiles it is apparent that relative 

peak heights are not a sufficierit criterion to int~rpret blend 
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ref.lectograms. Even though both the ~imulated and actual blends con-

tain approximately equal proportions of vitrinit~ from each of the 

coals, the peak of the· ~itrinite from the low volatile coal is de

pressed in comparison to the other two: Consequently, an interpretation 

that there is less ·low volatile. coal in the blend, made on the basis of 

relative peak height, .would be in error. Two factors lead to the 

_depression of the low volatile bituminous coal peak. The first is a. 

result of the increased bireflectance of the higher rank low-volatile 

vitrinite. Increased bireflectance will have .the effect of broadening 

the average random vitrinite reflectance population, thus lowering 

the peak height. The secon~ factor is related to the increased fri

ability of low volatile bituminous coals. Such ~oals usually are 

characterized by a smaller pa~ticle siz~ distribution in the sample 

briquette (Table 17) and hence, record more epoxy coal boundary 

reflectance readings (Section IV). These boundaryreadings come at the 

expense of reflectance readings on coal alone, and result in a lower 

vitrinite peak height. 
. . 

At an .earlier stage of this research it seemed feasible that a 

·quantitative data interpretation program employing curve-stripping 

techniques, similar to PETAN. could be developed for the interpretation 

of blends. The peak height effect, describe.d above, could be overcome 

by employing a rank-based adjustment. However, a mor~ serious 

problem exfsts in deconvolutin~ superimposed blend reflectance 

profiles~ Stated simply the semi-inertinite and low-refl~cting 

. inertinite components in a lower rank coal may have the same 

reflectance as the vitrinite of a higher rank coal (Figure 36). 

Therefore, in a reflectogram of a blend, two components with very 
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diss·imilar technolo9icill properties would, on t.he bas·is of n~flectJnce 

alorie, be clas~ified together. As a consequence, deconvolution 

techniques do not appear to be applicable to the interpretation of 

blend reflectograms. 

An alternative appro~ch is to employ an overall curve-matching 

technique. This type of method, already developed for ·sirigle coals; 

(Frompovicz, 1978) entails the comparison of the sample blend ref1ecto

gram, visually 6r auto~atically, with computer stored bl~nd 

reflectograms of the same constitu~nt coals. Profile mat~hes can be 

based on blend analyses from the actu~l sample blends, or on 

simulated co~puter-generated blends from the reflectograms of the 

individual coals. ·It should be noted, however, that simulated blends 

may not match actual sample blends exactly, due to differences in 

the preparation of the individual briquettes •. 

A. series of scans on three-coa 1 b 1 ends was carried out to test 

the sensitivity of Rapid Scan reflectograms to minor changes in blend 

proportions. The presence of three coals in~ briquette increases 

Lh~ c:nmp1e)(1ty ot the sample above U1dt of a single-coal preparation. 

The 50,000 data points routinely used to characterize single coals, 

were insufficient for blends, and, after the ~P.flectograms of several 

blends had been analyzed, it was concluded that. at least 150,000 data 

points were essential for the production of stable thre~-coal reflecto~ 

grt1ms. 

Figure 65 shows two actual reflectograms of blends along with 

simulated reflectograms generated by the program CBLEND. Reflecto~ 

grams a. and b. show the three codls 11sted in Table 21 combined in 

the following ~roportions: 
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PSOC-702 (high volatile A) - 70 percent 

PSOC-720 (medium v6latile) - 15 percent 

PSOC-688 (low volatil_e) - 15 percent 

l<j4 

Reflectograms c. and d. are ~f a second very similar blend, wher~ the 

proportion of PSOC-702 was decreased to 65 percent and the proportion 

of PSOC-688 was 1ncreased to 20 perc~nt. In reflectograms A and B 

the vitrinite peak of PSOC-702 is significantly truncated by the 

maximum frequency limit of the reflectogram, whereas in reflectograms 

C and D the vitrinite peak of PSOC-702.is almost within the scale. 

The noticeable relative decrease of the peak height is evidence of the 

decrease of PSOC-702 in th~. blend. There also is a less noticeable 

increase in the size of the vitrinite peak for PSOC-688, as should 

be expected. The simulated reflecto~rams of blends also ~hange in 

nearly the same manner, responding to·the different coal proportions. 

In summary, it is evident that the Rapid Scan is a useful tool. 

for examining coal blends. ·Reflectograms of blends are sensitive to 

changes in coal proportions as low as five percent and could be ~sed 

fn quality control to monitor proportions in industrial operations. 

·Quantitative interpretations of reflectograms of coal blends are 

hindered by reflectance overlap and diffe~~ntial peak heights~ however~ 

simulated reflectograms can be used in evaluating the proportions of 

the different coals by profile matching. 

C. Application to Washability Studies 

When coal is mined in either underground or in surface mines, 

the resulting product, known as run of mine (ROM) coal, often does 

not meet market specificatiohs. Further processing of the product 
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may be as simple as size reduction, br may employ complex prepara

tion procedures, generally aimed at. reducing the mineral impurities. 

The techniques applied to improving toal quality, termed physical 

heneficiation, re.ly on the following properties: hardness, density, 

and particle surface characteristics. Fundamental differences in 

these properties, between the impurities in coal ·and the carbonaceous 

material, a 11 ow various processing schemes to sep·arate the two phases. 

Historically~ physical beneficiation was applied primarily to· 

coals destined for the production of metallurgical coke. Currently, 

these techniques are being used increasingly for improving coal quality 

for steam generation and are being evaluated fo~ use in the synthetit 

fuels industry (Luckie, 1979}. A result of physical beneficiation 

that is sometimes overlooked is that, as well as removing coal impurities, 

it also segregates (and sometimes removes) specific coal macer~ls. 

The fundamental differences in hardness, density, and surface proper-

. ties which allow the separation of impurities apply also to coal 

macerals. Generally vitrinite is concentrated ih the low densit.y 

fractions; Whereas inertin~te m~cerals with high densiti~s report to 

the refuse or middlings prod~cts (Bayer, 1960; Beneq1ct, 1962). De

tailed studies to·determine the precise influence of physical 

beneficiation on petrographic composition have been hindered by lack 

of industrial interest, and by the expense of large numbers of petro

graphic anaiyses. Application of R~~id Scan analysis tn studies of 

the effects of physical beneficiation could be one method of reducing 

the cost of such programs. 

Laboratory-scale studies to evaluate the effects of physical 

beneficiatibn bn ceal compositi~n, have been supported at The 
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Pennsylvania State University, first by the Federal Office-of Coal 

Research and later by the Energy Research and Development Adminis

tration arid the Department of Energy. The conceptual design of these 

projects was to selectively crush, size and fractionate by density 

separations various coals in a manner which might ap~roximate methods. 

·feasible in commercial preparation plants. This design, shown 

schematically in Figure 66, had the potential to g~nerate approximately 

40 subsamples from each coal studied. The run of mine coal was 

separated into three hardness fractions based on its initial response 

to crushing and sizing. Each hardness fr.action was separated into 

size fractions, two of which (3/8 inch by.~ inch and ~ inch by 16 mesh) 

were further separated into density fractions (the number of fractions 

and the specific gravity of the fluid varied depending on the sample 

characteristics). 

Two coals were selected for testing from a ~toup of 41 which .had 

been processed by this·procedure (Spackman et ~., 1976). The ob.iect 

of this experiment was to test the application of the Rapid Scan in 

eva·luating changes in coal composition as a result of density fra-ction

ation. Subsamples from gtoup A and group B on FiQure 66 w~re subjected. 

to standar~ Rapid Scan analyses. Data qenerated by the Rapid Scan 

included reflectograms and petrographic analyses done with .the pr6-

gram PETAN. 

Figure 67 shows the reflectogra·m from the initial channel sample 

of PSOC-134 (Pratt seam, 1\labama), and the reflectoqrams from the 

density fractions of group A and B subsamples. In both groups, the 

subsamples were arranged in order of·increasing density of separation. . . . 

Several trends are evident i~ this figure. In group A, the 

area bf the vitrinite p~ak decreases markedly with increasing density 
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of seporation, indicotin~ that the heilvier frilctions contilin less 

vitrinite. Also, the reflectogram regio~ higher in reflectance than 

the vitrinite peak, increases with increasing density of ~eparation 

(up to the sink fraction). This indicates that as density of separation 

increases and the vitrinite decreases, there is, conversely, an increase 

in inertinite components. This trend is apparent in all the density 

fractions except the 1.40 sink fraction. In this reflectogram, the 

low-reflecting region has increased, indicating that this sample has 

a much higher mineral content; the vitrinite peak has increased and 

the inertinite region decreased, reversing the trend shown by the 

first three density fractions. 

The trends evident in the group B subsamplesare very similar 

to those in group A.- The relationship between the vitrinite and 

inertinite regions is even more pronounced than in group A, indicating 

that even more enrichment of inertinite macerals has occurred. The 

primary differehce between the groups is that in the 1.40 sink fraction 

of group B there is no apparent rev.ersal of the inertinite enrichment· 

· trend, as in group A. This characteristic may be obscured by the 

greatly enriched mineral content present in the group B sink fraction 

(60 percent ash), as evidenced by the large increase in the area of 

the low reflecting region of the reflectogram. 

Although qualitative information can be observed in Figure 67, 

it also was important to investigate whether quantitative petrographic 

measurements generated by the Rapid Scan would be comparable to 

visually derived data. The reflect6grams shown in Figure 67 w~re 

analyzed by PETAN,_and these data, together with the visual petro

graphic analyses are presented as part of a complete density 

fractionation analysis in Table 22. Both sets of petrographic analyses 
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Table 22 

Density Fractionation Ana]ysis of PSOC-134 

Pratt seam. A1aballlil Medium Vo1ati.le Bituminous 

·Direct Analysis Cumulative Float 

Ash Sul.. Vis. R. S. ViS. R. s: Vis: R. S. Wt. Vol. Vis. R. S. Vis. 
Wt. Wt. Vit. Vit. In. ln. Lip. Lip. % React. React. In. 
~ i i I % % % :% Yield Yield •. % " .. .. 

2.7 0.65" 86.8 83 13.2 17 0.0 0.0 40 43 87 83 13 

4.3 0.74 81.8 -72 18.2 28· 0.0 0.0 54 58 86 80 14 

7.0 1.02 5.6.2 44 43.8 56 0.0 0.0 83 86 76 68 24 

34.9 4.38 68.6. 55 31.4 45 0.0 . o".o 100 100 75 66 25 

. 2.6 0.58 83.2 82 16.8 18 0.0 0.0 6 ., 83 82 17 . 
3.5 0.50 58.8 56 41.2 44 0.0 0.0 13 16 70 67 30 

6.4 0.68 44.8 4l2 55.2 58 0.0 0.0 36 iP 55 52 45 

60.9 3.41 57.5 55 42.5 45 0.0 0.0 100 100 57 54 43 

R. S. Ash Sul. 
In. Wt. Wt. 

> % % ,, 

11 ?..7 0.65 

20 3.1 0.67 

32 4.4 0.79 

34 9.7 1.42. 

18 2.6 0.58 

33 3.1 0.53 

48 5.2 0.63 

46 40.7 2.40 
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plotted in Fiqure GH. The. treild of dccreilsinq vitrinitf' r.ontPnt, 

with increasing density of fractionation, observed from Figure 67·, 

is evident in both the Rapid Scan and the ~isual ·quantitative data. 

The agreement between the two sets of data is excellent for the group 

B subsamples, and. although offset, shows the same trend for the group 

A subsamples. Note also that in Figure 68 the two sam~le groups 

respond differently to the same fractionation procedure. The vitrinite 

contents of group A decrease almost linearly with increasing density, 

whereas for group B the decrease is more exponential in shape. This 

may indicate that in group ·A the vitrinite an.d inertinite macerals are 

in close association, requiring higher densities to cause the particles 

to sink.· In group B there would. be fewer complex particles, and the· 

more dense inertinite macerals could sink at lower fractionation 

densities. This fundamental difference in p~rticle structure may 

iridicate why the Rapid Scan re~ults are more accurate for the petro

graphically simpler group B subsamples. 

·: The second coal tested (PSbC-1~2, Pittsburgh seam, Pennsylvania) 

.responded quite differently to the fractionation procedures. The 

reflectogram frqm the initial channel sample, and those of the 'density 

fractions, are shown in Figure 69. Unlike in Figure 67 ~ the vitririite 

peak retains ap~roximately th~ same area with increa~ing density of 

separation up to the 1.40 sink fraction. Although minor changes are 

apparent in the high-reflecting inerttnite region, they are not nearly 

as pronounced as those for PSOC-134. This would indicate, qualitatively, 

that there i~ little change .tn the petrographic composition of th1s 

coal as~ result of density fractionation. Only in the 1.40 sink 

fraction, which .is high in mineral content, does there appear to be 

any inertinite enrichment. 
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A complete set of fractionation data, includin~J visual and Rapid 

Scan petrographic analyses, is presented in Table 23. Figure 70 shows 

these data plotted in t~e same format as Figure 68. The small petro

graphic compositional chang~ observed in Figure 69 is confirmed by 

the low .slopes of trends plotted in.Figure 70. There is even an 

increase in·total "reactive" macerals of the group .B subsamples in the 

1.28 by 1.30 fraction. As with PSOC-134, the trends of the Rapid Scan 

petrographic data follow those of the visual data . 

. ' From thege results, th9rQ appear£ tci be a fundamental difference 

in the maceral associations present in the two coals. In PSOC-134 

both groups·of samples showed considerable inerti~ite enrichment w1th 

increasing density of. separation. The lack of inertinite enrichment 

in PSOC-102 may b~ related to two different phenomena. One may be 

that ~he inertinit~ macerals are distribut~d evenly thr&u~hout the 

coal, and crushing ha~ not·destroyed this association. If this were. 

the case, most of the.coal particles ~ould have s1m1lar dens1t{es, 
' ' 

.and li'tt~e differentiation wduld be gained by density fractionatio~. 

The nther pass i bi li ty may i nvo 1 ve the dis tri but ion of 'the 1 ow-dens i t.Y 

liptinite macerals in this coal i If the liptinite was associated 

intimately with ·the inertinite maceralS, the resulting particles could 

have bulk densities similar to· that of vitrinite. Once again, if this 

were the case, little differentiation cOu·ld be .gained by density 

fractionation. 

These experimen~s have s.hown that the Rapid Scan is a useful 

device for studying petrographic composi tiona 1 . changes as a result 

of physical b~neficiation. Qualitative changes easily can be observed 

in the samples• reflectograms. Quantitative petrographic· data .can be 
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Table 23 

Density Fractionation Analysis of PSOC-102 

Pittsburgh· seam. Pennsylvania High Volatile A Bituminous 

Direct Analysis Cumulative Float 

Vol. Ash Sul. Vis. ·R. S. Vis. R. S. Vis. R. s. Wt. Vol. Vis .. R. s: Vis. 
I Wt. Wt. Vit. Vit. In. In . Lip. Lip. % "' React. React. In· .. "' Yield- % I I I 

. ., 
I ;~ :;; Yield Yield ,, ., 

" 
,, , 

24 2.5 0.91 83-.0 87 15.4 10 L6 3.0 23 24 85 90 15 

57 '4.0 1.12 80.2 81 17.8 16 2.0 3.0 78 .81 82 84 18 

14 9.3 1.77 78.2 78 20.0 18 1.8 4.0 92 95 80 82 20 

5 49.1 5.63 57.4 57. 37.8 37 4.8 6.0 100 100 62 63 38 

27 2.5 o·.93 80.4' 81 15.4 13" 4.2 6.0 27 27 85 87 15 

50 4.Z 1.05 86.0 84 11.0 11 3.0 5.0 75 77 89 89 11 

18 9.0 1.51 81.4 80 . 16.6 16 2.0 4.0 93 95 83 84 17 

5 51.9 3.22 64.8 60 31.8 35 3.4 5.0 100 100 70 65 30 ' 

R. S. Ash Sul. 
In; Wt. Wt. ., 

" .. 
! 

10 2:5 0.91 

16. 3.6 1.06 

18 4.4 1.17 I 
I 

37 8.0 1. 52 I 
13 2.5 0.93 

11 3.6 1.01 

16 4.7 1.10 

35 7.9 1. 25 
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Figure 70. THE CHANGE IN SAMPLE COMPOSITION AS A RESULT OF 
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qenera ted on suites of samp 1 es, ulthouqh its accuracy may be affected 

by the concentration of petrographically complex particles, and by 

large amourit~ of minerals. 

Data obtained by studying the changes in petrographic composition 

brought about by physical beneficiation niay have application in the 

carbonization and synthetic fuels industries. An application of this 

type of data is shown in Figure 71. In ihis figure, the fractionation 

data for the group A subsampl~s, reported in Table 22, have been plotted 

in a standard 11 Washabil i ty-turve 11 format. Laboratory data plotted 

in this mann~r can be used to ~redi~t the product characteristics of a 

given fractionation operation. 

Supposa that this coal 'wilJ be used'for the production of 

metallurgical coke; By utilizing the United States Steel Corporation 

method of evaluating and predicting .ASTM coke stability, one can de

termine that thiscoal should produce a maximum ASTM coke stability of 

57, if it contained 82 percent vitrinite (MMF). Starting with a pro

duct specification of.82 percent vit~inite, one can·coristruct the 

prediction matrix shown by dashed lines in Figure 71. The intercepts 

of the dashed 1 ines on the ·four _abscissae show that, to produce a 

prqduct with 82 percent vitri·nite, it would be necessary to float the 

sample at a specific gravity of 1.35. They also i~dicate that the 

product would contain 3.7 percent {by weight) ash and 0.75 percent 

{by we~ght) sulfur~ The intercept on the ordinate indicates that this 

operation would yield 72 percent (by weight) of the feed material. 

These prod~ct a~d operation specificaliuns are within the range of 

~ommercially availabl~ technol6gies. Whether or not this would be.a 
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practical undertaking would be controlled by the process .economics 

and yields. 

In the production of liquid-synthetic fuels from coal, it is 

desirable to maximize the amount of vitrinite in the feed material 

(Davis et ~·, 1976). In the. sample i 11 ustrated i.n Figure 71 (dotted 

line) a maximum of 86 percent vitrinite could be achieved by floating 

the coal at a specific gravity of 1.18. This-type of processing, how

ever, probably would not be commercially feasible due to the low 

specific gravity of operation (1.18) and the very low yield (40 percent). 

In conclusion, the Rapid Scan can be .used for qualitatively and 

quantitatively evaluating petrographic compositional changes resulting 

from physical beneficiation. It may be· used to ev~luate and monitor 

coal blends, either as a quality control device or in "post facto" 

investigations. Its utility for predicting ASTM coke stability, using 

current prediction techniques;_ will require more investigation with 

better experimental control of the reference samples. In general, 

it has been shown that the Rapi~ Scan i~ a rapid and sensitive device 

for evaluating coal petrographic composition, and should prove a useful 

tool to the industrial coal petrographer.· 



VI I. SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS rOR rUTURE RESEARCH 

A. Summary and Conclusions 

The following w~re the basic objectives of this research proje~t: 

1. To evaluate the need fm··, and the feasibility of, employing· 

automated reflectance microscopy for coal petrographic 

analysis. 

2. To develop a flexible·and relatively inexpensive instrument 

for automated· analysis. 

3. To investigate the precision and resolution of bo~h the 

instrument and the technique. 

4. T6 ·examine, explain, and quantify the frequency distributions 

generated by the in~trument. 

5. To examine the implications and ~ractical applications of 

the data. 

Each of these objectives was discussed in the preceding sections 

and the following is a discussion of some of the salient results ~nd 

conclusions. 

Increased coal utilization has accelerated the dem~nd for basic 

knowledge about coal properties and their relationships to coal pro

cessing. Coal petrographic analysis has been a useful method of coal 

evaluation and its applications can be expected Lo expand. Demands 

on present trained personnel, and difficulties in standardizing inter

laboratory analyses have stimulated interest in rapid, objective 

systems of petrographic analysis. 

A reflectogram generated by automated reflectance microscopy 

changes in response to three geologic factors. The proportion, 

210 
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distrihution, and size of macerals (functions of conditions in the 

peat stage), are represented by populations in more or less distinct 

. parts of the reflectogram. The contributions of minerals, introduced 

into the coal either as detrital material or. as syngenetic or epigenetic 

growths, also can be assigned broadl~ to certain P-roportions of the 

reflectogram. Finally, the level of metamorphism (rank change) which 

the peat or coal material has undergone is represented quite precisely 

by the position of the vitrinite peak on th~ reflectance scale. Some 

previously published studies indicated that au~omated reflectance might 

be one method of differentiating between bituminous rank. coal macerals. 

This project showed that the reflectance of the liptinite grbup 

macerals, the vitrinite group macerals, and fusinite all were separ~~ 

ted well. However, owing to their overlapping reflectance distributions, 

it is impossible for the. instrument to discriminate between micrinite 

and semifusinite. 

The various reflectance studies also have shed some light on the 

geologic hfstory of the test coals. The mean reflectance values for 

fusini te showed considerabl~ scatter· and no distinct trend with rank 

{Figure 36). If fusinite originated from a unique biochemical pro

cess its optical .properties should be more uniform. Thusi the high 

degree of scatter supports the multiple (or varied) origin theory for 

fusinite. These results also confirm previous observations that the 

opt1cal properties of fusinite may show little change with increasing 

coalificatinn. The mean reflectance values for sporinite show a con-· 

vergent coalification path to that. of vitrinite,.up to'a vitrinite 

reflectance of 1.10 percent me~n average random reflectance. The 



higher rank test.coals have sporinite reflectances in excess of that 

of the vitrinite,.suggesting divergent coalification. 

Mean average random reflectance showed a linear relationship to 

mean maximum vitrinite reflecJance·for coals from western Pennsylvania. 

This implies that the development of pressure~induced anisotropy was 

uniform across the basin.: UnHorm vitrinite anisotropy may indicate 

similar· depth of burial for the different rank coals .. 

During this project three generations Qf automated reflectance 

microscopes were developed and evaluated. Rapid ScanVersion] was· 

assembled from microscope and computer components already available at 

The Pennsylvania State University,· Coal Research Section.· It suffered 

from poor precision of reflectance measurement due to the optical

electronic shortcomings of the system hardware. Rapid Scan V~rsion II 

incorporated an advanced microscope photometer and a more modern 

computer. In this system the precision of the reflectance measurement 

was limited by the continuous stage movement. The Rapid Scan Version 

III system utilizes a digital stepping stage to alleviate this problem 

and was developed ~t·a system cost of less than $50,000 .. It was 

assembled from conmercially available hardware components·, and is, in 

.essence, a software-based instrument~ Greater than 90 percent of the 

software was written in Fortran, limiting processor dependence and 

increasing sYstem flexibility. 

An evaluation of the instrument indicated that the primary con

trols ori system precision \<Jere luminous flux and signal integration. 

time. Effects on precision which stemmed from loss of focus and 

improper system calibration are controllable'by operator diligence. 

The instrument precision for individual readi~gs (as defined by 
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:•2cr) WCIS found to be arproximately ·I 0;01 percent reflP.C:tilnr.r.. Desi~n 

tonsiderations incorporated into the· Version III system set the 

measurement precision at approximately ± 0.02 percent reflectance. 

Although this work has shown that macerals can be differentiated 

by reflectance, reflectogr~ms from the Rapid Sea~ resolved only two 

di.stinct r~flectance populations (epoxy binder and vitrinite). Six 

factors .. were identified which. affected the degree of materal resolution 

in a reflectogram~ The.effect of size (and, hence, bou~dary readings) 

~ad, by far, the greatest influence on teflectograms. 

Despite problems of resolution, reflectograms were shown to be 

highly reproducible, and the program.PETAN was developed to interpret 

these curves. Results showed that PETAN-derived vitrinite reflectance 

mea~urements were quite.similar to visually-produc~d values; the latter 

required approximately five times the amount of time to complete. 

Vitrinite reflectance values determined by the automated system may be 

better for ihe prediction of the technological behavior of coals 

because they represent a mean value for all the vitrinite types present. 

A co~parison of total- reactive macerals derived by PETAN-to those done 

visually showed a standard deviation of 5.2 percent. 

Data generated from PETAN were used to predict ASTM toke stability· 

indicies, employing the United States Steel Corporation prediction 

technique. The accuraty of the predictions was only marginally 

poorer than those done with visually-derived datc1. A larger, more 

controlled, sample set will be necessary for a comprehensive test of 

the system's ~apab~lity to predict such coal behavior. 

The Rapid Scan also was used for the detection and-quantification 

of coal ble~ds. It was shown that peak heights are insufficient for 
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quantifying blends, ami thilt deconvolution techniques are not appli-

cable due to overlaid reflectance populations. Overall curve 

comparison techniques using simulated bl~nd reflectograms were shown 

to detect variations in blend composition as low as five percent. 

Rapid Scan reflectograms and data from PETAN were used to investi

gate changes in coal composition resulting from density fractionations 

of coal sampl~s. It was possible to detect differences in the 

reflectograms visually. Data from PETAN compared well with con

ventional maceral an;tlysis data generated from.the same samples. 

In conclusion, it is the author•s belief that this program 

successfully has achieved its initial research objecti~es. Automated 

reflectance microscopy is likely to become a useful tool in industrial 

laboratories where large numbers of samples are processed routinely. 

The technique also is potentially useful in resear~h institutions as 

a screening tool to investigate large sample sets. In the future, 

automated reflectance systems will continue to be improved as new 

hardware becomes av~ilable, and new methods of data reduction .are 

conceived. 

B. Future Work 

Several· hardware improvements could be developed which may in

crease marginally the resolution of the instrument. As noted above, 

luminous flux is the primary control of measurem~nt precision. If 

it were possible to increase the light intensity, either with higher 

intensity incandescent lamps or laser sourses, one could improve the 

reliability of each reflectance measurement. Such a gain may improve 

the resolut1on of the reflectance populations of individual macerals in 

a refl ectogram. 
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1\ secorid improvement would IH' the inst.illliltion of a si91litl feed

back system in the lamp source, to monitor and correc~ for variations 

in the intensity of 1 ight. Galbraith et ~- (1975) and Gray et ~

(1~79a) have reported that such devices used in photon-counting photo

meters improve signa 1 stability. Although drift· generally is not a 

problem during a 15 minute Rapid Scan analysis, significant fluctuations 

in line voltage occasionally have affected stability. 

Another hardware improvement which could have a significant impact 

on resolution would be a reduction in the size of the sampling spot 

(perhaps by one order of magnitude) without loss of measurement pre

cision or increase in analysis time. Image analysis systems, with 

their high pixel density, approach this goal; however, they lack the 

precision of reflectance measurement. Optical systems ~re not likely 

.to achieve .these parameters owing to problems of light diffraction by· 

small measuring slits and insufficient photon stati~tics. 

Another area for future development is new methods of utilizing 

the data from current systems. As discussed in Section VI, one 

application of automated reflectance microscopy is a means of monitor

ing coal quality. Curve shape can be matched visually, or by algorithm, 

against target shapes so that the operator rapidly can detect differ-

. ences between samples. Hampson et al. (1980) demonstrated that this 

approach enables operators to standardize and improve coke quality on 

·a day-to-day basis at the Dominion Foundries and Steel Company. of 

Canada. The United States Steel Corporation also has reported that 

it expects to utilize reflectograms in a similar manner (Gray, 1979). 

Other future work could be concerned with the investigation of 

new ways of utilizing reflectograms in a quantitative manner. 
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It hi'ls been shown that. unlike visui'll retro~rnrhic illli'llysis. reflecto

grams al'E! very reproducible. Much of the discussion in Sections V and 

VI was about the generation of coal composition data which could be 

compared directly to conventionally measured values .. A more direct 

approach would be to derive new compositional parameters directly 

from the reflectogram. 

Consider the prediction of coke strength properties as an example. 

Formulae to do this were derived empirically by comparing measured· 

coke stabilities to v1sual co~l petrograph1c data. F1gure 72 shows 

the relationship between 'coke stability and· vitrinite reflectance for 

single coals varying in rank from high volatile B bituminous to low 

volatil~ bituminous. The relationship shows that for coals greater 

than approximately 0.£5 percent reflectance, vitrinite reflectance 

alone expl~ins much of the variation in the data set. A second para

meter which. c6uld refine the relationship is a mea~ure of the amount of 

inertinite present in the coal. It was suggested iri Section V that a 

possible measure of the relative amount of ."inert." to "reactive"· 

ma.cerals directly deriv.~hle from the reflectogram· is the "Iner.t 

Coefficient. 11 This v.alue is a ratio of the number of coal reflectance 

readings greater than the vitrinite reflectance to the number of · . 

. readings less than and including the vitrinite population. With a 

large enough data set one possibly could combine the·Rapid Scan 

vi trini Le reflt~l:L.1nce v.llul'S· wi Lh the "Inert Coe.fficient" and ~enerate. 

an empirical coke strength prediction fo·rmula. 

In~ similar.manner, equations also ~auld be developed for pr~

dicting the conversion of coals into clean fuels.· Statistica.l studies 

already have shown that the same two.parameters (vitririite.reflectance 

and the proportion of i~ertinite or.total reactive macerals) together· 
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with thP- total sulfur in the coal can be usP.d to predict coal conversion 

(Yarzab .et ~-· 1980). The Rapid Scan also can measure the amount 

a~d size distribution of ~he pyrite (a major source of sulfur in 

coal and a potential catalyst) present in different coals (Kuehn and 

. Davis, 1979). These paramete~s; together with the vitrinite refl~c

tance and an index of petrographic composition, may enabl~ R~pid Scan

derived data to be used directly for predicting coal conversion. 

Finally, Rapid Scan is a rapid objective system for measurtng 

coal petrographic.composition. The use of only one criterion for 

classifying macerals (reflectance) limits the systems ability to generate 

compositional data which duplicates vi5ual results. The improvement and 

utilization of data generated by automated systems are open to the 

imagination and creativity of a]] coal scientists, and should not be 

constt·ained by present paradigms.· 
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**************************************************************** 

MODULE-l 

. CO'<tr10N L\RR(l024) ,RARR(20) ,ARRl(S) 
INTEGER CH 
00 2 I=l, 1024 
IARR ([)=0 
DO 731 ITn-1,5 
ARRl (.I'm>= I 

1 

DO 709 ITE2=1,20 
WRITE(4,915) 
W'RITE(4,70~) 
FORMAT(Tl2, 1

--- RAPID SCAN DATA l\CQJISITION PROGRl\iV\---') 
DO 707 ITEl=l,S 
WK!l'l:;(4,915) 

MODULE-2 

WRITE (4, 701) 
FOR!'-11\T( 1 *** THIS PoRTION IS TO ENTER THE OPERATING DATA ***') 
DO 702 lTE=1, 3 
WRITE ( 4, 915) 
WRITE(1,700) 
FOR''<tAT( I ENTER SA!'<tPLE ID (10CH.I\R. M.I\X) I,$) 
IH'.\0 ( 4, 7'i?.) ARRl (l) ,.1\RRl ('2) 
fORM.Z\T ( 2AG) 
WRITE (4, 710) 
FORI'-11\T( 1 ENTER FULL SCALE REFLECTANCE (REl\L) 1 ,$) 
REI\D(4,755)RRFSC 
WRITE(4,7l5) . 
FOH"-11\T( I ENrE11 PRI1"1ARY STANDARD vr...LuE IN % I,$) 
REJ.\D ( 1, 755) RPSD 
WRITE(4, 72!~) 
FOHI'-1/\T( 1 ENrE11 SECONDARY sT.Z\NffiRD vr...r.uE IN % 1 ,$) 
READ(1, 755) RSSD 
WH ITE ( 1 , 72 5) 
FOR1"1AT( 1 ENrER ST.Z\GE DRIVE SPEED-U/SEC-(REAL) .. i ,$) 

. READ ( 1, 755) RSDSP 
WRITE(4, 730) 
FOR"1AT( I ENI'ER SPOTSIZE IN MICRONS (REAL) I,$) 
READ(4,755)RSPSZ 
WRITE(4,50) 
FORMAT( I .ENI'ER NUMBER OF READINGS I,$) 



735 

736 
750 
755 
c 
c . 
c 

READ(4,60)IR 
WRITE(4, 735) 
FORI'1AT ( 1 ENTER ANY C0"1MENTS-1 SCHAR MAX
RFAD(4, 736)ARR1 (3) ,ARR1 (4) ,ARR1 (5) 

. FORW\T(3A6) 
FOR1"1AT (AS) 
FORi"1AT(F10. 3) 

l'v10DULE-3 

DO 721 ITE4=l,2 
721 WRITE(4,9l5) 

WRITE(4,901) 

I I$) 

901 FORr1r\T ( 1 *** THIS PORTION STANDARDIZES THE C0'1PUTER*** 1 ) 

RFS=RPSD 
902 FORMAT(F8.4) 
900 CALL SET.I.\OC(32,0) 

DO 915 ID0=1,3 
WR ITE ( 4 , 915 ) 

91 J FORI•\ A f ( l :() 
WRITE(4,916) 

916 FORI'•1AT ( 1 REFLECTANCE VALUE. FULL SCALE (PRii~Y STD) 1 
, ) 

DO 905 1=.1,20 
CALL FAST.'\0(12, ISS) 
CALL FASTAD(l2,IS2)· 
CALL FAST.l\0(12, IS3) 
CALL FASTAD(12, IS4) 
CALL FASTAD(12, ISS) 
CALL FASWID(l2,IS6) 
RSS=FLOf\T (ISS) +FLOAT (IS2) +FLOA.T (IS3) 
RS1=FLOAT ( IS4) +FLOAT (ISS) +FLOAT ( IS6) 
RSS= (RSS+HSl) /5. 
RO=l000./RSS 
RE=RD*RFS 
WRITE (4, 91.0) qE 

910 FORr"1AT(lX,Fl0.3) 
DO 908 f. DL=l ~ Hl0 

908 CONTHJUE 
905 CONTINUE 

WRITE(4,920) 
92 0 FORMAT ( 1 ARE YOU SATISFIED ? 1 

, $") 
R E/\0 ( tl, 940),Jl 

940 FORi"1AT(Al) 

c 
c 
c 
1 
60 

51 

iF(,Jl.EQ.'N')GO 1'0 900 

MOD\JLE-·1 

II=0 
FORt"lAT (I 6) 
KNT-=0 
WR ITE ( 4 I 51) 
FORMAT(' ENfER DELAY FAC'I'OR I I$) 
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RE'AD(4, 60) lOLl 
. WRITE (4 ~52) 

52 FORMAT( 1 E~fER NUMBER OF READINGS PER TRAVERSE 1 ,$) 
R FAD ( 4 , 60 ) I PT 
WRITE(4,53) 

53 FORfV\AT( 1 ENTER LINE TO LINE DISTANCE IN STEPS 1 ,$) 

c 

R FAD ( 4 , 60) I SPZ 
IC'ffi=IR/I PT 
IRESD=IR-(ICTR*IPT) 
KNTTR:::l 

C . MODULE-5 
c 

74 
c 
c 
c 

CALL SETADC(32,0) 
IDIR=2 
DO 65 IDA=l, ICTR 
CALL l'v10VE2 (I DIR, 1, IPT, lOLl) 
WRITE ( 4, 74) KNTTR 
FORi'v\AT ( ' END OF' DA'l'A AC:J,JlSl'l'ION TRAVERSE NUi'18E:R 

MODULE-6 

WRITE (4, 73) 
73 FOR;·I!AT( 1 Y MOVEMENT IN I?R(X;RESS 1

,) 

CALL MOVE3 (0, 1, ISPZ) 
KNTTR=KNTTR+ l 
WRITE (4, 72) KNTTR 

72 F0Rf1AT ( I BEGIN TRAVERSE I, 14) 
IP.(IDin.EQ.2)GO TO 127 
IDIR=2 
GO TO fi5 

127 rbm--'.) 
65 CONTINUE 

Ii?r=IRESD 
.CALL MOVE2 (I DIR, 1, IPT, IPLl) 

c 
C MODULE-7 
c 

WRITE (4, 128) 
1?.8 F'OR!"1,h:r( 1 nn Yf)IJ WANT· TO E'tLTER THE 0.1\T/\ ? 1 ,$) 

READ(-1, 129) FIL . 
l/.9 FOI~M/\T (.l\1) 

IF(Fil..E~. 1 N 1 )GO TO 71 
DO /.G"' "'1:= l, 2 
DO /.CH'l CH==l, 102:1) . . 
IDIV=IABS(I~RA(CH)-IARR(CH+l)) 
IF (IDIF.LT.8)GO TO 200 
lAVE= (Il\RH (CH) +I~RR (CH+l)) /2 
IARR (CH).'=LZ'l.VE 
IARR(CH+l)=IAVE 

200 CONTINUE 
260 CONTINUE 
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llll.U 1.'\UU ( I} 
IARR(l)=(IARR(l)+IARR(2))/2 
DO 70 I=2, 1023 
ITEt~P,;,IARR (I) 
II\RR (I)= (IOLD/2+ITEMP+IAtm (I +1) /2) /2 
IOLD=ITEI"lP 

70 CONTINUE 
71 CONTINUE 
c 
C MODULE-S 
c 

. 00 502 IER=l, 20 
502 RARR(IER)=0 

CALL Da.TE (IMON, IDA, IYR) 
RARR(2)=RSDSP 
RARR (3 )=FLOAT (IMON) 

· RARR(4)=FLOAT(ID\) 
RARR(5)=FLOAT(IYR) 
RARR (11) =RRFSC 
RARR(7)=Rl?SD 

· K.£\f<H(8)=RSSD 
RI\RR (9)=FLOAT(IR) 
RARR ( 10) =RSPSZ 
RTIM= (FLb.I\T(IR) I (RSDSP/RSPSZ)) /60 
RARR(ll)=RTIM . 

50~ '..-JR (rE (1, 500) IARR 
500 FORI'1AT(10I8) 

WRITE(l,527)RARR 
527 FORMAT (SF 10. 3) 

wru·rE (1, 528 ).l\RRl 
528 FOR1"1AT (SAG) 

·DO ·526 ITV=l,4 
526 WRITE(4,915) 
c 
C MODULE-9 
c 

WRITE(4,529) 
5?,9. :FORMAT(Tl9·~, ****** ANALYSIS FINISHED ******') . 

STOP 
END 
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SUBROUriNE MOVE2 (IDIR, IUNI'f, IP'r, IDLl) 
C THIS SUBROUriNE TELLS MICROPHOCESSOR IUNI'r 'fO 
C MOVE IPT INCREMENTS IN DIRECTION IDIR WITH tOLl 
C DELAY TI1"1E BE'nii/EEN STE:PS 
C THIS SUBROUTINE ALSO READS THE A/D CONVERTER 
C AND INCREI"1ENTS THE DATA ARRAY ELEMENT 
C RECEIVE ACKNOIJLErx;E· 

C0'•1J"10N V\RR (1024) 
DO 500 P1ST=l, IPr 
CALL PUTB ( 6) 
CALL PUTB(IuNIT) 
CALL GE'ffi ( I DUI-t"v\Y) 

C SEND C0•1MAND 
·CALL PUTB(4) 
CALL PUTB(IUNIT) 
CALL PUTB(1) 
CALL PUTB(IDIR) 
CALL FASTAD(S,I) 
DO 501 IDL=1,IDL1 

501 CONTINUE 
CALL FASTAD(S,i2) 
I= (I +12)/2 
IARR (I )=I.Z\RR (I)+ 1 

500 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
STOP 
END. 

SUBROiJr INE MOVE3 (IDIR, tUN IT, ISPZ) 
C THIS SUBROUriNE TELLS MICROPi~OCESSOR IUNIT TO 
C :-10VE ISPZ INCRE."'1ENTS IN DIREC'l'ION tQIR 
C RECEIVE ACKNOIJLEOOE 

00 500 l"1ST=1, ISPZ 
CALL PUTS(5) 
CAf.L PUTB(IIJNfr) 
CALL GETB(IDUM.MY) 

C SEND CQ'v1!'1AND 
. Cf\LL PUTB ( 4) 

CALL PUTB (I UNIT) 
CALL PUTB ( 1) 
CNJ. P!J'l'B( IDIR) · 

500 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
STOP 
END 
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/ SU13ROIJI'INE FASTAD(INR, ISS) 
/ AliTHORS: FRED 1'4\RK SEAGMRD, TH0'1AS TRIMARCHI 
/THE FOLLOtliNG IS A RALF FORTRAN IV SUBROtJriNE TO RE.AD THE ANALOG TO 
/DIGITAL. CONVEHTEH. TAI<Es INH**2 RET-\DINGS T-\ND RETURNS AVER.~GE IN ISS. 
/THIS SUBROIJI'INE IS TO BE USED WITH SUBROtJriNE SET.~DC. 
/ l) INR IS THE NlJlVlBER OF READINGS TO BE AVERAGED. 
/ THE NU"'1BER OF READINGS TAKEN IS 2~*INR. THE FOLLONING TABLE 
/ MAY HELP YOU C0'1PUTE THE ACTUAL NU'v\BER. OF AVERAGES. 
/ VALLiE PASSED AS ARGUMENr. NUMBER OF AVERAGES 
I o 1 
I 2 4 
I 4 16 
I 2) ISS AN INTEGER VALUE REPRESENTING (2**INR) AVERAGED 
I .READINGS TAKEN FRa-1 CHANNEL SET BY SETADC. 

SECTS FAST AD 
JA ~ST 

~XR, OOG .+10 
TEXT +FASTAD+ 

~RET, SETX #XR 
SE'IB nBASE 
JA .+3 

nBASE, OOG .f-41 
INR, OOG .+3 

· ISS, OOG .+3 
ORG ~BASE+30 
FNOP 
JA ~RET 
FNOP 

IK;OBAK, 0;0 
~ARGS, OOG .+3 
~RTN, BASE ~BASE 

JA Jr.;.OBAK 
~ST, STARTD 

0210 
FSTA ~GOBAK,0 
0200 

. GETX w:<n 
SETB #BASE 
LDX 0,1 
FSTA ~BASE 
FSTA . ~ARGS 
FLDA% ~BASE,l+ 
i'"STA INR 
Fl..O/\ t ~BT\.SE, 1 + 
FSTl\ ISS 
s·r,'\H'rF 
FLDA% INR /GET THE VALUE OF INR AND 
ATX '6 /PLACE IT IN INDEX REGISTEH 6. 
TRAP4 GET2 IJMS ·TO PALS AND SET UP POINTER TO ARGUMENT INR. 
TRAP4 READ IT / JMS TO PALS ADC ROUTINE •. 
TRAP4 GET1 iPICK UP THE FINAL VALUE .FRa-t INDEX REG. 7 



XTA 7 
FSTA% ISS 
JA ~R'IN 
ORG 162 

/GE'r READING FRO"l INDEX REGISTER 7. 
·/AND RETURN IT IN ISS. 

GET1, 0000 .~ /Pl\L8 ROUTINE TO RETURN ISS 
CLA /CLEAR AC. 
TAD FRED1 ·. /PLACE .1\VERAGES INTO AC. 
DCA ~XR+7 /NON PUT IT INTO INDEX REGISTER 7. 
CDF CIF r2J /GET READY TO GO TO RALF • 

236 . 

. JMS% ~ET1 /BYE!! 
GET2, 0000 /SET UP POINTER TO NU1'1BER OF AVER?\GES ARG. 

CLA /CLEAR. AC. . . . 
TAD ~XR+S /PIC:K IT. UP FROV1 INDEX REGISTER 6 (INR) 
DCA FRED1 /Sfl.VE IT WHERE PAr.; CAN GET TO IT. 
6532 iiNITIATC CONVERSION fOR DOUI3LE. BUFFERING • 

. CbF CIF 0 /GET READY TO LEAVE. 
JI'1S% GET2 /BYE! i! 

FRED1, 0000 /THIS LOCATION CONTAINS INR. 
ORG 200 /PLACE PAL8 CODE 1\'l' B8G[NNING OF CORF. PAGF.;. · 

. READIT, 0000 /PALS ADC SuBROUTINE EN'i'RY POINT. . 
IOF /TURN OFF ALL INTERRUPrS ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
ISZ INIT /ON FIRST PASS THROUGH SUBROUTINE GE'r ADD OF 
,JMP GI<I p· /SIU P OVEl1 TilE fOLLa.-JING CODE • 

FRED2, JMS FRED2 /GET ABSOLUTE ADDRESS +1 OF PRESENT LOCATION 
CLA /CLEAR AC GET READY FOR ARITH. . . . 
TAD. . FRED2 / HEl~E IS WHERE WE SE'r UP A POINTER TO INR 
TAD OFFSE'r /THIS VALUE IS. CRITICAL ! !! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
DCA FRED2 / SAVE LOCATION OF INR IN FRED2 

SKIP, DCA ·!NIT /SET IN~T TO r2J SO WE ONLY DO THIS ONCE.· · 

I 
I 

TADYs FRED2 /LO!\D .NlJiii\BER OF l\VERl\GES TO BE TN<EN INTO AC. 
CMA /AND .COVlPLEMENr 
OCA INRl /SAVE IT IN INRl FOR F.UTURE USE.· 
DCA Sl.Jl'v11 /ZERO LOll ORDER ·wmo. 
DCA St.rv\2 /ZERO HIGH ORDER WOOD. 
TAD tN!U /GET N!JMBER OF REl\DtNGS AGl\IN 
OCt\ NR2 /AND St\VE IT IN NH2 FOR COUNTER 
THE FOLLONINGLINES OF CODE ARE A BINARY ."'1UL'riPLICATION 
NR2=2**INff · 
cr.r. 

lAC· 
/MAKE SURE LINK IS CLEAR (~l) 

t.OOP~ , lSi Z 
SKP· 

.NR2 

,JMP 
HAl, 
Jf'1P 

Al2; ·ciA 

At2 

LOOP0 

OCA · ~~ 

/ BEGIN TAKING READINGS OFF OF THE. A/D. 
READ~ 6534 /WAIT FOR CONVERSION To· C.O'<lPLETE. 

JMP READ . /DONE YET? · 
6.533 /YES! RFAD A/D BUFFER INTO AC 

·6535 /RKtP NE.xr ·rNsTRucrroN oN rit'1ING ERROR.· 

INR 
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SKP . / NO ERROR. . 
JMP ERROR /GO ·ro ERROR ROUTINE 
6532 /CLf!:ARALL FLAGS ON ADAND INITIATE CONVERSION. 
TAD _MASK /THIS IS DONE BECAUSE OF THE INTELLIGENT 

/ WAY THIS MACHINE IS DESIGNED. THE ADC RETURNS INTEGER NUMBERS 
/ -512 TO +511 AND SINCE THE ADDITION OF TWO NEG.Z\TIVE NUMBERS 
/ TURNS THE LINK ON THIS CAN·LEAD TO BIG PROBLEMS WHEN YOU ARE 
/ AVERAGING MIXED SIGNED NUMBERS. 

CLL 
TAD. SUM2 /AND ADD SUM2. 
OCA SUM2 /SAVE s·UM2. . . 
SZL /OVERFLCJt.l f.Od ORDER WORD?. 
ISZ SUM1 /YES! INCREMENT HIGH ORDER WORD~ 
ISZ NR2 /INCREMENT '::OUNTER. 
JMP READ /CO.NTINUE READING 

/ HERE IS WHERE WE DO A RATHER CLEVER DOUBLE PRECISION DIVISION 
TAD INRl /LOAD COVlPLEMENT OF THE NUMBER OF READINGS 

DCA CNTl /INITIALIZE· LCM OWER WORD COUNTER. 
JMP LOOPl /SKiP. OVER ERROR ROUTINE. 

EnROR I 731) 0 /CLA; CLL 
65 32 · /CLEAR Al~L ERROR FLAGS 
JMP READ /GO BACK AND READ CHANNEL. 

LOOPl, · 7300· /CLA CLL .. 
ISZ. CNfl . /CONTINUE DIVISION BY 2 ? 
SKP /YES! 
J~P NOl 

TAD · SUMl 
RAR 
O::A SUMl 
·rAD SUM2 
RAR 
OCA SUM2 

JM~ LOOPl 
NOl, . TAD SUM2 : /LOAD FINAL DIVIDEND INTO AC. 

DCA% FRED2 /LOAD FINAL RESULT IN FREDl INDIRECTLY. 
CDF CIF 0 /RESET IF & DF FIELDS. . 
ION /TURN INTERRUPT SYSTEf'1 BACK ON! 1 ! ! I ! ! I 1 
JMP%. READIT. /RETURN ·ro RALF. · 
DECIMJ\L /'· 

~ASK, 5l3 /THIS VALUE IS CHOSEN. SO THA'f A VALUE OF 0 IS NEVER · 
OCTAL 

Sl)Ml, 0 
SUM2, 0 
CN'rl, 

"' INRl, 0 
INir, . 7177 
OFFSET, 7772 
NR2, 0 

'•· 
~ 



I 
I 
I 
./ 
I 

. I 
I 
I 
I 
J 

ltXR, 

ltRET, 

tBA.SE, 
!POL, 
!CHAN, 

ltGOBAK, 
ltARGS, 
ltRTN, 

ltST, 

23R 

SUBROUTINE SETAOC (IPOL, !CHAN) AlJrHQR FRED MARK .SE"'GAARD 
THE FOLLCJt.IING SUBROUTINE IS A RALF FORTRAN IV SUBROUTINE TO SET 
THE POIJ\RITY AND CHANNEL TO THE 1\w\r.OG TO DIGIT.l\L CONVERTER. 
'rHIS PROGHA1"1 IS. TO BE USED WITH SUBROUTINE FAS'rAD • 
1) IFOL AN INTEGER VAI~UE OF 32 IS PASSED IF YOU .WAN'!' TO READ 

. VOLT"'GES FRQ\1 0 1'0 +5. VOLTS • 
.A ZERO IS_ PASSED IF YOU WANT TO READ FRQ\1 -2.5 TO 
+2.5 VOLTS. 

2) !CHAN AN INTEGER VALUE OF 0 TO 15 ·IS PASSED l:iERE. 
THIS IS THE CHANNEL YOU WANT TO READ. 
SECTS S ET.l\OC 
,JA ltST 
ORG .+10 /RESERVE 10 OCTAL WORDS FOR INDEX REGISTERS. 
TEX1'. +S~l'AOC+ 
SE'fX ltXH 
SE'I'B ltBASE 
JA .+3 
me .+6 
ORG .+3 
ffiG .+3 
QRG ~~ASE+30 
FNOP 
JA #RET 
FNOP 
0;0 
ORG 
BASE 
JA 
STARTD 

-0210 

.+3 
#BASE 
ltGOBAK 

FSTA ~::JOBAK, 0 
0200 
SETX 
SETB 
LOX 
FSTA 
FSTA 
FLOP.% 
FSf,\ 
FLIY\~ 
FSrl\ 
S'rARTF 
FLDA% 
ATX 
Ft.[)!\% 
ATX 
TRAP4 
JA 

~XR 
#BASE 
0, 1. 
It BASE 
nr>.RGS 
ltBASE, 1+ 
!POL 
ltBASE,1+ 
ICW\N 

I POL /GET POLATITY. 
n /STORE -IT IN 1NDEX REGISTER 6. 
ICHAN /GET CHANNEL 
7 /FIX AND.STORE IN INDEX REGISTER 7. 
SETUP /JMS TO PALS SUBROUTINE. . 
nRTN 

SETUP,· 0000 
6530 

/PLACE RETURN ADDRESS HERE. 
/CLEAR ALL REGISTERS IN ;.,.;o. 



CLA 
TAD #XR+6 
6535 
TAD ~XR+7 
6531. 
COF CIF"0 
JMP% SETUP 

/LO~D POIATI'rY HEGISTER INTO 
/EW\BLE REGISTEH. 
/LOAD CAANNEL. REGISTER INTO 
/MULTIPLEX REGI.STER. 
/RESET I~ & OF FIELDS. 
/RETURN TO RALF. 
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C . PROGRAM PLOT VERSION 1 --PLOTV1 1/15/80 
C THIS PROGI~M PLOTS A RAPID SCAN REFLECTOGRAM 
C WITH A SCALE OF 0 TO 2% AND A .FREQUENCY OF 600 
c 
C AIJI'HOR DAVID S. HOOVER MARCH 1978 
c 
·c ************************~************************************* 
c 

CALL PLOTS(.005,0} 
WRITE(4,400) . 

4 00 · FORMAT ( ' ENTER SAMPLE I D. N1JMB ER ' , $) 
RFAD(4,410)NMBR 

410 FORMAT(IS) 
CALL XYPLOT(0. ,11.1. ,.;..3} 
CALL XYPLOT(2.2.;-2.5,-3} 
CALL XYPLOT(-.1,111. ,2) 
CALL XYPLOT (0.; 11J., 3} 
CALL FACTOR (.50} 
Y=0 
YT=QJ. 
00 1111 ID0=1,10 
00 20 ID02=1, 9 
YT=YT+ (-. 1} 
CALL XYPLOT(0.,YT,2) 

. CALL XYPLOT(-.05,YT,2) 
CALL XYPLOT(11J.,YT,2} 

20 CONTINUE. 
Y=Y+(-l.) 
CALL XYPLOT (11J., Y, 2) 
CALL XYPLOT(-.1,Y,~) 

. CALL XYPLOT(0.,Y,2}. 
Y'r=YT+(~ •. i) · 

.10 CONTINUE 
YN=-8.8· 
Z1=1.80 ~ 

CALL. .NlJ!YlBER (-A,-9. 5,. 28, 2.0, 270., 1) 
CALL N~ER(-.4,-4.7,.28,1.00,270.,2} 
CALL NUMBER(-.4, .3, .28,0~00,270. ,2) · 
CALL S~BOL(-.9,~.7,.35,'AVG. RANDOM REFLECTANCE%' ,270.,25) 
CALL. XYPLOT(0.,0.,3) 

CALL XYPLOT(0~, .1,2) 
CALL XYPLOT(0.,~.,3) 

·. XX=O 
00 21 IDOY=l,6 

. XX=XX+l. 
CALL X':{ PLOT (XX i 111. I 2) 
CALL XYPLO'r (XX, .1, 2) . 

. CALL ~PLcYr (XX, 0., 2) 
21 CONTINUE 

CALL NtNBER(5.9, .85~ .28,600,27111,-1) 
CALL NIJI1BER (2. 9, .85,. 28, 311m, 270,-1) 



CALL SY\1BOL(l.5,1.0,.35,'FREQUENCY' ,0.,9) 
Cfi.LL XYPUYI' (0., 0., 3) 
DIMENSION IARI1 (1024) ,1'1/\Bil (1002) 
DO 31 IAR4=1,1024 . 

31 IARH(IAR4)=0 
DO 35 Ii\R2=l,l002 

. 35 MARR(IAR2)=0 
HEAD(l, 600) Li\RR 

600 FOR~i\T(10I8) 

DO 30 IAR~l00l,l024 
30 · IARR(IAR)=0 · 

DO 34 li\R5=1~1000 

IF(IARR(IAR5) .GE.600)IARR(IAR5)=600 
34 CONTINUE 

!ARR(l)=500 
ISC=0 
DO 40 Ii\R3=l,l00eJ 
ISC=!SCH. 
MARR(I.i\R3)=ISC 

40 CONTINUE 
CALL PSCALE(Ii\RR,6.,1000,l) 
CALL PSCALE(MARR,l0.,l000,l) 
DO 50 IARN=l,l000 
MAAR (I.i\RN) =0-MARR (IARN) 

50 CONTINUE 
CALL LINE(IARR,MARR,l000,1,0,0) 

. C.i\LL SYMBOL (5. ,-6. 5,. 35, I PSOC-' ,270, 5) 
CALL NlY'1BER(5. ,-8.2, .35,N1'1BR,270,-l) 
CALL. XYPLOT (7. 3, 0., 3) 
CALL XYPLOT(l2.5,5.0,3) 
CALL PLEXI'r 
END 
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C. PROGRAM KOLO VERSION 3 -- KOL03 l/10iB0 
C THIS PROGRAM REt\DS 'IWO RI':Furn:xlRAMS FRCM DISK AND 
C. CALCULI\TES THE KOLMcx;OROV-sMIRNOV 'lWQ-TAILED STATISTIC 
C FOR LARGE Sl\MPLES. THE RESULT IS TESTED FOO. SIGNIFICANCE 
C Nr VARIOUS ALPHA LEVELS. 
c 
C 131\SIC ALGOIUTHMS WRI'rn~N BY-K •. KUEHN--MODIFIED BY 
C DAVID S. HOOVER · FCR APPLICATION TO REFLEC'l'(X;RAMS . 

. C MARCH 1979 
c 
c *************************************************************** 
c 
c 
c 

DIJVlENSION IARR (1024) ,RARR2 (20) ,MARR(l024) ,HMAHHl (20) 
00 5 I=l,1024 
IARR(I )=0 

5 MARR(I)=0 
DO .7 1=1,20 
RARR2(I)=0.0 

7 RMARR2(I)=0.0 
REM ( 1 , 11 ) La.RR 
RE.a.D(2,ll)MARR 

11 FORMAT(l0I8) 
IDIF=0 
00 9 1=1,1000 

9 IDIF=IDIF+IABS((!ARR(l)-MARR(I))). 
IC=0 
ISl.JI'-1=0 
IS=l 
IST=50 
DO lQJ 0 IA=l, 20 
DO 51 IB=IS, IS1' 

51 ISUM=ISU~+IARR(IB) . 
RA V':i=FLO\T (ISlJQ /50. 0 . 

. IC=IC+l 
RARR2 (lC) •RA~ 
IS=IS+58 
IST-IST+58 
ISlM=8 

100 CONTINUE 
IS\M=9 
tS2=l 
ts·n;;5o 

. IC2=0 
DO 200 IA2=l, 20 
DO 250 IB2=IS2,IST2 

250 ISUM=ISU~+MARR(IB2) 
RAVG=FLOAT(ISU~l/50. 
IC2=IC2+1 

275 RMARR2 (IC2)=RAVG 
IS2=IS2+50 



IST2=IST2+50 
[~) lJVt::~ 

200 CONTINUE · 
ll~iiJ'-1-1 =11 • "' 
00 310. I=1,20 

310 RS~4=RSUM4+RARR2(I) 
RSUM5=0.0 
DO 320 I=1, 20 

320 RSUMS=RSU~S+RMARR2(I) 
CUM1=0.0 
CUM2=0. 0 
TE1v1P=0. 0 
ICAT=0 
00 10 I=1,20 
IF(RARR2(I) .EQ.0~AND. RMARR2(I) .EQ.0.)GO TO 10 
PCT1=RARR2(I)/RSUM4 
CUM1=CUMl+PCTl 
PCT2=RMARR2(1)/RSUMS 
CU1~2=CUM2+PCT2 
ADIF=CUII11-cUM2 
DIFF=ABS (ADIFl 
IF(DIFF.LE.TEMP)GO TO 10 
TE,"1P=DIFF 
ICAT=I 

10 CONTINUE 
A05=1.36*(SQRT((RSUM4+RSUII15)/(RSUM4*RSUM5))) 
A01=l.ll3*SQRT ( (RSUM4+RSUM5) I (RSUM4*RSUM5)) 
A001=l. 95*SQRT ( (RSUM4+RSUM5)/ (RSUM4*RSUM5)) 
DO 15 I=1,5 
WRITE(4,12) 

12 F0~"1AT(lX) 
15 CONTINUE 

.WRITE ( 4, ll0)A05 
110 FORMAT ( I THE A05 Vl\LUE IS I , Fl0. 5) 

'tJRITE(4,17)TEMP 
17 FORMAT( 1 THE MAXIMUI~ D VALUE: OBTAINED WAS 1 ,F8.5) 

'JIJRITE(4,20) 
20 FORMAT(lX). 

WRITE ( 4, 22) ICAT 
22 FORMAT ( 1 THE CATEGORY WHERE THE MAX.IMUM D VALUE OCCURRED 

!WAS', 15) 
WRITE(4,26) 

26 FORI~T ( lX) 
IF(T8'1P.GI'.l\05)GO TO 30 
WRITE ('4, 35) 

35 FORMAT( ' THIS D VALUE IS NOT SIGNIFICANT AT THE .05 LEVEL.') 
STOP 



30 IF(T~~P.GE.A01)GO.TO 40 
WRITE(4,4S) 

246 

4 5 F0Rfv1AT ( ' THIS D VALUE IS SIGNIFICANT AT THE •. 05 LEVEL.'). 
STOP 

40 IF(TEMP.GE.A001)GO TO 50 
WRITE (4, 55) 

55 FORMAT( ' THIS D VALUE IS SIGNIFICANT AT THE .01 LEVEL.') 
S'IDP 

50 \>./RITE (4, 60) 
60 FORMAT( ' THIS D VALUE IS SIGNIFICANT AT THE .001 LEVEL.') 

S'IDP 
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C PROGRAM PLOT VERSION 2 -.:..PLOTV2 1/18/80 
C THIS PROGHAr.t PLOrS CONVENTIONAL REFLEC'rANCE PROFILES 
C IT PARTIONS THE 0.1\TA. INTO 1/2 VSTEPS 
C IT ASKS FOR Mi\X Y SCALE lNPU'f AND MAX RO 
c 
C AUTHOR DAVID S. HOOvER JIJLY 1978 
c 
c *****.****~**~*******~*****~***********~**************~*******~* 
c 

CALL PLOTS(.005,0) 
NMBR=3 
IMXY=12 
IMXR0=10 
CALL XYPLOT(0. ,0. ,-3) 
CALL XYPLOT(2.2,-2.5,-3) 
CALL XYPLOT(-.1,0.,2) 
CALL XYPLOT(0.,0.,3) 
CALL FACTOR(.50) 
Y=0 
'lT-0. 
ro 10 ID0=1 I 10 
00. 20 1002=1, 9 
Y'T'=YT+ (-. 1.) 
CALL XYPLOT(0. 1YT 12) 
CALL xYPLO'r(-.051YTI2) 
CALL XYPLOT (0. I YT I 2) 

20 CON'fiNUE 
Y=Y+(-1.) 
CALL XYPLOT(0. 1Y12) 
CALL XYPLOT (-.11 y I 2) 

. CALL. XYPLOT (0. I y I 2) 
. 'i'l'=YT+ (- .1) 

10 CONTINUE 
RHMX=FLOAT(IMXR0)/2.0 
CALL NUMBER(-.4 1 -9.3 1 ~28,IMXR0 1 270.,1) 
CALL NUMBER(-. 41-4.7,. 28 ,RHMXI 270" I 2) . 
CALL NlJi'-ffiER(-.4,0. 3,. 2810,270. I 2) 
CALL SYMBOL(-.9 1-;7,.351'AVJ. RANOOV\ REFLECTANCE%' 1 27~. 1 25) 
CALL XYPLOT(0.;0. 13) 
CALL XYPLOf(~. 1 .1 1 2) .· 
CALL XYPLOT(0. 10. 13) 
XX=0 
00 21 IOOY=l I 6 
X).(-=XX+l. 
CALL XYPLOT(XX,0. 1 2) 
CALL XYPLOT(XX, .1,2) 
CALL XYPLoT(XX 1 0.~2) 

21 CON'fiNUE 
CALL NtJ'v1BER (5. 9 I • 85;. 28 ~ IMXY I 27(J I -1) 
CALL SYMBOL(1.5 11.01.3S,'FREQUENCY* ,0. 19) 

. CALL XYPLOT(0. ~0. 13) 
DIMENSION IARR(1024) 1MARR(l002) 1ARR(5) 

. ·i· 



DO 31 IAR4=1,1024 
31 IARR(IAR4) ='0 

DO. 35 IAR2=1,1002 
35 f1ARR(IAR2)=0 

READ(1, 600) IARR 
READ(1, 601) ARR 

601 FORMAT(5A6) 
600 FORMAT(l0I8) 

ITOT=0 
IS=l 
IS'l'=5 
00 310 IGA= 1·, 200 
DO 320 IGB=IS,IST 
ITOT=ITOT+IARR (IGBl 

320 CONTINUE . 
00 315 IGC=IS,IST 
IARR (IGCl =ITOT 

315 CONTINUE 
IS=IST+l 
IST=IST+5 

. ITOr=0 
310 CONTINUE 

DO 30 IAR=1001~1024 
30 IARR(IAH)=0 

DO 34 IAR5=1,1000 
IF (IARR (IAR5~ .GE. IMXY) IARR (IAR5)=IMXY 

34 CONTINUE . 
IARH( 1) = IMXY 
ISC=0 
DO 40 IAR3=1,1000 
ISC=ISC+l 
MARR(IAR3f=ISC 

40 CONTINUE 
CALL PSCALE(IARR,6.,1000,1) 
CALL PSCALE (MARR, 10. , 10.00, 1) 
DO 50 !~RN=l,l000 
MAAR (IARN),;0-MARR(IARN) 

50 CONTINUE 
CALL LINE(IARR,MARR,HJ00,1,0,0) 
CALL SYMBOL (4. 06,-6. 5,. 28,ARR~ 270 I 13) 
CALL SYMBOL ( 4. 55' -5.66' • 28' I 1/2 V-TYPE PLOT I '270, 15) 
CALL SYMB.OL (5. ,~6. 5,. 35, I PSCX>- 1

, 270, 5) 
CALL Nl.JiV\BER (5., -8. 2,. 35,NMBR, 270,-1 ) . 

. CALL XYPLoT (7. 3, 0., 3). 
CALL XYPLOT(l2.6,5.2;3) 
CALL PLEXIT . 
END 
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C . PROGRAM CONAL VERSION 3 -- CONAL3. 1/15/80 
C THIS PROGr~AM EN/\BLES CONVENTIONl\L REFLECTANCE ANALYSIS 
C TO BE. CARRIED OUT USING THE ARM INSTALLATION 
C . IT IS CAPl\BLE OF MEASURING AVERAGE RANJ:X}"<\ REFLECTANCE OR 
C MAXIMUr.t REFLECTAOCE FOR VITRINITE AND PSEUDOVITRINITE 
C THIS VERSION Hl\S SPECIAL DATA PROCESSING ALGORITHMS 
C FOR THE DETE~~INATION OF MAXIMuM REFLECTANCE 
c 
C AUTHOR DAVID S. HOOVER JUNE 1978 
c 
c **********************~*************************************** 
c 

DIMENSION IARR (1024) ,MARR (1024) 
DO 750 IZ=l,l024 

750 IARR(IZ) =0 
DO 755 IZZ=1,1024 

755 MARR(IZZl=0 
KNTV-0 
J1='N' 
JJ1='N' 
ITPVIT=0 
KNTP=0 

. CALL BrANK 
WRITE(4,600) 

600 F0~1AT(T15,' **COAL RESEARCH MANUAL REFLECTANCE PROGRAM**') 
DO 10 I=1,3 

10 WRITE(4,610) 
610 FORMAT(1X) 

WRITE(4,615) 
615 FORMAT( ' DO YOU WANT TO MEASURE NAX. REFLECTANCE ',$) 

READ (t1, 620).11 
620 FORMAT (A1) 

WRITE(4,61QJ) 
IF (,Jl. EQ. 'Y I )GO TO 15 
WRIT.E (4, 625) 

625 FORMAT(' **I GUESS YOU WANT TO MEASURE MARR THEN**') 
WRITE(4,6lQJ) 

15 WRITE(4,630) 
630 FORMAT( 1 DO YOU WISH TO MEASURE PVIT. 1 ,$) 

RFAD (4, 620)J2 . 
WRITE(4,610) 
WRITt::(4,635) 

635 FORM.I\T ( ' ENI'ER NUMBER OF RE.Z\DINGS VITRINITE--',$) 
RFAb.(4, 640) ITVIT 

640 FORMAT(I4) 
U'(J2.EQ.'N')GO TO 20 
WRITE (4, 610) 
WRITE(4,645) 

645 FORJ"1AT( ' ENTER NUMBER OF READINGS PVIT------- 1 ,$) 
RFAD(4,640)ITPVIT 

20 CALL BLANK 
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WHI'l'I::(4;6~1J) 
650 FORMAT(Tl5,' *******TIME TO STAN~RDIZE MICROSCOPE *******') 
C STANDARDIZATION ROUriNE 

IDEC= (ITPV[T+ITV['r) /2 
wiUTE(4,610) 
MUTE (4, 610) 
WRITE(4,610) 
ltJRI TE ( 4 , 90 3) 

903 FORMAT ( 1 ENrER FULL SCALE RO -REAL- 1 ,$) 
RFAD(4,902)RES 
WRITE (4, 901) 

901 FORMAT( I ENrER GLASS STD. RQ-------- I,$) 
RFAD(1,902)RFS 

902 FORMAT(F8.4) 
90.0 CALL SETAOC (32,0) 

DO 915 ISTD=l,3 
WRITE (4, 915) 

915 FORMAT(lX) 
WRITE(1,916) 

916 FORMAT ( I REFLECTANCE. FULL SCALE I>) 
IF(Jl.EQ. 1 Y 1 )GO TO 906 
DO 905 ISTDl=l,20 
CALL FASTAD(l2,ISS) 
CALL FASTAD(l2,IS2) 
CALL FASTAD(l2, IS3) 
C~L FASTAD(l2,IS4) 
CALL FASTAD(l2, ISS) 
CALL FAST~(l2,IS6) 
RSS=FLOAT (ISS) +FLOAT (IS2) +FLOAT (IS3) +FLOAT (IS4) 
RS1=FLOAT(IS5)+FLOAT(IS6) 
RSS=(RSS+RS1)/6. 

81 RD=l000./RSS 
11E=nD*RFS 
WRI'rE ( 4, 910) RE 

910 FOru~T(1X,F10.3) 

DO 908 IDL=1,100 
90 8 CONTINUE 

IF(Jl.EQ. 1 Y1 )GO TO 907 
905 CONTINUE 
904 CON'riNUE 

WRITE (4, 920) 
920 FORIV\AT( 1 ARE YOU SATISFIED? 1 ,$) 

H£..1\D (4, 940)JJ 1 
9r10 FORMAT(A1) 

IF(JJl.EQ. 1 N 1 )GO TO 900 
CALL B I.ANI< 
WRITE(4,655) 

655 FORMAT( 1 YOU ARE NOll READY TO BEGIN THE ANALYSIS 1 ) 

DO 25 I 1=1, 5 
25 WRITE(4,610) 

KNTV1=0 
KNTP1=0 

• 



30 CONTINUE 
WRITE (4, 6n0) 

660 FORMAT(' WHEN READY TO MFASURE ~ RFADING HI'r -RETURN-',$) 
RF'J\D ('1, G?.0),JDUM . . 
IF(J1 .• EQ.'Y')GO TOS2 
CALL F AST/\0 ( 12, ISV) 
CALL FASTAD(l2, ISV2) 
ISV= (ISV+ISV2) /2 
GO TO 34 . 

906 DO 907 ISM=l,10 
IF (JJl. EQ. IN I )GO TO 909 

82 IRST=20~ 

GO TO 33 
909 IRST=l00 
33 IMI\){=0 

I~P=0 

IK0=0 
DO 32 IR=l, IRST 

41 CALL FASTAD (9, ISV) 
IF(IKO.EQ.l)GO TO 3.8 
IF(IKO.GE.2)GO TO 39 
IOLD1=ISV 
IKO=IKO+l 
GO TO 32 

39· IOLD2~ISV 

IKO=I~0+1 

GO TO 32 · 
39 IOLD3=ISV . 

ISV=(IOLD1+IOLD2+IOLD3)/3 
IOLD1=IOLD2 
IOLD2=IOLD3 
IF(ISV ~ar. IMAX) IMAX=ISV 

32 CONTINUE 
ISV=IMAX-3 
RSS=FLOAT (IMAX) 
IF"(JJl.EQ. 'N' )GO TO 81 

907· CONTINUE 
IF (.1.11. F.Q. IN I )GO "TO 904 

34 . RE1=RES/1000 • 
. RE2=RE1*FLOAT(ISV) 

WRITF.:(4,670)RE2 
~70 · FORMAT( ' REFLECTANCE VALUE THIS PoiNT= ',F7.3) 

CALL BELL 
CALL BELL 
WRITE(4;675) 

675 FORMAT ( ' DO YOU WANT TO RECORD THIS READING ? ',$) 
RFAD (4, 620)J 4 
IF(J4. EQ. IN I )GO TO 30 
IF (J2. EQ. IN I )GO TO 40 
WRITE ( 4, 66.5) 

665 FORMAT( ' WAS THIS READING PVIT ' 1 ,$) 
RFAD(4~620)J3. 

253 



IF(JJ.EQ.'N')GO TO 4~ 
MAAR (IS V) =MAAR ( ISV) .+ 1 
KNTP=KNTP+1 
KNTP1=KNTPl+l 
IF(KNTP.GE.l'rPVIT)GO·TO 35. 
CALL BI.ANK 
WRITE(4,68l)KNTV 

681 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF READINGS ON VIT SO FAR = ',IS) 
WRIT8(4,680)KNTP 

68f2J FORMAT( ' Nl.Jl~ER OF READINGS ON PVIT SO FAR = ',15) 
WRITE(4,61f2J) 
WRITE (4, 6112.1) 
WRITE(4,610) 
IF(KNTPl.EQ.IDEC,GO TO ~4 
GO TO 30 

37 CALL BELL 
GO TO 30 

35 WRITE(4,685) 
n85 FORMAT ( 1 'tOU HAVE REACHED YOUR GOAL FOR PVIT 1 > 

CALL BELL . 
IF(KNTV.LT.ITVIT)GO TO 30 
IF(KNTPl.EQ.25)GO TO 2f2J 

4~ lAKK(lSV).~iARR(ISV)+l 

KNTV=KNTV+ 1 
KNTPl=KNTPl+l 
IF(KNTV.GE.ITVIT}GO TO 45 
CALL BI.ANK 
IF (J2. EQ. 'N 1 )Go ·ro 689 
WRITE(4;688)KNTP . 

688 FORMAT( ' NUMBER OF READINGS ON PVIT SO FAR = ',IS) 
689 WRITE (4 ,69f2J}KNTV 
690 FORMAT(' NUMBER OF READINGS ON VIT SO FAR = ',IS} 

WRITE(4,6lf2J) 
ltwRITE(4,6lf2J) 
WRITE(4,6lf2J) 
IF(KNTPl.EQ.IDEC)GO TO 44 
GO TO 3f2J. 

44 CALL BELL 
IF(J2.EQ. 'N' )GO TO 8lf2J 
WRITE(2,696)MARR 
WRITE(l,69~)I~RR 

DO 830 IZRP=l,l024 
MAAR(IZRP)=0 

81 li'l C:ON'f INUE 
GO TO 820 

·25tl 



. . . 
81~ WRITE(l,696)IARR 
820 DO 825 (ZR=l,l~24 

Il\RB (IZR)=0 
825 CONTINUE 

GO TO 30 
45 WRITE(4,695) 
695 FORMAT( 1 YOU HAVE R~CHED YOUR GOAL FOO VIT. 1

) 

00.733 IBLL=l,20 
CALL BELL 

733 CONTINUE . 
1SLMT=0 

. DO 735 .ISUM=l·, 1024 
735 ISlJl"1T=ISU!1T+IARR (ISUM) 

WRI'rE (4, 736) ISUMT 
736 FORMAT(I5) 

IF(J2.EQ. 1 N 1 )GO TO 49 
IF(KNTP.LT.ITPV1T)GO TO 30 
WRITE(5,"696)~R 

49 WRITE(3,696)IARR 
696 FORMAT(l0I8) 

S'roP 
END 
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C PROGRAM CBLEND VERSION 1 -- CBLEND 1/18/80 
C THIS PROGRA"'l IS DESIGNED TO READ THREE IY\TA ARRAYS FROV\ 

-C DISK AND COMBINE THEM IN DESIGNATED PERCENTAGES TO GENERATE 
C A BLEND ~TA ARRAY WHICH WILL CONTAIN 150,000 DATA POINTS 
c 
C AUTHOR ~VID S. HOOVER DECEMBER 1979 
c 
c ************************************************************** 
c 

DIMENSION F\R1 (1024), IAR2 (1024) ,IAR3 (1024), IAR4 (1024) 
READ (1, 10) IAR1 
READ (2, 10) IAR2 
RE;l'\D (3 I 10) Il\R3 
WRITE(4,20) 

20 FORI-tAT ( 1 ENTER PERCENT OF FIRST COAL IN BLEND',$) 
READ(4, 25)RPr1 
WRITE(4,30) 

30 FORMAT9 1 ENTER PERCENT OF SECOND COAL IN BLEND' ,$} 
REZ\D (4, 25)RPr2 
WRITE(4,40) 

40 FORMAT( 1 ENTER PERCENT OF THIRD CQ.b.L IN BLEND',$) 
READ(4,25)RPr3 

25 FORMAT(Fl0. 3) 
l0 FORMAT ( 10 I 8) 

RFAC1=RPr1*3. 0 
RFAC2=RPr2*3. 0 
RFAC3=RPr3*3. 0 
DO 15 1=1, 1024 
IARl (I) =IFIX ( FLO.Z..T (IARl (I)) *RFACl) 
IAR2(I)=IFIX(FLOAT(IAR2(I))*RFAC2) 
IAR3 (I) =IFIX (FLOAT (IAR3 (I)} *RFAC3) . 
IAR4(I)=IAR1(I)+IAR2(I)+I~R3(I) 

15 CONTINUE 
WRITE (5, 10) IAR4 
STOP 
END 
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APPENDIX VII 

Data for Coals Analyzed 



% " % % % % 
., :; V~1 :; c 

10 "' 
Sample State Sea::~ Rank Ro Vit. Lip. Sin. In. Ash Sul. (e-mf) (drr.:nf) 

PSOC-0"2C KY UPPSR SL;<:::;~l n HIJll. 0.87 47.4 21.3 5.0 31.4 4.1 0.6 39.4 85:(1· 

PSOC-0~2D KY UPPER SLK-i::R.:l ~3 HIJZI. 0.91 30.5 39.3 4.6 30.1 6.8 0.6 37.5 86.15 
PSCX::-003 KY UPPER SLK-iJ~l #3 HVA 0.85 41.9 21.7 5.0 36.4 4.6 0.6 37.4 85.6 
PSOC-0030 KY UPPC:R SLKH:;~l il3 HVA 0.83 27.8 3/..4 -8.8 39.8 3.7 0.6 39.4 86.1 
PSOC-004 KY UPPER SliC-i:.;:l.:l #3 HVl\ 0.85 72.1 13.2 1.4 14.8 2.1 0.9 39.0 84.4 
PSOC-0060 KY UPPER EUC-iJ~~ n HVA 0.95 18.4 46~9 13.4 34.6 6.1 0.7 4J.4 86.2 
PSOC-012 KY KENTU:KY : ' HVA 0.92 47.2 21.1 5.2 31.7 2.6 0.6 39.4 85.6 
PSOC-022 IL ILLINOIS ;:? 0.49 88.4 4.4 1.4 7.2 H:l.1 2.€! 41.9 80.8 
PSOC-056 .1\Z ARIZONA ~2 HVC: 0.57 93.9 3.3 4.0 12.8 6.2 0.4 47.3 77.4 
PSOC-060 co "''A!XiS HVC 0.58 84.7 2.3 3.1 13.0 11.2 0;5 45.1 77.5 
PSOC-070 ~'lA BIG #2 HVB 0.(8 89.0 9.3 0.8 1.8 25.7 0~4 41.4 8l.(l 
PSOC-084 PA PENNS'lL\'A:~I.; i!l3 SE."''I-AN 2.15 70.8 ().0 20.2 29.2 25.3 1.2 8.0 92.9 
PSOC-085 PA PENNSYL\~'-':_; 43--LEADER AN 2.82 97.5 0.0 0.0 2.5 8.3 1.1 15.15 92.5 
PSOC-102 PA PI'ITS3UEG:oi HVA 0.84 82.5 3.9 4.3 13.6 7.1 1.4 38.6 84.5 
·PSOC-104 PA PI T'r53 :J?.GH HVA 0 •. 80 80.7 6.6 3.4 12.7 9.5 3.4 38.8 84.8 
PSOC-106 IN INOil\NA #1 3l:X:K HVB 0~63 24.0 28.2 11.4. 47.6 14.4 0.6 39.0 84.2-
PSX-139 PA PIITS3Jr.Gri · . HVA 0.83 84.6. 4.8 1.8 10.6 5.1 0.6 37.4 85.3 
PSCX::-113 PA LCWER Kl TT:;!.JNI'¥3 LCWVOL 1.80 86.9 0.0 3.9 13.1 10.6 3.1 18.4 90.9 
PSOC-116 PA LCWER FREC:?JR'l' LCWVOL 1.47 85.8 e;e 3.5 14.2 12.9 4.0 21.4 88.6 
PSOC-125 PA LCWER FP.ES?JR1 HVA 1.17 91.4 1."3 1.4 7.4 10.0 1.9 33.0 88.8 
PSCX::-127 PA LCWER KITT~.:~~H~G LCWVOL 1.51 92.1 0.0 3~9 7.9 5.7 0.8 2(l.0 90.4 
PSOC-128 PA LCWER KIJ7.:._,l~I% LCW.VOL 1. 56 77.4 0.0 2.7 22.6 13.6 2.1 19.4 89.5 
PSOC-132 wv POCAHO'li'.l\5 0 MEO VOL 1.47 71.4 0.0 6.4 28.5 3.4 0.7 22~4 91.0 
PSCX::-134 AL PRATT MEO VOL 1.31 78.6 0.0 4.4 21.4 4.6 i.e 24.8 90.2 
PSCX::-142 OK HARTSH'JilNC: MED VOL 1.45 9e.5 0.0 1.0 9.5 10.2 1.1 22.2 90.4 
PSOC-145 OK H.a.RTSHORNC: LCWVOL 1.57 81.1 0.0 3.6 18.9 5.3 0.8 19.6 90.3 
PSCX::-146 OK HA.qTSfi~E REER LCWVOL 1.49 84.7 0.0 4.5 15.3 6.4 0.8 15. (l· . 92.2 
PSCX::-149 OK HVB 0. 54 7i.9 11.0 5.4 16.9 16.1 6.8 41.5 83.2 
PSCX::-151 . N"' UJWER SPLI7 Jr 3LUE HVC 0.40 7B.6 10.6 2.3 10.8 5.1 0.4 45.4 78.4 
PSOC-157 co COLOAA:)') a MEO VOL 1.43 92.0 0.1 0.5 7.9 6.7 0.6 25.:J 89 •. 9 
PSCX::-159 co SEt•U-AN 3.10 92.4 0.0 e;8 7.6 7.1 0.8 13.2 92.5 
PsOC-163 MO BAXTER HVA 0.73 79.8 3.9 2.5 16.3 13.1 6.1 41.6 85 .• 4 

PSCX::-173 wv PI'ITS3:JaGH HVA 0.78 81.4 4.9 1.8 13.7 6.7 2.2 41.3 . 85.8 
PSCX::-176 wv PITI'Sd~GH HVA 0.82 76.3 4.4 3.2 19.3 6.5 2.9 42.2 85.8 
PSOC-194 OH OHIO #5 HW 0.60 85.9 5.4 2.3 8.7 9.2 3.2 41.9 80.4 
PSCX::-211 OH OHIO 43 HVB 0.52 84.3 3.9 1.5 11.8 16.0 4.9 42.9 77.9 
PSOC-233 co WA!XiE HVC 0.61 88.8 4.7 1.6 ll.5 9.1 0.5 41.8 78.2 
PSOC-236 co COLORAOO Bl\5~ a MED VOL 1.44 92.2 0.0 2.0 7.8 8.0 0.5 24.2 90.3 ~ 

PSOC-242 WY DIETZ SUBBIT B 0.43 99.6 3.8 3.3 5.6 5.9 0.6 46.(l 74.5 -· <.C 

PSOC-254 fi'A LCWCR KITTA.~:NG-TOP BEN:H !11ED VOL 0.0 85.8 0.0 2.4 14.2 10.2 1.9 i7.2 0.0 



., :% % 
., .. % 01 ': VM % c 

10 "' I< " 
Sample State Se:am ~.an< Ro Vit. Lip. Sin. In. .Ash Sul. ( d;r.mf) (dmmf) 

PSOC-255 PA LCNIErt KITI'A.~IIo[;-'-BCYI'TCM E-ENCH iiED 'vUL e.o 76.e e.2 6.4 . 23.8 . 19.e 5.3 25;8 0.0 

PSOC-25fi fW LCNIE:il Frti:EP':Rr "'ED VOL 0.0 82.2 0." 3.9 17.8 . 6.7 1.8 27.0 0.0 
PSOC-257 PA UPPE:l FREEP'JRT 'lED VOL 0.e 88.1 3.5 2.2 8.4 12.6" L6· 29.5 "~" 
PSOC-258 ?A LCw8 !<I71'A.N)IING 'lED VJL e.o 73.5 e.Oi 5.0 25.4 10.1 4.:J 22.7 e.a 
PSX-256 'lA. UPPE~ 3.\!.NE~ iiVB 0.72 21.4 0.3 11.9 78.3 23.6 3.J 32,6 85.3 
PSX-270 .AL 1\MERI':.l\..'J H\'A 1.02 51.1 13.8 5.6 35.1 2.2 0.8 34.1 77.8 
PSOC-274 wv SEWElL· ,.lED V'JL 0.98 71.3 5.8 4.6 22~9 15. 7. .2.3 35.8 85.9 
PSOC-276 OH. OHIO '18 H\'A. 1.14 68.6 4.8 2.9 26.6 8.7 0.8 3:J.5 89.1 
PSX-307 OH OHI~ H:U. HI. 'A 0.65 8e.7 3.7 4.7 15:6 11.2 . 3.5 43.7 83.9 
PSOC-3e9 N.'1 NEW :-~::xmJ ta H\C 0.76 87.0 2.9 2.6 13.1 19.3 2.7 43.5 83.8 
PSOC-318 Pll. UPPE?. fRE:.::PJRT U•:W VOl 0.48 73.4 1.8 11.0 24.8 20.4 0.8 46.0 79.1 
PSOC-319 PA UPPER KITTANNING la-IVOl 1.65 92.1 0.2 3.5 7.7 6.5 1.6 19.3 9:J.9 
PSOC-32e PA. PITTS:3URGH !'>'ED VOL 1.55 77.5 e.1 7.6 22.4 ·. 16.2. 6.0 18.6 91.5 
PsOC-321 PA PITTS3URGH ~ED VOl 1. 30 92.5 0.1 5.0 7.4 .15.8 1.2 24.3 90.3 
PSOC~324 PA rtiDPlE K]Tl'AWNING ~DVOL 1.35 90.4 e.2 5.7 9.4 15.0 2.6 23.3 9e.3 
PSOC-330 PA MIDDLE KlTI'ANNING H'JB 1.18 89.6 2.5 3.1 7 .·9 34.8 . 3. 3 27.1 39.:J 
PSOC-336 PA. UPPEK FREEPORT I">l:D VOL 0.76 84.2 3~4 2.8 12.4 6.1 2.8 39.5 83.7 
PSOC-337 PA ·LCNIErt KI'ITANNING HW>. 1.24 88.5 0.0 2.9 11.5 10 .• 8 2.6 25.9 89.3 
PSOC-34.0 PA LCNIER KIITANNING HW. 0.89 75.1 16.4 2.8 8.4 8.5 1.5 37.5. 85.3 
PSOC-341 PA · CLARI'JN ~ 0.92 90.7 2.6 2.4 6.7 9.5 1.2 :36.0 85.8 
PSOC-345 PA LCNIER KIITANltiNG Hln\ 0.75 68.1 18.5 4.3 13.3 il. 5 4.5 42.4 85.5 
PSOC-347 PA LCNIER KI'r.A.>miNG H'J:l. e.79 75.0 16.0 2.9 .8.9 12.8 4.2 41.0 85.7 
PSOC-351 PA lCNIER ClARION HVA 0.78 80.0 15.0 0.8 4.9 . 7.8 3.15 42.1 85.4 
PSOC-354 PA LCNIER KITTANNI~ HVA 0.71 95.1 1.2 0.4 3.7 6.7 3 •. 4 45.0 84.1 
PSOC-359 KY LCNIER ELK-IORM !filA 0.81 75.3 15.4 4.0 9.4 12 •. 9 1.4 38.0 84.6 
PSCX:-360 KY LCNIER EL~ORN HVi\ 1.e3 64.1 20.0 7.2 15.8 29.7 0~3 33.8 88.1 
PSOC-363 KY HAZARD #5.11. HVi\ 1.05 76.9 7.1 6.4 15.0 8.e 0.6 33.7 87.2 
PSOC-366 KY HAZARD ~5&. H'.h\ 0.79 6e.3 18.7 8.4 21.1 9.5 0.7 39.1 93.9 
PSOC-369 KY HAZAR!> i7 HVR. a.n 60.7 11;.3 11.9 27.5 9.9 0.7 •41).0 83.9 
PSOC-375. KY HAZA.;:m i9 :HV;i>. 0.81 63.8 18.·1l 7.4 18.1 6.5 0.6 33.2 84.3 
PSOC-394 T.X UNNN-ED WJC 0.78 75.8 12.0 2.5 12.2 14.2 1.1 38.9 84;4 
PSOC-400 OK FORT SCOIT Hl/7\ 0.45 91.8 5.2 2.1 3.0 5.1 2.0 45.9 73.1 
PSOC-403 OK STIGLER "tED VOl 0.59 89.8 3.0 2.e 7.1 8.7 3.7 45.2 83.5 
PSOC-405 OK lGIER HAATSHORNE. LC//VOL 1.23 91.0 1.2 2.4 7.7 9.6 e.5 28.5 88.3 
PSOC-407 OK lCWER HARTSHCRNE LON VOL 1.68 81.2 0~0 7.3 18.8 8.2 0.7 19.8 89.8 
PSOC-452 co COLORADO UPPER B 1.62 85.7 0.0 5.5 14.3 7.6 1.4 19.5 90.3 
P30C-:462 lJT. LCWER SUNNYSIDE 1M 1.39 95.8 0.0 2.1 4.2 0.0 e.:J 0.0 0.0. 
PSOC-618 P!\ KElLY Lo-IVOL 8.8 20.7 6.0 l.:J 40.7 83.9 ~ 

0.63 74.4 5.0 0'\ 

PSOC-619 PA BARNETT MED VOL 1.55 89.1 0.0 7.0 Hl.9 32.2 1.1 21.8 91.3 c 

r' 



I} 

c 
0 
G) 

% % % % % % 0 % % VM % c < Sample State Sr:am Rank . Ro Vi t. Lip. Sin. In. ·Ash Sul. (d~mf) (drranf) m 
:D z .. 
~ PSOC-52:l PA TI'II)l LOI'IVOL 1.54 92.7 1'!.0 2.7 7.3 13.3 0.6. 23.4 91.5 
m 

PSOC-645 AR PHILP'JTI LOI'IVOL 8.2 18.0 14.1 2.0 17.6 92.0 z 1. 79 82.0 0.0 
-l 

PSOC-688 wv ELK LICK Li:WVOL 7.7 15.0 3.8 0.7 16.6 91.1 , 1.77 85.0 0.0 
:D PSOC-702 wv PITTSi3URGH HV1\ 1.63 92.7 ·3.0 4.1 . 7.3 18.6 2.7 17.3 9().5 z 
:j PSOC-720 wv UPP::r. KITIA.~ING HVA 0.82 91.6. 2.1 3.8 6.3 6.8 2.7 42.2 84.5 
~ PSOC-735 wv UPPE:r: KITIA.'JNI~ MED VOL 1.14 91.3 0.6 2.6 8.1 11.3 2.3 40.8 88."5 
0 PSOC-773 OH OHI~ i15 HVB 1.00 30.1 16.3 41.0 53.6 18.2 0.6 )0.2 86.9 ... 

PSOC-875 LOI'IVOL 89.2 0.0 6.9 3.9 19.44 3.6 ... PA i3LOS5 1. 71 n PSOC-37;) ONE r:JOT LOI'IVOL 1.82 98.2 0.0 7.3 4.5 22.48 0:9 !':' PA - PSOC-10Hl PA L~ KITI.l>..•l'HNG MED VOL 1.11 85,5 0.6 9.3 4.6 16.77 3.2 
ID 

Lo.-m:: KITI.li.!.J:III~ HVA 5.2 12.30 5.2 ~ PSOC-1019 PI\ 0.82 .. 8').4 3.8 5.6 
~ PSOC-Hl23 PA LCJ.or::.P. FREEPORT HvA 0.92 57.7 1').1 20.1 7.0 18.33 1.8 

~ ·PSOC-1099 PA · PITTSBURGH HVA 0.89 87.4 1.4 6.2 5.0 11.35 1.4 
~ PSOC~llllO PA PITTSBURGH HVA 9. 52 1.2 
01 PSOC-:-1HH PA PI'ITSBURGH HV1\ . 0.90 8l.t! . 3. 2 5.8 9.2 5.43 0.7 ::::: 

·s PSOC-'1102 PA PI'IT5i3~ HVA 0.89 81.0 2.3 7.9 8.8 7.72 1.9 
CXI PSOC-1103 PA PITisi3URGH HVA 0.80 69.4 9.8. 11.4 8.8 4. 73. 1.9 

PSOC-111!4 K'i· UPPE:R ELKH-:)R-'11 HV1\ 0.77 77.0 9.7 4.9 8.3 3;43 1.8 
CBCS-132 HVA 0.90 77.4 6.0 5.6 11.0 7.2 0.6 
CBCS-133 HV1\ 0.95 '71.3 7.6 10.6 10.5 6.6 0.8 
CBCS-204 HV1\ 0.94 74.2 5._0 9.6 11.2 6.2 0.9 
CBCS-21'4 MEO VOL 1!.96 74.5 5.9 6.5 13.1 5.7 . 1.0 
::::s:::s-259 HVA. 1.00 75.9 5.9 8.4 9.8 6.0 0.9 
CBCS-17? MEDVoL 1.07 68.8 8.1 9.6 13.5 3.2 0.6 
CBCS-48 HV1\ 0.99 73.6 5.4 8.5 12.5 5.1 0.8 
CBCS-205 MED VOL\ 1.08 83.3 4.7 5.4 6.6 3.4 0.6 
CBCS-207 totED VOL 1.10 .67._13 1.0 23.9 8.1 10.4 0.5 
cacs-176 MED VOL 1.16 79.8 2.5 7.3 10.4 4.4 0.7 
CBCS-143 HV1\ 0.98 79.3 7.2 4.0 .9.5 5.7 0.8 
CBCS-112 HV1\ 1.09 81.0 6.3 2.3 10.4 4.9 0.9 
CBCS-105 LOI'IVOL 1.70 78.3 0.0 8.0 13.7 5.9 0.8 
CBCS-142 LOI'IVOL 1.71 88.1 0.0 4.2 7.5 7.5 0.7 
CBCS-24\J .MED VOL 1.09 77.4- 5.6 5.4 11.6 5.4 0.9 
CBCS-72 LOI'IVOL 1.68 72.4 0.2 15.1 12.3 5.4 0.9 
CBCS-212 MED VOL 1.09 . .75.6 . 7.0 4.8 12.6 4.6 0.8 
CBCS-155 MED VOL 

jj~~,t~i~~· '~;j:;~~l 
10.4 10.6 3.9 0.7 

CBCS-227 MED VOL 5.4 7.1 3.2 0.8 
CBCS-178 MF.b VOL 25.6 12.9 8.2 0.9 
CBCS-144 MED VOL 8.5 10.6 5.9 0.7 N· 

0"1 




